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Chapter 1
Introduction

Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in mixed-valence compounds has attracted numerous
interest in materials with perovskite structure [1, 2, 3], which is focused on the rich phase
diagram and the magnetotransport properties [4, 5, 6]. CMR phenomena have been in-
vestigated for the manganite compounds with RE1−xAExMnO3 general formula (RE and
AE are rare- and alkaline-earth cations). Some properties of the perovskite-type oxides
depend on the doping concentration as well as growth conditions such as temperature,
pressure and magnetic field (Fig. 1.1). In these materials, charge, spin, orbital and lattice
degrees of freedom lead to phase transitions and the emergence of exotic phases including
the pseudogap state and even phase separation [7, 8]. They be used to design more efficient
new correlated electron devices [9, 10], e.g., in magnetoelectronics and electronic memories
element with smaller size.

Recently, doped manganites get more attention because of their exotic photovoltaic
properties [11, 12], as well as their potential benefit as electrocatalysts [13]. Understand-
ing and controlling of the four step reaction of water splitting at different electrocatalysts is
essential for the design a highly active catalysts which is inspired by the use of a CaMn4O5

complex as oxygen-evolution center in natural photosynthesis [14]. For the active cata-
lysts, different oxidation states of Mn center and the covalency type of Mn oxygen bond
require to facilitate electron transfer for catalytic oxygen-evolution activity in manganite
perovskites [15, 16]. A more appropriate descriptor for catalysis is the filling of a rigid
antibonding states between Mn-eg and O-2p orbitals since it has a stronger overlap with
the oxygen [17]. This means that electron transfer between surface cation and adsorbed re-
action is facilitated. However, more theoretical and experimental work are needed to fully
understand the oxygen evolution reaction and some descriptors do not cover all observed
trends [18].

The standard density functional methods for the perovskite oxides [19] indicated that
conventional functionals do not capture the electronic structure in their electron spectrum.
This finding can be extended to other transition-metal oxides. To avoid the deficien-
cies of conventional density functional methods for transition metal compounds, LDA+U

7
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The oxygen atoms are three-fold coordinated. The Ti atoms are six-fold coordinated to oxygen
atoms. The Ti atoms occupy the body centered lattice positions in the tetragonal unit cell.

The ideal c/a ratio is
!

2
3 = 0.816497. It is obtained from the condition that each oxygen atom

is exactly trigonally coordinated.
Questionable! Check the following: The rutile structure is a hcp lattice of oxygen atoms with

anions filling the octahedral voids.
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FeF2 is anti-ferromagnetic with spins aligned along the c-axis.

13.10 Perovskite
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The SrO3 sublattice forms a fcc lattice, while the Ti-atoms are located in its octahedral voids.
The lattice can also be seen as a corner-sharing array of TiO3 octahedra, with the Sr atoms located
in the voids between eight such octahedra.

The Sr ion has the environment of the fcc crystal with 12 neighbors. Hence the Sr sees the
environment of the fcc lattice with twelve neighbors, that is a cubo-octahedron. The oxygen atoms
are two-fold coordinated. The Ti atoms are octahedrally coordinated to oxygen atoms.

The members of the perovskite family rarely have the ideal cubic structure. In fact there is a large
zoo of structural distortions and electronic instabilities. This in turn causes a tremendous richness
in physical properties such as insulators, metals, ferroelectrics, magnetism, giant magnetoresistance,
superconductivity, and many more. We will discuss them in little more detail in section 13.11

An excellent description of the perovskite family is given in the Thesis of F. Lindberg[40].

Fig. 1.1: Rich physical properties of manganites: from insulating to conducting and colossal
magnetoresistance.

method [20], and hybrid density functionals [21, 22] were applied. The LDA+U adds an
explicit Fock term and thus introduces the atomic physics of strongly interacting electrons,
while the hybrid functional have a similarity with many-particle Green’s function methods
such as the GW method [23, 24]. These functionals open up the band gaps and provide
an improved description of spectral properties.

The most-studied compound of manganite is LaMnO3 which has an electron-rich Mn3+

character. This compound is an insulator with a band gap slightly more than 1 eV which
has orbital ordered Jahn-Teller arrangment [25, 26]. A series of analysis have been done by
Ederer, Kovacic and collaborators [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. They performed a hybrid
functionals calculations on the series of manganites which have the same electron character
for Mn, by exchanging the A-type cation. They also extracted some parameters which is
related to the model Hamiltonians. Although there are some theoretical approaches for
these systems, but a comprehensive comparison of the valence and conduction bands,
optical excitation, and structural properties with experimental data is still missing.

It is even more important for a whole doping range of manganites. The doping affects
magnetization, structure, and correlations on the electronic structure. In addition, doping
is the main control parameter within the complex phase diagram of manganites. Other
parameters such as ion sizes [32, 8], dimensionality, external fields and temperature allow
to tune the phase boundaries. However, the origin of the cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion
and orbital order for LaMnO3, which is crucial for the manganites, have been under debate.
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To clarify the situation, the Kugel-Khomski [33] mechanism and the Jahn-Teller effect
have been explored by using the local density approximation plus dynamical mean-field
method [34, 35]. They show that electron-phonon coupling is essential to have a local Jahn-
Teller distortions. Thus, this supports importance of the Jahn-Teller effect in undoped
manganites.

The series of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 is of important manganite compound because of the small
tolerance factor. This means that Pr and Ca anions have the similar ion sizes. This caused
that there is no stable ferromagnetic metallic phase at low temperature for this compound.
similarities of ion sizes, allow to change the charge of the Mn ion over the entire range from
Mn3+ to Mn4+ without greatly affecting the crystal structure [36, 5].

Anisimov et al. [37], performed LDA+U calculations of PrMnO3 and Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3.
They have confirmed that orbital order can be obtained from Coulomb exchange even
without lattice relaxation. Van den Brink and Khomski [38], also explained the role of
charge and orbital order in half-doped manganites. In the half-doped manganites, they
showed formation of magnetic zig-zag chains as a result of competing magnetic and kinetic
energy.

The x = 0.5 arrangement is the so-called CE-phase, which its nature of the charge-
ordered state was under controversial. Experimental analysis [39] confirmed that there is no
strong charge disproportionation between different Mn sites. The presence of multiferroic
states with electric polarization [5], and also the formation of Mn-O-Mn dimers [40, 41] have
been reported. Different theoretical studies [42, 43, 44] supported the appearance of an
underlying Zener polaron type of charge ordering. The electric polarization was confirmed
for half-doped materials Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 and La1/2Ca1/2MnO3 using the measured atomic
structure by Colizzi and Giovanetti [43, 44]. Efremov et al. [42] studied the transition of the
CE-type CO structure to the ordering of Zener polarons by an extended double-exchange
Hamiltonian. Finding a proper description of the band structure close to the Fermi level,
excitation spectrum and the type of order is a crucial step to catch a full understanding of
quasiparticle excitations in the different phases.

In this work we are going to investigated the effect of doping on the structure of the
valence and conduction band, magnetic and charge ordering as well as on the resulting
excitation spectra for the series Pr1−xCaxMnO3 and La1−xSrxMnO3. We use local hybrid
functionals to account for the Coulomb interaction on the Mn-sites and to obtain the phys-
ically correct description of the electronic structure. The Fock term is limited to onsite
terms in a carefully crafted local orbital basisset. This makes the computational cost of
hybrid calculations comparable to that of regular GGA calculations. This free parameter is
determined by experimental x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Emphasis is given to
a realistic description of the electronic structure, which is verified by comparison with elec-
tron energy-loss near-edge structure (ELNES) and the x-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) [45], as well as measurements of optical absorption [46]. In addition, the insight
on the electronic structure is used to explain the experimental optical conductivity data.
We also attempt to rationalize the high activities of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 catalyst surface in
contact with water through the electronic structure and show DFT descriptors of oxygen
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evolution reaction (OER) toward the development of novel water splitting catalysts.
Moreover, to gain insight into the corrosion reactions during the oxygen evolution re-

action we investigated the defect chemistry in rutile. Rutile is considerably simpler than
the manganites and allows us to make direct contact with experimental data. As shown
there, the defect concentration in rutile next to a buried interface with Pd interface can
be controlled by loading it with hydrogen. In order to rationalize the observations, we
performed calculations of the oxygen vacancy, hydrogen and the hydrogen complex with
the oxygen. For these calculations, the correct opening of the bandgap is crucial. In reg-
ular DFT calculations only the most positive charge state is stable, while the charging
levels shift from the conduction band into the band gap when hybrid functionals are used.
This effect is essential for the description of the band bending on hydrogen loading. We
find that oxygen vacancy defect has charging levels in a narrow energy window, which is
the expected Fermi-level pinning range. Neutral defects are only produced when oxygen
vacancies exist and negative defects are not produced in the whole range of Fermi-level.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces Density Functional Theory,
and some special topics on methodologies. Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of series of
manganites, Pr1−xCaxMnO3 and La1−xSrxMnO3 and their electronic, magnetic and struc-
tural properties. Chapter 4 focuses on water splitting on manganites and electron and hole
transfer through the chemical bonding. Chapter 5 discusses about hydrogen related defects
in rutile titanium dioxide (TiO2) and also metal/rutile interface. In chapter 6, we make
comprehensive discussion about the transition metal oxides, water splitting and particular
challenges. Summary is the chapter 7 of the present thesis. For interested readers some
computational details and theoretical derivations are provided in the appendices.



Chapter 2
Computational methods

A significant part of condensed matter physics and chemistry would be calculating the
electronic structure of atoms, molecules and solids. This however is a tough task for
two main reasons. Firstly, electrons in matter must be treated using the laws of quantum
mechanics rather than classical physics. The second problematic issue concerns the number
of electrons that are involved. The complexity grows dramatically with increasing electron
number. It is for these reasons that the electronic structure of matter is known as the
quantum many-body problem. In this chapter, some relevant theories for solving many-
body electronic structures and the other practicalities involved in performing total energy
calculations are described. These include density functional theory, projector augmented
wave method, basis sets, and molecular dynamics. These techniques and their combination
are now very popular for the treatment of electronic structures of condensed phases.

2.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation

The idea of Born-Oppenheimer approximation [47, 48] is to use the assumption that sep-
arates the electronic and nuclear coordinates. In this approximation, one first determines
the electronic eigenstates for a set of nuclei with fixed atomic positions. Then, this solution
is an starting point for the description of the nuclei dynamic. This description makes it
possible and less complicated to compute the quantum mechanical treatment and then the
energy of an entire system. From that energy the properties of the system are derived
or computed. For many-body systems, such as a molecule or solid, containing a system
of N nuclei described by coordinates, R1, ...,RN ≡ R, and masses M1, ...,MN , and Ne

electrons described by coordinates, r1, ..., rNe ≡ r, and spin variables, s1, ..., sNe ≡ s, the
Hamiltonian is given by

11
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Ĥ =
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−~2

2MI
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ZIZJe
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(2.1)

≡ T̂N(R) + T̂e(r) + V̂ee(r) + V̂NN(R) + V̂eN(r,R),

where me and ZIe are the mass of the electron, and the charge on the Ith nucleus
respectively. In the second line, the first term, T̂N, describes the nuclear kinetic energy
operator. The second term, T̂e, represents the electron kinetic energy operator. The third
term denoted by V̂ee, describes electron-electron interaction potential operator. The forth
term, denoted by V̂NN, represents nuclear-nuclear interaction potential operator. The last
one, denoted by V̂eN describes electron-nuclear interaction potential operator. It should
be noted that the interaction potential operators are the electrostatic repulsion either
between the electrons or nuclei, and electrostatic attraction between electrons and nuclei.
This Hamiltonian is the standard model to describe many-body systems, in particular
atoms, molecules, and the more complex materials from proteins, enzymes, and nucleic
acids, to metals and semiconductors. Thus, by solving and having the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian, one could, predict the total energy of a given system.
Of course, the problem cannot actually be solved exactly, and in order to make progress
we need to simplify the problem. Thus, using approximation methods are needed and it is
in the development of approximation methods and an analysis of their accuracy that solid
state physics is focused.

To solve the complete quantum mechanical problem, the wave function of this Hamil-
tonian, Eq. 2.1, must be determined. The wave function will be given on the basis of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i~
∂

∂t
|Ψ(x,R, t)〉 = Ĥ |Ψ(x,R, t)〉 , (2.2)

where x ≡ (r, s) combines the electron position and the spin variables into the full
collection, and |Ψ(x,R, t)〉 which is an eigenfunction of Hamiltonian Ĥ with E as an
eigenvalue. In order to solve Eq. 2.2 for any systems, the Exponential Wall problem has to
be resolved. This means, by increasing electron number Ne, number of configurations in-
crease exponentially. Therefore, to simplify the problem, approximations must be applied.
In a dynamical sense, by keeping the quantum nature of the electrons, treating the nuclei
as classical particles will be a reasonable approximation. This can be used for the Eq. 2.2.
According to the approach of Born and Huang [48], electronic Hamiltonian operator, Ĥe

for fixed position of the nuclei are defined as

Ĥe(R) = T̂e(r) + V̂ee(r) + V̂NN(R) + V̂eN(r,R), (2.3)
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and it’s eigenstate, φk(x,R), which is also known as a Born-Oppenheimer wave function,
can be given by

Ĥe(R)φk(x,R) = Ek
eφk(x,R) (2.4)

where Ek
e is the position-dependent energy eigenvalues of the electronic Hamiltonian,

He. The ground state and many excited states are labeled by the quantum number k.
Furthermore, each position-dependent electronic eigenvalue, Ek

e (R), will give rise to an
electronic surface which are known as Born-Oppenheimer surfaces. By solving the nuclear
eigenvalue problem (T̂N +Ek

e ) on each Born-Oppenheimer surface, a set of levels (rotational
and vibrational) will be yielded. Since the electronic wave function, φk(x,R), can generally
be chosen to form a complete orthonormal basis set, the many particle wave function can
assume as a quasi-separable ansatz of the form

Ψ(x,R) =
∑

k

φk(x,R)χk(R, t), (2.5)

where χk(R, t) is a nuclear wave function and φk(x,R) is an electronic wave function
which depends parametrically on the nuclear positions. Eq. 2.5 for the wave function is
not an approximation. Every wave function can be represented in this form. Substituting
this expansion into the many-particle wave function, Eq. 2.2, and multiply the left side by
the complex conjugate electronic wave function, φ∗k(x,R), and integrate over all electron
coordinates, finally gets

i~
∂

∂t
χk(R, t) =

[
T̂N + Ek

e (R)
]
χk(R, t) +

∑

k′

(
ck,k′ + Âk,k′

)
χk′(R, t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
non−adiabatic

(2.6)

where the coefficients ck,k′ and the operators Âk,k′ are defined as

ck,k′ =

∫
d4x1· · ·

∫
d4xNφ

?
k(x,R)T̂Nφk′(x,R) (2.7)

Âk,k′ =
N∑

I=1

−~2

MI

(∫
d4x1· · ·

∫
d4xNφ

∗
k(x,R)∇RI

φk′(x,R)

)
∇RI

. (2.8)

It is clear that nuclei are heavier than electrons. For example, the proton is approxi-
mately 2000 times heavier an electron. This means that the electrons are in an eigenstate
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of Ĥe at all times that the movements of the atomic nuclei do not cause transitions between
two electronic states φk(x,R) and φk′(x,R). In the case that the different surfaces do not
influence each other, the contribution of the non-adiabatic terms in Eq. 2.6 to the total en-
ergy is small and can be neglected. However, two Born-Oppenheimer sheets may be come
so close that the non-adiabatic effects can no more be ignored. The neglect of non-adiabatic
terms is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Thus, the dynamics of nuclei that move on
the given total energy surface can be described by a time-dependent Schrödinger equation
which has the time-dependent nuclear wave function. This wave function is denoted by
χk(R, t) which applies to the equation below:

i~
∂

∂t
χk(R, t) =

[
T̂N + Ek

e (R)
]
χk(R, t), (2.9)

In other words, a Schrödinger equation for the motion of the nuclei are independent of
the electronic excitation and for the system in the electronic ground state, it will remain
in the same electronic ground state. Since Eq. 2.4 depends parametrically on the nuclear
coordinates and thus represents a time-independent Schrödinger equation for the electrons
alone, electron and nuclear motion are decoupled from each other in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. So, the problem of solving (3N + 3Ne + 1)-dimensional partial differential
equation has been reduced to the solution of lower dimensionality, a 3Ne dimensional for
the electrons and a 3N+1 dimensional for the atomic nuclei. However, even these equations
must be further simplified in order to be able to actually solve them.

Ignoring the gradient terms of the electronic wave function−i~ 〈φk′(x,R)| ∇RI
|φk′(x,R)〉

which is so-called derivative coupling, is an approximation. In other word, the neglect of
the non-adiabatic effects is the essence of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Imag-
ine a system with the electrons in the ground state energy E0

e (R). At temperature
T , the first excited state is denoted by E1

e (R). There is no excitation to this state if
|E1

e (R) − E0
e (R)| � kT . But, sometimes there could be regions where the surfaces are

close to each other with an energy spacing close to kT . If the system visits such nuclear
configurations, then the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is not more valid and it will
break down. However, in the case that Born-Oppenheimer surfaces never come close nei-
ther even cross, non-adiabatic effects can be neglected, and motion is considered only on
the ground electronic surface which will be described by these two equations:

[Te + Vee(r) + VeN(r,R) + VNN(R)]φ0(x,R) = E0
e (R)φ0(x,R) (2.10)

[
TN + E0

e (R)
]
χ0(R, t) = i~

∂

∂t
χ0(R, t) (2.11)

2.1.1 Classical approximation

The neglect of the nuclear quantum effects, can lead to the classical motion on the ground-
state surface which is equivalent to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This motion is govern
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by:

.
RI =

PI

MI.
PI = −∇IE0(R) (2.12)

where PI is the momenta of nuclei and E0(R), is the ground-state surface energy. The
latter equation can be rewritten in the different form because of the Hellman-Feynman
theorem as following:

∇RI
E0(R) = 〈φ0(R)|∇RI

Ĥe(R)|φ0(R)〉

Eq. 2.10 and 2.12 form the theoretical basis of the most molecular dynamic approaches.
However, the dynamic of the nuclei requires the knowledge of the electronic problem. The
difficulty is to obtain Born-Oppenheimer wave functions particularly the ground state
electronic wave function, |φ0(R)〉 and eigenvalue, E0

e (R). In general, It is impossible to
find an exact solution for the electronic wave function and eigenvalue and it is necessary
to apply an approximation scheme for obtaining these quantities. This is the subject of
the next section.

2.2 Variational method

Since a direct solution for Eq. 2.4 is impossible, an approximation method for solving the
eigenvalue problem can be found. The basis of this method is variational principle. It
can be shown that Eq. 2.4 is equivalent to the problem of the extremum of the energy
functional

E[φ] =
〈φ| Ĥe |φ〉
〈φ|φ〉

(2.13)

with respect to any allowable test to find wave function φ, which must be antisymmetric
with respect to the interchange of two electrons and must satisfy the constraints imposed
by system under consideration. So, for the variation of E[φ] must have

δ
{〈φ| Ĥe |φ〉
〈φ|φ〉

}
= 0. (2.14)

If E0
e is the lowest eigenvalue of Ĥe, ground state energy, and φ0 is the associated

eigenfunction (ground state wave function), then
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E[φ] ≥ E0
e =
〈φ0| Ĥe |φ0〉
〈φ0|φ0〉

, (2.15)

where E = E0
e if and only if φ = φ0. By minimizing E[φ], it is thus possible to obtain

exact ground state energy and wave function of an electron system. This ansatz of the
Schrödinger equation still has no simplification of the problem, but it lays the foundation
for many approximation methods for the determination of ground state properties.

A class of approximation methods does not look for the ground state function in the
Hilbert space of all possible wave functions, but limited to a particular subspace. For
example the Hartree-Fock method considers only those many-body wave functions that
can be represented by a single Slater determinant [49]. The ground state wave function of
the Configuration-Interaction-Method (CI) [49] is an energy minimizing linear combination
of Slater-determinant.

This is based on the wave-function-based electron-structure methods and it allows an
increasing in their accuracy by expanding the space of the test wave function. However, this
accuracy is paid for by a very high computational efforts. So, by using current computer
systems, only small amount of systems can be calculated in the reasonable time. To
describe even more complex system, Density Functional Theory (DFT) offers the possibly
of mapping the fully interacting many-body problem onto non-interacting many particle
problem, thereby greatly reducing the computational burden.

2.3 Density-Functional Theory

Density-functional theory [50, 51] is presently a computational quantum mechanical ap-
proach to compute the electronic structure of many-body system in particular atoms,
molecules, and the condensed phases. The density-functional theory is based on an exact
theorem. The ground-state properties of a system is investigated by the spatially depen-
dent electron density. DFT predicts a great variety of molecular properties: molecular
structures, vibrational frequencies, atomization energies, ionization energies, electric and
magnetic properties, reaction paths, etc. It should be noted that the original theorems
held only for non-degenerate ground states in the absence of a magnetic field.

The starting point of the theory is the fact that electron density contains in principle all
the information contained in the many-body ground state wave function. The electronic
density of many-electron system is defined to be

n(r) =
Ne∑

i=1

∫
d4x1· · ·

∫
d4xNe 〈φ|x1 . . .xNe〉δ(x− xi)〈x1 . . .xNe |φ〉 . (2.16)
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AllNe-electron wave functions φ(x1, . . . ,xNe) obey the Pauli principle, that means when
two particles are exchanged, the sign of the wave function will change. In this notation,
x ≡ (r, s) which is combination of the electron position and the spin index. Similarly, the
notation of a four-dimensional integral

∫
d4x :=

∑
s

∫
d3r is used for the sum over spin

indices and the integral over the position as well as, δ(x−x′) := δs,s′δ(r−r′), which denotes
the product of Kronecker delta of the spin coordinates and Dirac’s delta function for the
positions.

In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn [50] pointed out that all properties of a system defined by
an external potential VeN which can be clearly determined from the density of the ground
state n(r). The ground state energy is thus a functional of the density n(r).

E[n(r)] = Te + Vee +

∫
d3rn(r)VeN + VNN, (2.17)

where Te, Vee, VeN, andVNN have analogous meaning to the operators defined in Eq. 2.1.
Regarding to the variational principle formulated for wave functions, Eq. 2.14 and 2.15, this
functional reaches its minimum with respect to all allowed test densities if the test density
is identical to the ground state density n(r) = n0(r). A closer look at Eq. 2.17 shows that
only VeN and VNN depend on the system, while Te + Vee is system-independent and thus
universally valid. If one knows the explicit form of the universal functional Te + Vee, then
exact solution of Schrödinger equation is available for the ground state of any system.

The first theorem demonstrates that all ground-state properties are unique functionals
of the electron density which depends on only 3 spatial coordinates. By using electron
density, the many-body problem of N electrons with 3N spatial coordinates reduces to
3 spatial coordinates. This theorem has been extended to the time-dependent domain to
develop time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), which can be used to describe
excited states.

To prove the claim, suppose it is false and there exist two external potentials V 1
eN and

V 2
eN that results in the same charge density. The Hamiltonian that result from them are
H1
e and H2

e , and the corresponding wave functions are φ1 and φ2, respectively. Thus, the
ground state energy of H1

e is realized only by φ1. Assume that the ground state the two
Hamiltonian are non-degenerate. So,

E1
e = 〈φ1|H1

e |φ1〉 < 〈φ2|H1
e |φ2〉 (2.18)

Because φ2 is not the ground state of H1
e . So, by knowing that two Hamiltonian with

the same number of electrons can differ only in the potential, one can rewrite,

E1
e < 〈φ2|H2

e |φ2〉+ 〈φ2| (H1
e −H2

e ) |φ2〉 (2.19)

⇒ E1
e < E2

e +

∫
drn(r)

[
V 1

eN − V 2
eN

]
. (2.20)
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However, one can switch indices 1 and 2 to obtain,

E2
e < E1

e +

∫
drn(r)

[
V 2

eN − V 1
eN

]
. (2.21)

Adding Eq. 2.19 and 2.22 gives

E2
e + E1

e < E2
e + E1

e (2.22)

which is a contradiction. Therefore, V 1
eN and V 2

eN must be the same. As a result, by
having the charge density, one can therefore deduce VeN and solve for all properties of the
system.

The second theorem defines that the electron density can be obtained from a Schrödinger
equation in an effective potential. In other word, the correct ground-state electron density,
minimizes the energy functional.

This assertion is proved by noting that if one starts with the wrong density, n2(r), for
H1
e , then n2(r) should really be associated with a different Hamiltonian H2

e , which has
ground state wave function φ2 and which does not minimize

〈φ2|H1
e |φ2〉 = E1

e [n
2(r)]. (2.23)

Only n1(r) minimizes E1
e [n

1(r)]. The most important feature of this view of the many-
body problem is that one can write the energy functional like Eq. 2.17 where Te and Vee

do not depend upon the potential VeN. If one could find this functional, it would solve all
many-body problems for all external potential VeN.

2.3.1 Kohn-Sham equations

Unfortunately, the exact functional dependence of these functionalities on the density is not
known. To overcome this problem, and in particular to facilitate the description of kinetic
energy, these theorems were further developed by Walter Kohn and Lu Jeu Sham [51] to
produce Kohn-Sham DFT (KS DFT). Within this framework, interacting electron system
maps onto a system of non-interacting electrons in an effective potential. The effective
potential depends on the electron distribution and describes external potential and the
effects of the Coulomb interactions between the electrons (the exchange and correlation
interactions). Since finding of the latter two interaction is difficult, approximations permit
to calculate certain physical quantities. DFT provides a ground-state total energy which
has the form
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E[n(r)] =
∑

n

fn 〈φn|
p2

2m
|φn〉 +

∫
d3rvext(r)n(r) (2.24)

+
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n(r)n(r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
+ Exc[n(r)].

The first term is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting many electron system with
density n(r). The second one denotes the external potential. The third one expresses the
Hartree energy. The last one is the exchange and correlation functional, Exc[n(r)], contains
Coulomb interactions, which is not known in practice. Therefore, exchange-correlation
term needs to be expressed by approximate functionals. Here the electron density con-
structed as:

n(r) =
∑

s

∑

n

fn|φn(x)|2 (2.25)

where n refers to single-particle states and the sum is over all the occupied states. It
should be noted that the non-interacting system can be defined by single-particle equations
and the ground-state solution is the corresponding Slater determinant. As a result of the
minimum principle, the following Kohn-Sham equation for the one particle orbital has the
form

[
p2

2m
+ veff (r)− εn

]
|φn〉 = 0 (2.26)

where the effective potential, veff (r), is defined as

veff (r) = vext(r) +
e2

4πε0

∫
d3r′

n(r′)

|r− r′|
+
δExc
δn(r)

(2.27)

where the first term is the local ionic potential or external potential. The second one is
the Hartree potential. The last term is the exchange-correlation potential. Once Eq. 2.26
are solved self-consistently (the solution are denoted by φ̃n), we obtain the ground state
density:

n0(r) =
∑

s

∑

n

fn|φ̃n(x)|2 (2.28)
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and the total ground state energy is given by:

E0[n0(r)] =
∑

n

fn 〈φ̃n|
p2

2m
|φ̃n〉 +

∫
d3rvext(r)n0(r) (2.29)

+
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n0(r)n0(r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
+ Exc[n0(r)]

Note that the preceding result for total energy does not include the Nuclei interaction,
VNN. For a given ion configuration, this term is a constant. However, when we move the
ions and calculate the forces on them, we need to take this term into account. Several
approaches are developed to solve this type of equations that, in the following we try to
introduce the basic parts of DFT and provide some guidance into approximations.

2.3.2 Exchange-correlation functional

In a classical description, which has uncorrelated electrons, the probability of finding the
pair of electrons at the positions r and r′ is simply given by n(2)(r, r′) = n(1)(r)n(1)(r′) where
n(2)(r, r′) is the two particle density and n(1)(r) is the total electron density. It shows the
classical Coulomb repulsion, or Hartree energy. But in reality, electrons are correlated and
they obey Fermi statistics. Moreover, electrons kept apart by the Pauli-exclusion prin-
ciple. Therefore, these exchange and correlation interactions affects the electron density.
The electron density at position r reduces compare to the classical value, because of the
instantaneous position of the second electron located at r′. Hence, each electron creates a
depletion, or let say hole, of electron density around itself. This is a direct consequence of
exchange-correlation effects. The two-particle density can now be written by the density
and the exchange-correlation hole function as,

n(2)(r, r′) = n(1)(r)n(1)(r′) + n(1)(r)h(r, r′) (2.30)

where the quantum effects are in the exchange-correlation hole density, h(r, r′). It also
affects the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons, by the attraction of the electron to its
exchange-correlation hole. Coulomb repulsion is reduced relative to the Hartree energy by
this effect. The exchange-correlation hole satisfies an important normalization condition
known as a sum rule,

∫
dr′h(r, r′) = −1 (2.31)

This implies that an electron in an N -electron system, always sees N−1 other electrons.
In other word, the exchange-correlation hole has a deficit of exactly one electron.
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Now, the interaction energy can be described by the two-particle density as follows,

Vee =
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n(2)(r, r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
. (2.32)

where, n(2)(r, r′) is the two-particle reduced density matrix (see Appendix. A). It can
be calculated as

n(2)(r, r′) := N(N − 1)
∑

s,s′

∫
d4x3· · ·

∫
d4xN |φ(x,x′,x3, . . . ,xN)|2. (2.33)

According to Eq. 2.30, the Coulomb interaction between electrons can be written by
two terms. The first part is the so-called Hartree energy

EH =
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n(1)(r)n(1)(r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
(2.34)

and the second part is the potential energy of exchange and correlation

Uxc =

∫
d3rn(1)(r)

1

2

∫
d3r′

e2h(r, r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
. (2.35)

Note that Uxc is not the exchange-correlation energy (Exc). The difference between these
two quantities is a kinetic energy correction. In order to facilitate the calculation of the
kinetic energy, the interacting electron system maps onto a non-interacting electrons with
the same density as a true system (Ts(n(1))). The difference relative to the real system is
added to the potential energy of exchange and correlation. Thus, the exchange-correlation
energy can be expressed as

Exc = Uxc +
∑

n

f̄n

∫
d4xϕ∗n(x)

−~2

2m
∇2ϕn(x)− Ts(n(1)) (2.36)

In fact, this is shown that the exchange-correlation functional can be written as a
functional of the electron density which is available to the seminal paper by Levy [52].
Note that the ϕn(x) and the f̄n are natural orbitals and occupation of the interacting
electron gas, respectively. They are completely different from the Kohn-Sham orbitals
φn(x) and occupations fn.
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Exact definition of exchange and correlation

So far one can estimate the exchange-correlation energy, however, in DFT an exact def-
inition for this functional, can be derived using a method known as adiabatic connec-
tion [53, 54, 55]. The basic concept is that while the density is fixed, the non-interacting
system can be connected to the interacting system. This connection is carried out by a
coupling-constant λ. When λ = 0, the non-interacting system arises, and λ = 1 represents
the fully interacting system. The exchange-correlation hole, h(r, r′), can be written as an
average over a coupling-constant dependent hole

h̄xc(r, r
′) =

∫ 1

0

hλ(r, r′) dλ. (2.37)

A useful quantity to define from this is the exchange-correlation energy per electron,
εxc[n(r)], which itself is a functional of the density. It is also known as energy density,

εxc[n(r)] =
1

2

∫
e2h̄xc(r, r

′)

4πε0|r− r′|
d3r′ . (2.38)

If this parameter, h(r, r′), exists in an exactly form, simply the electron many-particle
problem would be solved. The adiabatic connection method also provides another im-
portant result. The difference between the interacting and non-interacting kinetic energy,
Tc[n(r)] = T [n(r)]− Ts[n(r)], is included within the definition h̄xc(r, r′).

Self-interaction effects

The self-interaction can be defined for a system containing exactly one electron. In this
case the Hartree term (Eq. 2.34) is not zero for a one electron system. Imagine one of the
spin densities is zero, let say nβ(r) = 0, then,

∫
nα(r) dr =

∫
n(r) dr = 1 (2.39)

Since, there is no probability of finding another electron in the system, the exchange-
correlation hole and the density must add to zero at all points in space. So, there are no
electron-electron interaction, which leads to the result,

Exc[nα(r), 0] = −EH [n(r)] , EC [nα(r), 0] = 0 (2.40)
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where EC is a correlation energy. Thus, the self-energy of the electron is canceled
by exchange. In another word, the exchange-correlation energy term directly cancels the
Hartree energy of the system. Nearly all of the conventional functionals in DFT contains
a self-interaction error ESIE in the computed total energies,

ESIE = EH [n(r)] + Exc[nα(r), 0] (2.41)

This equation can be used as a measure of the degree of self-interaction exhibited by a
given exchange-correlation functionals.

2.3.3 Local density approximation (LDA)

The first approximation used in practice is the local-density approximation (LDA), which is
based upon exact exchange energy for a homogeneous electron gas with the same density.
This is the most important functional which was proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn in
their original DFT paper [50]. The LDA is only dependent on the local density, and the
exchange-correlation energy can be written as,

ELDA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
n(r) εhomxc [n(r)] dr , (2.42)

where εhomxc [n(r)] is the exchange-correlation energy per electron corresponding to an
interacting homogeneous electron gas of density n(r). A commonly used correlation formula
has been parameterized by Perdew and Zunger [56] which uses accurate quantum Monte
Carlo data of the homogeneous electron gas generated by Ceperley and Alder [57], to fix
the coefficients in the interpolation formula. Despite its simplicity, the LDA works well
for solid systems and has been used in solid state calculations for many years, however its
success does not transfer to chemistry. The LDA has a notorious tendency to overbind,
and is particularly severe for molecules.

2.3.4 Generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

Being concerned about the large density variations in the real materials opens up the first
terms of a Taylor expansion in the density gradients which lead to the class of generalized
gradient approximations (GGA) [58]. The GGA is currently the most popular exchange-
correlation functional in condensed matter physics. This functional modifies the LDA en-
ergy density by the enhancement factor, Fxc[n(r),∇n(r)]. The GGA exchange-correlation
can be written as,

EGGA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
n(r) εhomxc [n(r)]Fxc[n(r),∇n(r)] dr . (2.43)
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Usually the GGA enhancement factor contains two terms. The first one is the Seitz
radius rs, and the second one is the dimensionless reduced density gradient s(r), which has
a form of,

s(r) =
|∇n(r)|

2kF (r)n(r)
, (2.44)

where kF is the Fermi-wavevector,

kF (r) = [3π2n(r)]1/3 . (2.45)

The GGA functional has a large variety of different forms, So, plotting Fxc(rs, s) against
s for various rs values is an effective way of examining and comparing different GGA func-
tionals. GGA improved overbinding error for solids and molecules over the LDA functional.
These GGA functionals also improved the bond energies and made DFT useful also for
chemists. The most widely used GGA functional is the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional [59]. It would be fair to say that the success of the GGA for molecular properties
was a major factor in the part awarding of the Nobel Prize in chemistry to Kohn in 1998.

2.3.5 Hybrid functionals

An interesting class of functionals are hybrids [21, 60], which replace some of the conven-
tional GGAs exchange by the exact (Hartree-Fock) exchange. The general form is

Ehybrid
xc = α(EHF

x − EGGA
x ) + EGGA

xc , (2.46)

where EHF
x is the Hartree-Fock exchange expression. The coefficient, α, is a so-called

weight factor which determines the amount of exact-exchange mixing. This quantity can be
fitted semi-empirically. This approach was put forward by Becke [21] who connected non-
interacting system (λ = 0) to the fully-interacting system (λ = 1) through the adiabatic
connection integral for the exact exchange-correlation energy. It could be approximated
as:

Exc =

∫ 1

0

Uλ dλ =
1

2
U0 +

1

2
U1 =

1

2
EHF
x +

1

2
EDFT
xc,λ=1 . (2.47)

where EDFT
xc,λ=1 is obtained from a density functional approximation such as the LDA or

GGA. Since λ = 0 corresponds only to the exchange, this can be defined by Hartree-Fock
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theory, while λ = 1 represents the electron interactions, because of correlation, and so could
be provided by a local-type density functional treatment. As a result, Becke suggested the
so-called half-and-half functional. Depending on whether the λ-dependence is a straight
line or whether it is convex, the weight factor may be equal or smaller than 1

2
. After

that, Perdew [61] claimed that the optimum amount of exchange mixing factor should be
reduced to 1

4
on the basis of GGA.

Hybrids give significant improvement over GGAs for binding energies, band gaps and
reaction energies, Thus, they are a very popular functional in quantum chemistry. The
most widely used hybrid functional is the B3LYP functional proposed by Stephens et
al. [62]. This functional is a generalisation of the B3P86 form devised by Becke [60].

2.3.6 Local hybrid functional (PBE0r)

In the local version of hybrid functional, PBE0r [63], a fraction of the exchange energy
EPBE
x of the PBE [59] functional replaces by the explicit nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange

energy EHF
x . PBE0r is derived from the PBE0 [64] functional. In the PBE0r, the Kohn-

Sham wave functions are mapped onto localized tight-binding orbitals and only the onsite
exchange terms of the exchange correction are included. In this functional, the Fock term
is limited to onsite terms in a carefully crafted local orbital basisset. This makes the
computational cost of hybrid calculations comparable to that of regular GGA calculations.

EPBE0r = EPBE + ax(E
HF,r
x − EPBE,r

x ), (2.48)

where, EHF,r
x and EPBE,r

x are the Hartree-Fock exchange energy and the PBE exchange
energy, respectively, with only consideration of the exchange for specified sets of local or-
bitals. The commonly used value a for the admixture in the PBE0 functional is a=0.25 [61].
The non-local exchange term induces a stabilization of states with the same orbital char-
acter states that are occupied. Thus it correctly opens a band gap of transition metal
oxides, that would vanish without this exchange correction. For this reason, the inclu-
sion is vital for the present work. In contrast to other implementations of local hybrid
functionals, [65, 66] we include the correction on all atoms and we take into account all
tight-binding orbitals that nominally contribute the valence electrons and the core wave
functions. Also the exchange interaction between core and valence electrons is included
in the correction. We found that the commonly used correction factor of a=0.25 makes
the physical realized configuration of f-electron atoms unstable. In the present work, we
adjust these parameters such that the experimentally observed spectral features are well
described.

The advantage of the local approach is that the mixing parameter can be chosen individ-
ually for each atom, reflecting an effective local dielectric constant. Furthermore, the Fock
term on all atoms is taken into account for all tight-binding orbitals that contribute the
valence electrons or the core wave functions. Also the exchange interaction between core
and valence electrons is taken into account. The rationale for the inclusion of all orbitals
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is to avoid unphysical energy shifts between orbitals that are included in the correction
relative to those that are not.

Like the augmentation, also the construction of local orbitals uses the framework of
nodeless partial waves described elsewhere [67]. The local orbitals are constructed in the
spirit of the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method [68] by enforcing that
only the nodeless scattering partial waves are admitted on the neighboring sites [67]. These
orbitals are approximated by a one-center expansion and truncated beyond a radius of two
times the covalent radius of that atom.

The orbital set includes states up to 5s, 5p, 5d, 4f for Pr, up to 3s, 3p for Ca, up to
4s, 3p, 3d for Mn and up to 2s, 2p for O atoms.

2.3.7 Benchmarks

It is very important to know the fact that practical DFT calculations are not exact solutions
of the Schrödinger equation. So, there is an intrinsic uncertainty between the energy
calculated with DFT and the true ground state energies. Furthermore, despite recent
improvements, there are still difficulties in using DFT to properly describe interactions like
van der Waals, excitations, and transition states. Moreover, standard DFT calculations
have limited accuracy for band gaps, comparing to experimental data. The development
of new DFT functionals designed to overcome this problem. The hybrid and local-hybrid
functionals have been shown a good consistency with true band gaps which is used in a
current research topic [63, 66].

2.4 Projector augmented wave method

The projector augmented wave method (PAW) was first proposed and implemented by
Blöchl [69], as a generalization of ideas of both pseudopotential [70] and linear augmented-
wave methods [71]. It is a technique for ab-initio electronic structure calculations, and
allows DFT calculations to be performed with greater computational efficiency.

In the PAW method, the wavefunction ψn can be derived from the smooth wavefunction
ψ̃n by using a linear transformation operator T ,

|ψn〉 = T |ψ̃n〉 = |ψ̃n〉+
∑

a

∑

i

(|φai 〉 − |φ̃ai 〉) 〈p̃ai |ψ̃n〉 (2.49)

= |ψ̃n〉+
∑

a

(∑

i

|φai 〉 〈p̃ai |ψ̃n〉 −
∑

i

|φ̃ai 〉 〈p̃ai |ψ̃n〉

)

where |φai 〉 is a complete basis inside the augmentation sphere, and |φ̃ai 〉 is the smooth
partial waves can be described by |φai 〉 = T |φ̃ai 〉. |p̃ai 〉 is the smooth projector functions
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satisfying the following orthogonality and completeness relations inside the augmentation
spheres,

〈p̃ai |φ̃aj 〉 = δij. (2.50)

It makes sense to expand the smooth wavefunction into smooth partial waves,

|ψ̃n〉 =
∑

i

P a
ni |φ̃ai 〉 (2.51)

where P a
ni is the expansion coefficients. Multiplying both sides by T gets,

T |ψ̃n〉 =
∑

i

P a
ni |φai 〉 . (2.52)

By multiplying 〈p̃ai | and using orthogonality and completeness relations,

〈p̃ai |ψ̃n〉 =
∑

j

P a
nj 〈p̃ai |φ̃aj 〉 =

∑

j

P a
njδij = P a

ni (2.53)

we can rewrite wave functions in these forms:

|ψ̃n〉 =
∑

i

〈p̃ai |ψ̃n〉 |φ̃ai 〉 (2.54)

|ψn〉 =
∑

i

〈p̃ai |ψ̃n〉 |φai 〉 (2.55)

Thus the linear transformation operator is,

T = 1 +
∑

a

T a = 1 +
∑

a

∑

i

(|φai 〉 − |φ̃ai 〉) 〈p̃ai | . (2.56)

Note that valence wavefunctions tend to have rapid oscillations near ion cores. This
situation is problematic if one wants to describe the wavefunctions accurately. The goal
of PAW approach is to transform these rapid oscillations wavefunctions into smooth wave-
functions. This is computationally very efficient and provides a way to calculate all-electron
properties from these smooth wavefunctions.
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2.4.1 Frozen core approximation

In the many-electron system, one can either perform the calculations for all electrons, or
focus only on the valence electrons and treat the core states separately. In the a frozen
core approximation, atomic core states serve as basis function for the core wave function
in the crystal, where

|ψn〉 = |φa,coreα 〉 (2.57)

for all core states n, here n runs over (a, α), where a is the atom index and α are the
core states of an atom.

2.4.2 Expectation values of local operators

In the frozen core approximation expectation values can be obtained:

〈O〉 =
val∑

n

fn 〈ψn|O|ψn〉+
∑

a

core∑

α

〈φa,coreα |O|φa,coreα 〉 (2.58)

=
val∑

n

fn 〈ψ̃n|O|ψ̃n〉+
∑

a

∑

i,j

(
〈φai |O|φaj 〉 − 〈φ̃ai |O|φ̃aj 〉

)
Da
ij

+
∑

a

core∑

α

〈φa,coreα |O|φa,coreα 〉

where the tensor Da
ij is:

Da
ij =

∑

n

fn 〈ψ̃n|p̃ai 〉 〈p̃aj |ψ̃n〉 (2.59)

2.4.3 Density

Following this scheme, the electron density is given by,

n(r) =
∑

n

fn|ψn(r)|2 =
∑

n

fn 〈ψn|r〉 〈r|ψn〉 (2.60)

=
val∑

n

fn|ψ̃n(r)|2 +
∑

a

∑

i,j

(
φai (r)φaj (r)− φ̃ai (r)φ̃aj (r)

)
Da
ij

+
∑

a

core∑

α

|φa,coreα (r)|2
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The functions φa,coreα are not strictly localized withing the augmentation sphere.

2.5 Ab-initio Molecular dynamics

In contrast to Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics, which propagated nuclear degree
of freedom by using ionic forces from solving the electronic problem, in 1985 Roberto Car
and Michele Parrinello[72] have introduced the electronic degrees of freedom as fictitious
dynamical variables. The fictitious dynamics relies on the fictitious electron mass to ensure
adiabaticity. They showed that calculations with moving classical nuclei are feasable. The
equations are derived as Euler Lagrange equations from the Lagrangian

L =
∑

n

fn〈
.
ψn|mψ|

.
ψn〉+

1

2

∑

i

Mi

.
~R

2

i + EDFT [ψn, ~Ri]

−
∑

n,m

Λn,m (〈ψn|ψm〉 − δn,m)

The first term is the fictitious kinetic energy of the wave functions. The second term
describes the classical kinetic energy of the nuclei. The third term is the density functional
total energy, which is a functional of the wave functions and the atomic positions. The
last term is the constraint of orthonormal wave functions |ψn〉. The matrix Λ are the
corresponding Lagrange multipliers.

The Euler-Lagrange equations are

mψ|
..
ψn〉fn =− δE

δ〈ψn|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥ|ψn〉fn

+
∑

m

|ψm〉Λm,n

Mi

..
~Ri = −~∇~Ri

E
︸ ︷︷ ︸

~Fi

In the present work, we use the fictitious Lagrangian formalism.

2.6 Calculation of spectra

2.6.1 ELNES and XANES

ELNES describes that part of the electron-energy loss spectrum (EELS) which samples the
contribution of a core-electron excitation of a given element to the empty orbitals. XANES
is similarly based on the absorption of x-rays by excitations of core electrons into empty
states.
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ELNES spectra describe the energy loss function

F (ω) = −Im(ε−1
r (ω)) (2.61)

due to the excitation of an core electron. εr(ω) is the contribution of the corresponding
processes to the relative dielectric constant and ~ω is the energy transferred from the fast
probe electron. In this paper, we study the K-edge absorption of oxygen, where the 1s
core level is excited.

The relative dielectric constant is obtained as [73]

εr(ω) = 1 +
4πe2N

4πε0me

×
∑

n

Qn,0

(En − E0)2 − (~ω)2 − iΓ~ω
(2.62)

E0 is the energy of the ground state and En is the energy of the excited many-particle state
with a core hole and the excited electron. In practice, the excitation energy En − E0 ≈
(εn−εc) is determined as the difference between the energy εn of an unoccupied Kohn-Sham
state |ψn〉 and the level εc of the core state |ψc〉. The oscillator strengths Qn,0 are obtained
as

Qn,0 =
2m

~2

∑

c

(εn − εc)
1

3

∑

j

|〈ψc|xj|ψn〉|2 . (2.63)

The sum over states implicitly contains the spin multiplicity, i.e. every spin state is counted
once. The sum over c is the sum of core levels from the same shell. The index c specifies the
orbital momentum m and the spin quantum numbers of the core shell. Only unoccupied
band states contribute to the spectrum. N is the number of oxygen atoms per unit volume.
Γ is the life-time broadening of the excitation.

In order to evaluate the matrix elements 〈ψc|xj|ψn〉 between the core state |ψc〉 and the
band state |ψn〉, we use the approximate representation of the wave function in terms of
all-electron partial waves |φn〉, i.e.

|ψn〉 ≈
∑

n

|φα〉〈p̃α|ψ̃n〉 (2.64)

When we express the dipole operator xj by cubic spherical harmonics, we can express the
matrix elements using the Gaunt coefficients CL,L′,L′′=

∫
dΩ Y ∗LYL′YL′′ as

|〈ψc|xj|ψn〉|2 =

∣∣∣∣
∑

α

√
4π

3
CLc,pj ,Lα

×
∫
dr r3Rc(r)Rα(r) 〈p̃α|ψ̃n〉

∣∣∣∣
2

(2.65)
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where Rα(r) is the radial part of the partial wave φα(r) = Rα(|r|)YLα(r), and Rc(r) is the
analogously defined radial part of the core level. The index pj species the cubic spherical
harmonic with ` = 1, that points in the direction of xj.

The life-time effects have been estimated as follows: The life-time broadening of the
electron in the conduction bands has been estimated by Egerton [74] as

Γ(ε) =
~
√

2ε/me

λ
(2.66)

by the free-electron velocity
√

2ε/me and the inelastic mean free path λ. The energy ε is
the energy of the band state relative to the absorption edge. For the inelastic mean free
path we use the interpolating formula of Seah [75]

λ =
A

ε2
+B
√
ε (2.67)

with the values A = 641 eV2nm and B = 0.096 nm/
√

eV for inorganic compounds from
Seah’s analysis.

The smaller effect is the lifetime of the core hole. We follow Egerton [74] and obtain
the core-hole lifetime broadening for the K-shell from

ΓK =

[
−0.285 + 0.0216

(
Ethr
eV

)0.472]
eV (2.68)

where Ethr is the excitation energy at the absorption threshold. We use the calculated
core-level energy Ethr = −515.3 eV , so that ΓK = 0.70 eV.

In this paper, we use the so-called independent electron approximation (IPA), which
ignores the presence of the core-hole. The only effect of the core hole considered is a
rigid energy shift of the spectrum to adjust the absorption threshold to experiment. A
more accurate calculation would use the same analysis, but for a supercell calculation with
one-half of a core hole on the probed atom. The justification for the factor one-half is
Slater’s transition state rule. An even more advanced analysis requires the solution of the
Bethe-Salpether equation [76].

The justification of the IPA in the present work is the limitation on the O K edge
(1s-2p transition) because it is particularly suited for an interpretation based on partial
Density of States (DoS) calculations given the generally strong screening of the 1s core
hole [77]. In contrast, the spectral shape of the Mn L2,3 edge would be strongly affected
by multiplet effects arising from the strong wavefunction overlap between the 2p hole and
the 3d electrons.

2.7 Computation codes

The DFT calculations in the present work, are performed using the CP-PAW code, which
contains the PAW method for the simulation of chemical binding and ab-initio molecular
dynamics.
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2.8 Summary

The four approximations are discussed: LDA, GGA, Hybrid, and Local-hybrid. Since the
aim of this thesis is to calculate electronic and structural properties of strongly correlated
system, it is first necessary to ascertain what the best type of functional is to use. We use
local hybrid functionals to account the Coulomb interaction on the transition-metal-sites
and to obtain the physically correct description of the electronic structure. Emphasis is
given to a realistic description of the material, and its impact on the reaction mechanism.



Chapter 3
Manganites

This chapter is devoted to the study of a group of materials known as manganites. Man-
ganites have attracted a lot of interest from the experimental and theoretical scientist
due to their abnormal behavior upon the applied magnetic field. These materials are a
new challenge to our understanding as a strongly correlated electron systems. There are
several important reasons that motivate everyone to study this important area such as
unexpectedly large magnetotransport properties, rich phase diagram and strong correla-
tions between charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom. Here we try to analyze
and investigate the electronic structure of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 and La1−xSrxMnO3 compounds
and comparison them with experimental data using first-principles calculations. The effect
of various ordering phenomena for ferromagnetic (B-type) and selected antiferromagnetic
(A-, C-, and G-type) arrangements, including band gap and magnetic moment are inves-
tigated. Then, calculated spectra with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron
energy loss near edge structure (ELNES) are discussed. The summary is the last part of
this chapter.

3.1 Importance of manganites

From a historical point of view, the term "manganites" came from the paper in 1950 by
Jonker and Van Santen [78]. In their report La has been replaced either by Ca, Sr, and
Ba which create (La,Ca)MnO3, (La,Sr)MnO3, and (La,Ba)MnO3 samples. They found
the appearance of ferromagnetism in these compounds. The term manganites refer to
the compounds containing trivalent or tetravalent Mn atoms. Few months later, by these
authors, the conductivity of manganites [79] and the effect of hole doping on the lattice
parameter [80] have been discussed. From their observation, the crystal of LaMnO3 is
distorted while there is no distortion at higher Sr, and Ca doping. These distortions are
attributed to the very important concept in manganites which is so-called Jahn-Teller (JT)
effect.

In the early investigation of manganites, Wollan and Koehler [81] specified the magnetic

33
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structure of La1−xCaxMnO3 in the entire range of doping by using neutron diffraction
techniques. They found other interesting antiferromagnetic phases and also evidence of
charge ordering phase in manganites.

Another popular type of manganites, Pr1−xCaxMnO3, was studied by Jirak et al. [4].
They found phases with charge ordering which is totally different from the ferromagnetic
metallic phases of other manganites. In addition to the charge ordering phase, a deviation
from cubic structure, different magnetic structures and distortions were reported. At small
hole doping, x ∼ 0, A-type (ferro in plane and antiferro between planes) antiferromagnetic
order with orthorhombic structure was found while for large hole doping, x ∼ 1, G-type
(completely antiferro) antiferromagnetic order with less distorted structure was obtained.
These distortions are attributed to the Jahn-Teller effect and also ionic size of Pr and Ca
which is similar to each other.

During the 1990s, experimental work on manganites attracted wide attention due to
the observation of large magnetoresistance (MR) effects in these compounds. Chahara et
al. [82] found large MR for thin films of La1−xCaxMnO3 at x = 0.25 and Ju et al. [83] also
observed this effect in the films of La1−xSrxMnO3 near room temperature. Jin et al. [84]
reported a colossal MR ratios in study of La0.67Ca0.33MnOx films which was higher than
previously studies. From these important results, it is clear that more experimental and
theoretical studies are needed to explore and explain the colossal MR.

Despite of the many materials such as metals which can be defined as a free- and
independent-electron system, manganites are well known as a strongly correlated systems,
as they show a large variety of different structural, magnetic and electronic phases. In these
compounds, interactions between the d-electrons are not weak, and these interactions play
a major role in determining the properties of such systems. In correlated materials, charge,
spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom result in competing interactions. These lead
to phase transitions and the emergence of exotic phases including charge-ordered [85],
multiferroic [5] and pseudogap states [86]. In, Pr1−xCaxMnO3, the material studied in this
investigation, the number of electrons in the system can be varied systematically without
greatly affecting the crystal structure and all compositions from PrMnO3 to CaMnO3 can
be synthesized [5, 36, 87]. Another characteristics on the doped compounds (CaMnO3)
arises from their potential benefit as photocatalysts [13], inspired by the use of a CaMnOx

complex as oxygen-evolution center in natural photosynthesis [14].
In next section, the crystal structures of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 will be discussed.

3.2 Perovskite lattice

3.2.1 Ideal structure

Manganites crystallize in a perovskite structure as shown in Fig. 3.1. This structure is an
inorganic compound with the formula ABO3, consisting of oxygen octahedra, where B is
the atom in the center of the octahedron, i.e. Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions, and A is the cation
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outside the octahedron such as Pr3+, Ca2+, La3+, and Sr2+. The spacegroup for cubic
perovskites is Pm3̄m (221); the equivalent positions of the atoms are detailed in Tab. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1: Cubic perovskite unit cell. Red spheres represent the oxygen anions, green
spheres represent the A cations, and yellow one shows the B cation.

Table 3.1: Atomic positions for ideal perovskite structure in Cartesian coordinate.

Site Location Co-ordinates
A cation (2a) (0, 0, 0)
B cation (2a) (1

2
, 1

2
, 1

2
)

O anion (6b) (1
2
, 1

2
, 0)(1

2
, 0, 1

2
)(0, 1

2
, 1

2
)

The members of the perovskite family rarely have the ideal cubic structure. In fact there
is a large amount of structural distortions and electronic instabilities. In the case of man-
ganites, Pr1−xCaxMnO3, the cubic perovskite structure is distorted into an orthorhombic
structure by a tilting of the oxygen octahedra.

3.2.2 Octahedral tilting

If the A-type ions of the perovskite ABO3 are too small, octahedra tilts and allows to
increase the atom density and therefore improve the Coulomb attraction energy for the
ions. The octahedral tilting is determined by the so-called tolerance factor [88] which is
defined as:
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t =
dAO√
2dBO

(3.1)

where dAO is the distance between the A-site atoms (La, Ca, Pr) and oxygen, while dBO
is the B-site ions (Mn) and oxygen distance. This parameter for cubic peovskite is about
0.9 < t < 1.0. However, if the radius of the A-site cation is too small (0.71 < t < 0.90),
the oxygen octahedra tends to undergo rigid tilts [89]. The distortions seen in CaMnO3

are characteristic of this effect which makes orthorhombic structure. On the other hand,
compositions with t > 1 will exhibit hexagonal symmetry [89].

The orthorhombic phase is the most common structure of manganites. Thus, octahe-
dral tilting is an important ingredient. The octahedral tilting in ABO3 compositions can
be characterized by the so-called Glazer notation [90]. In this notation, the octahedral
tilting can be described by using symbols a∗b∗c∗, which the letters refer to tilt around the
[100], [010], and [001] directions of the ideal cubic perovskite. The superscript ∗ denotes
the octahedral tilts which can be in the same (+) or opposite (−) and no tilt (0). The
orthorhombic structure of ABO3 can be classified by a−a−c+ tilting which is shown in
Fig. 3.2. This a−a−c+ tilting basically originated from the smaller size of A-site atoms.
When A-site atoms are larger, for example SrMnO3, the tilting does not occur. So, the
SrMnO3 belongs to the ideal cubic perovskite which is also shown in Fig. 3.2 . The physical
properties such as band gap, density of states and effective carrier mass are closely related
with the amount of tilting. Note that the overlapping integral of the BO6 octahedron is
one of the main sources of various electronic properties.

no tilt a-a-c+

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.2: The ideal perovskite structure and perovskite with octahedral tilting, (a) Pm3̄m
(221), and (b) Pnma (62) orthorhombic with a−a−c+ tilting. Arrows show the tilting
directions.
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3.3 Energy levels

3.3.1 Crystal field splitting

Let us start our discussion at the level of atomic problem. The d-orbital energies of a
transition-metal (Mn) ion will be affected by an octahedral arrangement of six oxygen
atoms. The main interactions for forming the electronic structure and for magnetism are
through the O-2p orbitals which mix with the transition metal d-orbitals. The Pauling
electronegativity of O is higher than any transition element. Therefore, the transition
metal d-band lies above the O-p band. In a cubic environment, the five d-orbitals are
separated by symmetry into a two-fold degenerate eg and a three-fold degenerate t2g sets.
The splitting between the eg and t2g is commonly denoted 10Dq [3]. The ligand field
splitting of the pure d orbitals for the tetrahedral Td, octahedral Oh and tetragonal D4h

symmetries are shown in Fig. 3.3.

Td Oh D4h D4hz

y

x

E

eg

t2g

t2g

eg
a1g
b1g

b2g

eg

dx2-y2

d3z2-r2

dxy

dxz ,dyz

10Dq

Fig. 3.3: Schematic representation of the crystal field splitting of the d-levels in fields of
different coordination and symmetry. The central Mn-d ion is assumed to be coordinated
by oxygen atoms. Td corresponds to a tetrahedral environment and Oh corresponds to
a cubic symmetries. For octahedral Oh and tetragonal D4h symmetries, equal strengths
in the x − y are assumed while the strengths along z are varied. On the right relevant
orbitals corresponding to eg symmetry and t2g symmetry are indicated. Different sign of d
wavefunction lobes are shown with different color.

The eg orbitals, labeled dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 , have lobes that point towards the O ions in
an octahedral environment, while the t2g orbitals, dxy, dxz and dzy point in between the O
ions. As shown in Fig. 3.4, there is a strong σ-bonding interaction between the O-p and the
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eg-orbitals and a weaker π-bonding between the O-p orbitals and the t2g-orbitals. In other
words, the t2g-bands are more weakly antibonding than the eg bands, and therefore occur
lower in energy. This is shown in Fig. 3.4. The crystal field scheme in perovskites originates
from covalent interaction with the oxygen neighbors. It is not electrostatic origin [91].
Furthermore, it can be seen that in perovskites, the t2g-bands are generally narrower than
the corresponding eg-bands. The eg-bands have a more hybridization character than the
t2g-bands. Importantly, large crystal field splittings are an indicator of strong hybridization.
In practice, typical distances for splitting are between 1 and 2 eV.

Mn-3d

eg (!*)

t2g ("*)
10Dq

O-2p
!

"t2g (")

eg (!)

eg

t2g

Ligand field theory (Oh) 

Antibonding- mostly metal

Bonding- mostly oxygen Charge transfer energy

∆$ = &' (⋆ − &'(()

Fig. 3.4: Demonstration of molecular orbital theory for a Mn atom, surrounded by six
oxygen atoms in an octahedral environment. The relevant system is shown in the top
right. Bonding and antibonding orbitals according to symmetry class are shown in the
left. The bonding is caused by orbital overlap of the Mn-d orbitals with O-2p orbitals. The
bonding orbitals have mostly oxygen character while the antibonding orbitals have mostly
metal-ion orbitals. The correspondence between the e∗g and t∗2g molecular orbitals and the
eg and t2g orbitals in a crystal field picture is shown in the top right. In the lower right the
charge transfer energy ∆c is defined as the average energy required to excite an electron
from the σ bonding to the σ∗ antibonding state.

3.3.2 Jahn-Teller distortion

The splitting due to crystal-field effects leads to an eg doublet and a t2g triplet. The
remaining degeneracy is usually broken by the lattice distortion. The lifting of degeneracy
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due to the orbital-lattice interaction is called the Jahn-Teller (JT) cooperative effect. The
effect is named for Hermann Arthur Jahn and Edward Teller, who first reported studies
about it in 1937 [92].

The JT distortion is obtained when the eg-orbitals are partially occupied. The eg-
orbitals are the d-electrons pointing towards the oxygen neighbors. The elongation of
two axial bonds weakens the antibonds and thus lowers one of the two eg-orbitals. The JT
distortions are due to an different bond length for the three axis. In the case of manganites,
Pr1−xCaxMnO3, when a Ca ion is replaced by a Pr ion, a Mn4+ ion becomes a Mn3+ ion to
maintain charge neutrality. The electrons in Mn3+ are in the state of maximum spin S = 2
due to the strong Hund coupling. It is equivalent to having the extra electron in the empty
eg-orbital of the Mn ion. For the Mn3+ ion, the electron localizes in the d3z2−r2 orbital which
is energetically favorable if the octahedron distorts along the z axis and so the oxygen ions
in this direction move away from the orbital lobes. If the octahedron compresses along the
z axis, the electron localizes in the dx2−y2 orbital. These two modes are shown in Fig. 3.5.
For our compounds, only Q2 = 1√

2
(dx − dy), and Q3 = 1√

6
(−dx − dy + 2dz) are needed to

understand how the eg degeneracy is removed. dx, dy, and dz are displacement of oxygen
atoms in the x, y, and z-direction respectively.

eg

t2g

x2-y2

3z2-r2

xy, xz, yz

x2-y2

3z2-r2

xy, xz, yz

D4hD4h Oh
Octahdral ElongatedCompressed

Fig. 3.5: Effect of a Jahn-Teller distortion on d-orbitals. The Mn3+ ion (violet) is located
in the center of an oxygen (red) octahedron. When the octahedral symmetry is distorted,
the energy of the eg orbitals which point along the elongated bond direction, is lowered in
energy. Since the t2g states are filled and they have a non-bonding character, they do not
contribute to the splitting.

We can draw the Jahn-Teller distortions in a polar coordinates using Q3 = Qcosθ,
Q2 = Qsinθ and Q = Q2sinθ + Q3cosθ. Following Kanamori [93], if θ = 0, the distortion
is purely of the Q3 mode and it shows an elongation of the octahedra along the z-axis
and contraction along the other axis. If θ = π, it is also a pure Q3 but with the reversed
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elongation and contraction. In the case θ = 2π
3

the same distortion but with a different
axis are produced. This information summarized in Fig. 3.5.

3.3.3 Breathing

The breathing parameter is given by the average bond length of all ligand bonds, which is
called Q1 mode. In other words, it is an isotropic expansion of octahedra. This parameter
can be expressed by Q1 = 1√

3
(dx + dy + dz). It should be noted that the Q1 mode does not

contribute to the splitting in the eg states, but in the electronic structure, it is related to
energy level shifts of the conduction electrons and thus constitutes of the electron-phonon
coupling.

3.4 Magnetic order

Vast variety of magnetic structure is one of the feature of manganite compounds. By
using neutron diffraction techniques to characterize the magnetic structure, Wollan and
Koehler [81] found that, in addition to ferromagnetic (FM) phase there are many other
antiferromagnetic (AFM) phases in manganites. A sketch of the magnetic arrangements is
presented in Fig. 3.6.
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Fig. 12.9: Classification of magnetic orderings of perovskites according to Wollan[32]. One octant of
the magnetic unit cell, that is all the inequivalent octahedra, is shown. The gold and blue octahedra
represent central atoms with up and down spin arrangement.
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The important structural element of the YBCO structure are the Cu atoms in the square planar
environment of oxygen ligands. The CuO2 layers form square networks of Cu atoms with O-atoms
on the connecting lines. The CuO planes with the oxygen on-top and below are corner sharing
CuO4-squares.

The charge distribution of the layers is such that we can assume that the Cu atoms are formally
in the +2 charge state, but there is one hole h+ per unit cell, because the trivalent Y3+ cannot
compensate the charge of 4� from the neighboring CuO2 layers.

12.10.2 CaCuO2

The CaCuO2 structure is the prototype structure containing the square CuO2 lattice present in the
high-Tc superconductors.

Fig. 3.6: Magnetic configurations for orthorhombic structure which yellow octahedron
stands for the spin up and blue one shows spin down component. It is given from Wollan
and Koehler [81]. A-type has ferromagnetic planes that are coupled antiferromagnetically.
The B-type structure is the ferromagnetic arrangement, while G-type shows and antifer-
romagnet in all three directions. The C-type has ferromagnetic chains that are coupled
antiferromagtenically. Figures are taken from ΦSX lecture notes, with kind approval of P.
Blöchl.

Manganites either have ordered electron spins or these spins are not ordered unless
an external field induces some non-random orientation. These compounds exhibit FM,
AFM and paramagnetic properties, which depend upon the relative trivalent and tetrava-
lent manganese ion content and temperature. They are including different form of AFM
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arrangements. They differ in the relative ordering of their spins within the lattice. In
the present study, manganites in orthorhombic cell for A-, C-, G-type AF and B-type
FM configurations have been considered. As shown in Fig. 3.6, pattern A corresponds to
planes with ferromagnetic alignment of spins, but with antiferromagnetic coupling between
those planes. The G-type was found with antiferromagnetism in all three directions. In
the C-type pattern, spins are ferromagnetic along the chains, but antiferromagnetic in the
coupling chains. In the ferromagnetic state, the pattern was called B. The most exotic
spin arrangement is the CE-type state. In the CE-type magnetic structure, the material
exhibits one-dimensional zig-zag chains of ferromagnetically coupled Mn ions. This phase
is the nontrivial phase which will be discussed later in more details.

In next section, the experimental phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 will be discussed.
This includes structural and magnetic transition temperatures in that compound.

3.5 The Pr1−xCaxMnO3 Phase Diagram

Pr1−xCaxMnO3 is a mixed valent system due to the substitution of Pr3+ ions by Ca2+ which
produces the rich variety of phases. At low temperature, there is no stable ferromagnetic
metallic phase as shown in Fig. 3.7. This is usually rationalized by the fact that Ca and Pr
ions are too small to fill the space in the cube centers and for this reason the oxygens tend
to move toward that center. The Mn-O-Mn angle gets smaller than 180◦ and the hopping
amplitude for carriers to move from Mn to Mn naturally decreases as angle reduced from
180◦. It should be noted that ferromagnetism is observed, but with insulating behavior in
the resistivity, creating a FM insulator (FMI) phase.

This compound was first studied in the full range of Ca concentrations 0 < x < 1
by Jirak et al. [4]. These authors measured the neutron diffraction pattern and electrical
measurements over a wide temperature range. They showed with varying Ca concentra-
tions, substantial changes in the magnetic interactions are introduced. As a consequence,
a variety of magnetic structures are observed at low temperatures. Fig. 3.7 illustrates the
many phases that are in competition.

At low temperatures, the general phase diagram evolves from an insulating antiferro-
magnet (AF) in the 0 < x < 0.12, to a FMI phase in the 0.12 < x < 0.30 region [3].
Around x = 0.5 concentration, charge, spin, and orbital ordering are observed and, at
x = 1 the system goes back to an AF insulating phase [3]. The room-temperature Pbnm
phase of Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 undergoes a charge-ordering (CO) transition around TCO ∼ 240
K accompanied by an orbital and spin ordering of CE-type below TN ∼ 180 [4, 6, 94]. The
COI phase has been refined by selected area electron diffraction as P21mn characterised
by a much wider dispersion of Mn-O-Mn bonding angles and Mn-O bonding lengths (1.87
- 2.04 Å) [41]. The paramagnetic insulating phase (PI) arises at room temperature for
concentrations of less than 0.3 and a charge-ordered insulating (COI) states is stabilized
for x ≥ 0.3 [3].

As Jirak et al. showed [4], Pr1−xCaxMnO3 shows stable CO-state in the wide range
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Fig. 3.7: The phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 from Christian Jooss. PI, FMI, and AFI
denote paramagnetic insulator, ferromagnetic insulator, and antiferromagnetic insulator,
respectively. TCO and TN indicate the temperature for charge-ordering transition and Néel
temperature, respectively. With kind approval of C. Jooss.

of the Ca concentrations, between x = 0.3 and 0.9 that the arrangement of charge, spin,
and orbital order for these concentrations are similar to the CE-state. For x = 3

8
based

on mean-field and numerical approximations, Hotta and Dagotto [95] have offered and
suggested that this FMI may present CO. Alterations from AF at x = 0.5 to FM at
x = 0.3 have studied by neutron diffraction [96], and a canted state has also been pro-
posed to model this behavior. Recent neutron diffraction data by Daoud-Aladine et al.
[40] obtained the formation and ordering of Zener polaron (ZP) in Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3, while
Grenier et al. [39] supports a model involving orbital ordering (checkerboard) structure for
Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3. Ab-initio [97] and unrestricted Hartree-Fock [98] calculations reveal that
in certain circumstances the ZP-ordered state in half-doped manganites may be desirable.
Theoretical paper [99] shows that lowest energy ZP- and checkerboard-type ordered states
may differ only by slight displacements of key oxygen ions. Both types of structures have
been discussed by Efremov et al. [42] considering the site-centered charge ordering at Mn
sites or bond-centered charge ordering at Mn-O-Mn dimers, forming the ZP-ordered state.
Based on ab-initio calculation, Collizi et al. [100] reported a unconventional multiferroism
in Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3. Proper knowledge of the electronic structure around the Fermi level
(EF ), governing both transport properties and low-energy excitations, is essential to take
advantage of the material’s susceptibility to diverse external stimuli and its flexibility in
terms of mixed Mn valencies.

As already explained, low-bandwidth compounds, Pr1−xCaxMnO3, in the vicinity of
x = 0.5 a charge-order phase is more stable, while in intermediate band-width compounds
such as La1−xCaxMnO3 have shown metallic phase at this hole density. The prevailing
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theories used to explain these two ground states called double exchange and superexchange
which are discussed next.

3.5.1 Double exchange and the FM phase

The double exchange mechanism was suggested in 1951 by Zener in a couple of seminal
papers [101, 102], to explain the ferromagnetic metallic phase at low temperatures. As
shown in Fig. 3.8, electrons are thought to hop from one Mn-ion to the next via the
intervening oxygen atom. The Hund’s rule coupling, JH , is enforced on each individual
ion and makes it favorable for the spin of the core electrons to align with the spin of the
itinerant electron and thus this electron transfer scheme makes ferromagnetic alignment
energetically favorable. In other words, the conduction electrons lower their kinetic energy
if the t2g spins of manganites, are fully polarized. The kinetic energy is regulated by
a hopping amplitude usually denoted by t. The coupling involved in the direct virtual
hopping of d-electrons not mediated by conduction electrons, is called JAF .

Double exchange

Mn

Mn

Mn

Mn

O

O

3+

4+

2-

2-

4+

3+

eg

t2g

t

JHJH

JAF

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.8: Schematic representation of the idea of Zener ferromagnetism: (a) double ex-
change mechanism, (b) mobility of eg electrons. The couplings of relevance are the Hund
coupling, JH , the hopping t, and the antiferromagnetic direct exchange JAF .

Anderson and Hasegawa [103] studied the Zener mechanism in greater detail. They
explained the probability of transferring an electron from one Mn-ion to the next as a
function of the angle which one core spin makes with its neighbor. In this theory, the
electrons in the Mn-3d levels treat either as localized core electrons on each Mn-site or as
itinerant electrons as shown in Fig 3.8. The core spins are treated classically, which means
that they have a well defined direction. So, the total core spins for Mn-ion is S = 3

2
and

can lie at any angle with respect to its neighbor. The itinerant electron is treated quantum
mechanically, and its spin can only be up or down. It should be noted that the oxygen
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between the Mn-ions has a passive role in the conduction process. Thus, its effect on the
conductivity is absorbed into the proportionality constant.

This double exchange theory predicts that the ferromagnetic phase has the core spins
of every Mn-ion aligned parallel and so has the best conductivity. The antiferromagnetic
phase has the core spins aligned antiparallel and so has the worst conductivity and the
paramagnetic phase has an intermediate conductivity.

3.5.2 Superexchange and the AF Charge Ordered Phase

This section contains (1) a description of superexchange and (2) the Goodenough-Kanamori
rules. The latter combine double and superexchange.

In spite of the double exchange interaction where a ferromagnetic state was produced
by the real exchange of an electron, the magnetic interactions in the charge ordered state
arise from a virtual electron exchange process known as superexchange. The charge ordered
phase is found to be antiferromagnetic and such an antiferromagnetic state can be formed
by considering the interactions of the oxygen and neighboring Mn-ions. In this case, O-ion
electrons affect the magnetic state of the neighboring Mn-ions. Several types of magnetic
interaction can take place depending on the electron shells of the Mn-ions that summarized
by the Goodenough-Kanamori rules [85] as below:

• If empty Mn-orbitals point towards neighboring empty Mn-orbitals, the exchange
interaction is antiferromagnetic.

• If half-full Mn-orbitals point towards neighboring half-full Mn-orbitals, the exchange
interaction is antiferromagnetic.

• If empty Mn-orbitals point towards neighboring half-full Mn-orbitals, the exchange
interaction is ferromagnetic.

3.5.3 Discussion of Double Exchange and Superexchange

The theories of double exchange and superexchange are used to explain the magnetic
properties and conductivity of manganites. However, one of the main problems with these
theories is that they can not predict the transition from one manganite to another by doping
concentration. On the other hand, Pr1−xCaxMnO3 has no ferromagnetic metallic phase
and for x > 0.3 is a charge ordered antiferromagnet. Furthermore, the paramagnetic state
of La1−xSrxMnO3 is metallic. Therefore the structure plays a dominant role in determining
the electrical and magnetic properties of the manganites. The typical explanation for the
fact that Pr1−xCaxMnO3 has no ferromagnetic metallic state is that the structure is more
distorted than La1−xSrxMnO3. Thus, the metallic state is observed to be more cubic than
the insulating state. It is thought that Pr1−xCaxMnO3 cannot obtain the structure for
metallicity and thus its ground state is antiferromagnetic and insulating. In addition, all
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manganites show the charge ordered antiferromagnetic state for x > 0.5 which the current
theories offer no explanation of why this should be.

It is seen that a charge separation into Mn3+ and Mn4+ can not literally take place [40].
So, the theory of charge and orbital ordering does not seem entirely satisfactory. For
example, the process of 2Mn3.5+ → Mn3+ + Mn4+ in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3, requires a large
amount of energy which is about 10 eV (the difference between the 3rd and 4th ionisation
energies of manganese). But, the largest value of the Jahn-Teller splitting that has been
suggested is about 1 eV.

Thus, charge ordering could be described more precisely into a language of octahedron.
In this case, ordering of two different Mn-sites are described: Mn3+ which has a distorted
octahedron of oxygen ions, and Mn4+ which has a more regular octahedron. Rodriguez-
Carvajal et al. [104] have performed a single crystal study of the charge ordered state of
Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3. They reached to the conclusions which were completely different to the
conventional charge ordering picture. They have shown that all the oxygen octahedra were
elongated and had very similar bond lengths rather than having both elongated (Mn3+)
and regular (Mn4+) octahedra. The authors suggested that the charge separation is as
little as 0.01 electrons rather than 1 electron.

It is obvious that the ordering state is due to the correlation at the atomic level,
between the physical entities such as: Hund’s coupling between eg electrons and a classical
spin of core-like t2g electrons, Heisenberg antiferromagnetic coupling between the core-like
electrons in the t2g shell, hopping between the delocalized eg electrons, electron and Jahn-
Teller phonon coupling, Coulomb interaction between occupied and unoccupied d-electrons
[2, 3, 105]. Therefore, doping strongly affects the magnetic properties of the manganites.
In the following, these quantities will be discussed. It is important to mentioned that
more than two Mn-sites are necessary to explain the observed structural modulation in the
charge ordered state.

3.6 Models and parameters

In the previous sections, the experimental and theoretical works on Pr1−xCaxMnO3 has
been reviewed. It is of major interest how physical quantities are incorporated in the model
Hamiltonian for this compound. To address this, Tight binding model of perovskites have
been developed on the basis of the ab-initio calculations presented here. These have then
be used to explore the phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 in detail [106].

3.7 Electronic structure of Pr1−xCaxMnO3

In this section, we present a theoretical investigation on the structural, electronic, and
magnetic properties of the manganite series Pr1−xCaxMnO3, using local hybrid density-
functional calculations. This functional contains a free parameter per atom type which
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is determined by experimental x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). As a first step to
study the effects of doping, the series Pr1−xCaxMnO3 for x = 0, 1

2
, 1 have been studied.

Before going into the details, the gross features of the atomic and the electronic structure
of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 will be discussed.

3.7.1 Stoichiometric CaMnO3

CaMnO3 is the most simple member of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganite. This compound
has a orthorhombic perovskite structure. Mn and O ions form a network of corner-sharing
MnO6 octahedra with a formal valence of 4+ for the Mn cations. Thus, the Mn atoms
have a 3d3 configuration. It means 3 electrons in the t2g orbitals and a strong crystal field
splitting with the empty eg states. Ca donates its two valence electrons to the valence
band of O-2p character. In the CaMnO3, the size of the Ca ions is sufficiently small so
that the MnO6 octahedra tilt to increase the ionic attraction. The orientation of the tilt
axis is determined by a bond angle force at the oxygen bridge.

The spins of the three filled t2g orbitals are parallel. The Mn ions have a formal spin of
3
2
~, and the spins are antiferromagnetically aligned with nearest neighbors. Following the

notation of Wollan and Koehler [81], the ground state of CaMnO3 is found to be a G-type
antiferromagnet. The Mn-O bond lengths are similar in this structure so, O cages are not
JT distorted.

The calculated DoS for the G-type spin configuration of CaMnO3 is shown in Fig. 3.9.
The valence band is mainly attributed to the O-2p character with some contribution of
Mn-3d orbitals. The valence band extends from -5 eV to 0 eV. The Ca-d states are located
above the valence band which is extended from 7 eV to 9 eV. Between these two features, the
O-2p valence band and the empty Ca-d states, the Mn-3d states dominate the conduction
band. These states are relevant for the complex properties of manganites.

The Mn-3d orbitals are divided into the three non-bonding t2g orbitals and the two
antibonding eg orbitals, which is originated from the octahedral crystal-field splitting.

In order to understand the bonding and antibonding character of the states, Crystal-
Orbital Overlap populations (COOP) are used to analyse the band structure energy. This
can be distinguished well in the off-diagonal elements of the density of states of CaMnO3

shown in Fig. 3.9. Bonding states are represented with positive sign to the COOP, while
antibonding states are contributed with negative sign. In the bottom part of the O-2p
valence band, the bonding states between Mn-3d and O-2p are located. It extends between
-5 eV and -3 eV. The relative antibonding states, between Mn-3d and O-2p, extend from
-3 eV to about 6 eV. The minority-spin bonding t2g states are split off from the eg states
and lie in the energy region from -3 eV to -1 eV.

It should be noted that for transition-metal compounds, the bonding states are at-
tributed to the anion, the O-atoms, and the antibonding Mn-O states are attributed en-
tirely to the Mn-ion. This naming convention related to the oxidation number [107] shall
not be confused with the true physical nature of the states.
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Fig. 3.9: Total and projected DoS of CaMnO3. The top graph shows the total DoS
(black) and the projected DoS for O-p (red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), Ca-d (blue).
Projected DoS are stacked ontop of each other. Opposite sign shows the two spin densities.
For the Mn-ions only one majority spin direction is considered to the projected DoS. The
middle graph shows the COOP between a Mn-t2g orbital and an π-bonded O-p state (green)
and the COOP between a Mn-eg orbital and an σ-bonded p-state (yellow) for the majority-
spin direction. The two COOPs are stacked ontop of each other. The bottom graph shows
the same information in the middle graph but for the minority-spin direction. The valence-
band top is aligned to the zero energy. Empty states are filled with the corresponding lighter
color than filled states [63].

The antibonding states of the eg orbitals lie energetically above the t2g electrons. This
is originated from the crystal field splitting. This energy separation of t2g and eg orbitals
is due to the covalent interaction with the oxygen neighbors [91]. The three filled Mn-t2g
states, which are Mn-O antibonds, lie within the O-2p valence band from -3 eV to 0 eV.
The majority Mn-eg states are separated by 1.5 eV from the O-2p valence band. These
states form the lowest unoccupied conduction band edge of CaMnO3. The minority Mn-t2g
states are located at 3 eV above the O-2p valence band. The minority Mn-eg states lie
from 4 eV to 6 eV. The d-electrons in the majority-spin and minority-spin direction are
spin-splitting due to the Hund’s exchange coupling.

Ordering of Mn spin

The low-temperature orthorhombic phase of CaMnO3 has a G-type ordering of the spins.
However, to get more insight, other magnetic orders such as C-, A- and B-type spin con-
figurations are also considered as shown in Fig. 3.10. The spin configurations adopted
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have a significant effect on the density of states. These effects of magnetic ordering can be
summarized as:

• Magnetic ordering affects Mn-d states.

• Band gap broadens with decreasing ferromagnetic environment.

• Broadening of eg and t2g states by increasing ferromagnetic order.

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

E(eV)

Fig. 3.10: Total and projected density of states for CaMnO3 G-, C-, A-, and B-type from
top to bottom respectively. The total density of state is black. The area filled in the red
is the oxygen contribution, green is the Mn-t2g, yellow area is the Mn-eg and blue area is
Ca-d contribution. The empty states are filled with the corresponding lighter color.

The Ca-d states have a same contribution in all magnetic ordering of spins. This
shows that the effects of magnetic ordering on the Ca atoms are nothing. The O-2p
valence band states have also no influences from different ordering of spins. But in between
these two features, Mn-3d states are relevant for the complex properties of Pr1−xCaxMnO3

manganite. Electronically, doping and external magnetic field affect the Mn-3d states
which create vast variety of different phases.

The hopping amplitude for carriers to move from Mn to Mn naturally increases as the
ferromagnetic order increases. In other words, the hopping amplitude becomes more when
the Mn atoms have a same ordering of spins. The Mn-3d states get broadening due to the
more carriers hopping. This affects also the band gap of the system. For this reason, the
B-type FM configuration has smaller band gap comparison to AF spin configurations.

Structural properties

For CaMnO3 compounds the Pbnm orthorhombic crystallographic cells are used. The
experimental lattice constants are taken from Poeppelmeier et al. [108]. At temperature
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below TN = 120K, orthorhombic phase of CaMnO3 has a G-type ordering of the spins
with the 1.55 eV experimental optical gap [109]. Here, the G-, C-, A-, and B-type spin
configurations are considered. The energy difference per formula unit ∆E (meV) with
respect to the ground state is reported in Tab. 3.2. The G-, and C-type AF ordering
are the most energetically preferable, the B-type FM configuration has the highest total
energy . As seen in Tab. 3.2, the spin configurations do not have a significant effect on the
structural parameters of CaMnO3.

Table 3.2: Mean Mn-O bond-length dMn−O, Mn-O-Mn bond angle for oxygen bridges in
the ab-plane φO(2) and along the c-axis φO(1), magnetic moment µ and number of electrons
in the Mn-d-shell. The E-type magnetic order of Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 uses the experimental
lattice constants for x = 0.4 [40]. Calculated relative energies and fundamental band gaps
in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 for different magnetic orders and doping. For each doping the most
stable configuration has been chosen as the energy zero.

Compound Magnetic
order

dMn,O [Å] Q [Å] φO(1) φO(2) µ[µB] Nd
Energy/ABO3

(meV)

Band
gap
(eV)

PrMnO3 G 2.044 0.470 148.3◦ 146.3◦ 3.662 3.662 22 1.31
C 2.045 0.460 147.7◦ 146.5◦ 3.702 4.903 29 0.90
A 2.039 0.406 148.2◦ 147.8◦ 3.772 4.903 0 1.05
B 2.039 0.392 147.7◦ 148.0◦ 3.819 4.902 10 1.33

Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 G 2.003/1.933 0.056/0.100 148.6-156.0◦ 147.5-153.2◦ 3.686/2.717 4.887/4.811 104 0
C 1.940/1.997 0.098/0.122 150.5-154.1◦ 148.9-151.5◦ 2.885/3.636 4.818/4.884 96 0
A 1.954/1.979 0.056/0.100 151.5-154.4◦ 149.8-152.5◦ 3.299/3.487 4.835/4.869 54 0
B 1.966/1.966 0.020/0.016 150.6-153.7◦ 150.5-153.0◦ 3.474/3.481 4.856/4.857 29 0
CE 1.991/1.943 0.259/0.053 156.0-147.8◦ 146.6-157.1◦ 3.526/3.125 4.880/4.823 0 0.57
E 2.014/1.951 0.244/0.044 149.5-153.8◦ 146.5-154.9◦ 3.634/2.975 4.880/4.813 - -

CaMnO3 G 1.927 0.016 151.0◦ 150.3◦ 2.837 4.791 0 1.47
C 1.927 0.012 150.4◦ 150.4◦ 2.853 4.793 -1 1.42
A 1.928 0.018 151.5◦ 149.6◦ 2.884 4.793 7 1.41
B 1.929 0.014 150.4◦ 149.7◦ 2.922 4.794 20 1.33

At higher temperature (more than TN), this compound behaves as a paramagnetic while
it has a same orthorhombic structure. In the CaMnO3 structure, octahedral tilting is a
significant ingredient. The structure and electronic properties (various band gap, density
of states, and effective carrier mass) are closely associated with the amount of tilting. This
allows to increase the atom density and therefore improve the Coulomb attraction energy
for the ions. This effect leads to bending of the oxygen bridges, which in turn reduces the
hopping matrix elements between the eg orbitals on neighboring Mn-sites. It can strongly
influences the electronic bandwidth of the relevant conduction bands. It should be noted
that the bond angle distortion decreases the one-electron bandwidth since the interaction
between the neighboring Mn-site is govern by super transfer process via O-2p states.

The Mn magnetic moment, 2.837 µβ, is a little higher comparison to the experimental
value of 2.65 µβ [81] and local spin-density approximation (LSDA) [110] results. Certainly
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due to the covalent bonding of Mn-O, Mn magnetic moments are below of the net 3µβ of
Mn4+ ion. Mn magnetic moment depends on the spin configuration. It is relevant to the
correlation between chemical bonding and magnetic interaction. The Mn-O chemical bond
specifies the coupling between Mn local spins [85].

3.7.2 Stoichiometric PrMnO3

The same ionic radius for Pr3+ (0.99 Å) and Ca2+ (1.00 Å) [111] leads to a similar crystal
structure of the (Pr,Ca)MnO3. The ions are in the formal oxidation states Pr3+Mn3+O2−

3 .
Each Mn atom is surrounded by six oxygen ions in the octahedral environment. Instead
of the di-valent Ca ions, the tri-valent Pr ions are replaced. The additional electrons are
inserted into the empty majority Mn-eg states. The doubly degenerate eg states is lifted
by Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion of the MnO6 octahedra. Due to the JT distortion, there
are two different kinds of Mn-O bond lengths in the octahedron cage. They are two long
(apical) and two pairs of shorter (equatorial) Mn-O bond lengths. The extra electrons
cause the JT distortions and form polarons. The interplay of magnetic and polaron order
bring the complexity into the manganites phase diagram.

The calculated DoS for the A-type spin configuration of PrMnO3 is shown in Fig. 3.11.
The filled Pr-f states are located in the upper part of the O-p valence band. It extends
from -2 eV to -1 eV. The empty Pr-f states extend from 2 eV to 4 eV and energetically
overlap with the empty Mn-3d states in the conduction band. In contrast to CaMnO3, the
majority Mn-eg orbitals is split off by a distortion of MnO6 octahedra. The energy of the
occupied state lowers due to the weakening of the antibonds with the neighboring oxygen
atoms. This is caused by increasing of the corresponding Mn-O bond distances. This JT
effect opens up the band gap in PrMnO3. The ordering of the JT distortions produces an
orbital ordered state.

In this compound, Pr-f states overlap with O-2p states and located in below and above
of the Fermi level that is in agreement with photoemission spectroscopic result which is
showing these states should be 2 eV below the Fermi level [112]. The Pr-d states are located
from 4 eV to 9 eV above the Pr-f states.

All two compounds, PrMnO3 and CaMnO3, are insulating at low temperature. Addi-
tional electrons tend to form polarons. Electrons are stabilized by the lattice distortion and
shift the electron level from the conduction band into the valence band. Consequently, a
finite band gap remains in the electronic structure. This is in contradiction with the rigid-
band picture in semiconductor physics where the charge carriers coupling to the lattice
distortion is small. Because of the strong correlations, the rigid-band picture breaks down
and the environment of the charge carriers responds strongly. So, the additional electrons
do not lead to mobile charge carriers. As shown in Fig. 3.11, there is a filled band above
the O-2p band which is separated from the conduction band. The weight of the filled band
increases with the number of electrons on the Mn-site.
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Fig. 3.11: Total and projected DoS of PrMnO3. Colors are represented based on Fig. 3.9
and also described in the text. The Pr-f states are shown in magenta and the Pr-d states
in orange. The bottom graph shows the DoS for the lower (orange) and upper (yellow) eg
orbitals, which are split by the Jahn-Teller effect [63].

Ordering of Mn spin

At low-temperature orthorhombic phase of PrMnO3 has an A-type ordering of the spins.
However, to get more insight, other magnetic orders such as G-, C-, and B-type spin
configurations are also considered as shown in Fig. 3.12. Analogously, the density of states
in PrMnO3 compounds behave similar to CaMnO3 by changing the magnetic orders. As
shown in Fig. 3.12, the magnetic order influences the Mn-d states and increasing the
ferromagnetic order broadens the Mn-eg and Mn-t2g contributions. Band gap also gets
smaller by increasing the ferromagnetic environment.

The Pr-f states have a same contribution in all magnetic ordering of spins. This shows
that the magnetic order influences the Mn-d states and it has no effects on the Pr atoms.
The O-2p valence band states have also no influences from different ordering of spins.
In other words, Mn-3d states are relevant for the complex properties of Pr1−xCaxMnO3

manganite. Electronically, doping and external magnetic field affect the Mn-3d states
which create vast variety of different phases.

The Mn-3d states get broadening due to the more carriers hopping. The hopping
amplitude becomes more when the Mn atoms have a same ordering of spins. This affects
also the band gap of the system. For this reason, the B-type FM configuration has smaller
band gap comparison to AF spin configurations.
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Fig. 3.12: Total and projected density of states for PrMnO3 G-, C-, A-, and B-type from
top to bottom respectively. The total density of state is black. The area filled in the red is
the oxygen contribution, green is the Mn-t2g, yellow area is the Mn-eg and magenta area
is Pr-f contribution. The empty states are filled with the corresponding lighter color.

Structural properties

For PrMnO3 compounds the Pbnm orthorhombic crystallographic cells are used. The
experimental lattice constants are taken from Alonso et al. [113]. The low-temperature
orthorhombic phase of PrMnO3 has an A-type ordering of the spins. Here, the G-, C-,
and B-type spin configurations are also considered. The energy difference per formula unit
∆E (meV) with respect to the ground state is reported in Tab. 3.2. The ground state of
PrMnO3 is calculated to be an A-type antiferromagnet with estimated band gap about
1.05 eV. The structural parameters are summarized in Tab. 3.2.

The longer Mn-O bond-length in PrMnO3 is primarily attributed to the cooperative
JT distortion, which is not present in CaMnO3. The crystal structure of PrMnO3 can be
described as a perovskite with tilting that Mn-O-Mn angles become less than 180◦. The
JT distortion of the octahedra induces one long Mn-O bond and two short bonds. This
compound practically shows similar properties as LaMnO3. The only difference is due
to the smaller ionic radius of Pr ion compared with La, which displays more amount of
the tilting of the oxygen octahedra in orthorhombic Pbnm crystal structure. This effect
induces the smaller effective eg-eg hopping between Mn atoms and narrower band width.

The tilt angle in PrMnO3 is higher than CaMnO3 as shown in Tab. 3.2. This difference
is due to the introducing of electrons, and consequently JT distortion, and changing over
the Mn-O bonds.

The Mn magnetic moment of PrMnO3 is about 3.77µβ. Jirak et al. [4] reported a value
of 3.54 µβ. Due to the covalent bonding Mn-O, Mn magnetic moments are below of the net
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of Mn3+ ion. It should be noted that Mn magnetic moment depends on spin configuration,
and it is relevant to the correlation between chemical bonding and magnetic interaction.

3.7.3 Half-doped Pr1−xCaxMnO3

Zener polaron

In Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3, like PrMnO3, each Mn ion is sixfold coordinated with O atoms
which form an octahedron cage around the Mn ion. However, In the half-doped system,
Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3, the Jahn-Teller polaron is replaced by a Zener polaron, which is charac-
terized by an electron sharing between the two ferromagnetically coupled Mn neighbors.

In the Zener polaron, two neighboring Mn sites have a same Jahn-Teller expansion along
the axis of the pair. This is in contradiction to the orbital ordering in PrMnO3, which
exhibits an alternating series of prolate and oblate octahedra in the ab-plane direction.
This is shown in Fig. 3.13.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.13: Schematic drawing of the (a) orbital ordering in PrMnO3 and (b) Zener-polaron
in Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3. Shown is the ab-plane.

The band gap in PrMnO3 is due to Jahn-Teller splitting while in Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 the
band gap occur between filled and empty states of lower Jahn-Teller band. In the filled
lower band states, the two Mn-eg orbitals on the dimer point towards the central oxygen.
These two eg orbitals have even parity which prohibits any interaction with the central
oxygen ion. The corresponding antibonding state forms the unoccupied part and locates
above the filled band. The splitting of the lower Jahn-Teller band is originated from the
antibond with the bridging oxygen ion. This is shown in Fig. 3.14. Irrespective of the
type of Jahn-Teller distortions, the lowest wave function is a bonding sigma orbital, which
is non-bonding with respect to the O-p orbital. If both octahedra are prolate along the
dimer axis as shown in Fig. 3.14, the sigma orbitals are already lower resulting in a lower
lying, and thus more stable wave function for the electron. It is this effect that favors this
particular cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion, which otherwise would be unfavorable due
to the strain imposed.
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Zener and Jahn-Teller polaron
• Arrangement of octahedral distortions


– Zener polarons favor octahedral expansion along 
the dimer axis

26
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2t

Fig. 3.14: Orbital diagram of a Zener polaron.The orbital diagram is for two prolate
octahedron along the dimer axis [87].

Only the antibonding sigma orbital has a symmetry to accommodate an oxygen orbital.
This wave function is therefore denoted as oxygen hole state. As the total weight of an
orbital, filled and empty, equal unity, the contribution of the oxygen orbital to an empty
wave function implies that this amount is missing in the occupied wave functions. This
deficiency of the O-p electrons is described as an oxygen hole.

Ordering of Mn spin

The experimental lattice constants are taken from Jirak et al. [4] for Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 for
G-type, C-type, A-type and the ferromagnetic B-type order. Two further calculations have
been performed for the half-doped material. For x = 0.4, the experimental lattice con-
stants [40] are used which has a P21nm space group. For Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 an alternating
(rock-salt) ordering of A-type ions Ca and Pr are used. For the CE-type order also one
calculation with layers of Pr and Ca ions are performed with alternating in c-direction.

Calculations of the E-type and the CE-type ordering are performed with the measured
lattice constants [40]. The experiments have been performed for x = 0.4 which is away from
half doping. This explains that the lattice constants are larger than the exact half doping.
We use the experimental lattice constants albeit with electron occupations according to
precise half-doping.

Our calculations yield the CE-type order more stable than the E-type order by 30 meV
per Mn-site. While not being the most stable order, its understanding is nevertheless
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important for several reasons: The energy difference is in the range of thermal energies so
that this structure is likely to contribute to the randomization of the spin order at higher
temperatures. It is also conceivable that doping or external fields interchange the stability.

While we find surprisingly similar (within 15 %) Jahn-Teller distortions in the two
magnetic orders, the E-type order exhibits a strong charge order as seen in the magnetic
moments listed in Tab. 3.2.

The prototypical order of Zener polarons at half filling is related to the E-type magnetic
structure shown in Fig. 3.15. We find this magnetic order higher in energy compared to the
CE-type magnetic structure. In the CE-type magnetic structure the Zener-polarons poly-
merize, the material exhibits one-dimensional zig-zag chains of ferromagnetically coupled
Mn-ions.

Fig. 3.15: Arrangements of the Zener-polaron for Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 in the E-type (left)
and the CE-type (right) magnetic order. Black and white spheres indicate opposite spin
directions. Shown is the ab-plane. Different planes are coupled to each other antiferromag-
netically [63].

The calculated DoS for the CE-type spin configuration of Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 is shown
in Fig. 3.16. A fundamental band gap of 0.57 eV and a direct band gap of 0.72 eV are
obtained for the Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3. The G-, C-, and A-type AF and the FM B-type order
are also considered. The energy difference per formula unit ∆E (meV) with respect to
the ground state is listed in Tab. 3.2. All simple magnetic orders (G-, C-, A- and B-type)
are energetically unfavorable and do not have a finite band gap in our calculations. The
calculated band gap of 0.57 eV for the CE-type Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 is larger than the reported
experimental value of 0.37 eV [46] at 80 K for doping x = 0.5. This value has been obtained
from the extrapolated onset of the photoconductivity. The CO gap at x = 0.5 is estimated
to be 0.15 eV at 80K [114], and the optical gap is found to be 0.18 eV at 10 K for x = 0.4
[115].

Our calculations of Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 in the CE-type magnetic structure produce only a
small asymmetry in the segment of its zig-zag chains. This asymmetry is a precondition for
the observed finite electric polarization. The experimental structure by Daoud-Aladine et
al., however, [40] reveals a clear asymmetry. Previous calculations [43] did not optimize the
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Fig. 3.16: Total and projected DoS of Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 in the CE-type antiferromagnetic
order. In the top graph colors are represented based on Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.11 and also
described in the text. The bottom graph shows the projection on Wannier-like orbitals.
The orbital |w1〉 forming the occupied eg band is shown in yellow. The optically active
excited orbital |w2〉 is shown in blue. The fully antibonding orbital |w3〉, shown in red, is
optically inactive. The green area refers to the orbital |w4〉 with δ-symmetry on the central
atom [63].

atomic structure and thus recovered the asymmetry from the experiment. An asymmetry
can, however, be induced by a magnetic structure different from the CE-type order, which
naturally groups together pairs of Mn-ions to Zener polarons. One candidate is the E-type
order sketched in Fig. 3.15.

The transition from the CE-type magnetic pattern to the E-type magnetic pattern
differs from the one investigated by Giovanetti [44]. Both transitions are the result of a
spin rotation of Mn-dimers. The spin rotation investigated by Giovanetti leads back to a
displaced CE-type structure for a rotation angle of 180◦, while the E-type structure is a
distinct magnetic ordering.

The symmetry adapted orbitals, that allow one to rationalize the electronic structure,
are listed below.
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|w1〉 = |l, d3x2−r2〉 cos(β) + |r, d3x2−r2〉 sin(β)

|w2〉 = |l, d3x2−r2〉 sin(β)− |r, d3x2−r2〉 cos(β)

|w3〉 = |l, dy2−z2〉
|w4〉 = |r, dy2−z2〉 (3.2)

The determined angle from the calculated DoS is β = 25◦, which places 80 % of the
electron on one site. This reflects the strong charge order in the E-type structure.

The charge order is related to a pattern of Jahn-Teller distortions, where the amplitude
is determined by the charge order, while the orientation is determined by the magnetic
structure.

The charge order in combination with the E-type magnetic structure results in a strong
electric polarization of each Mn-pair forming a Zener polaron. The charge order can develop
in two different ways, and we expect the system to be bistable. We have not detected an
internal mechanism that favors one or the other orientation of the polarization.

The asymmetry of the dimers due to charge order has not been seen in experiment. It
is conceivable that both configurations coexist at the temperature of the experiment, so
that an average is observed.

While the E-type structure is found to be only metastable, it may be thermally accessi-
ble and, together with the non-collinear orders suggested by Giovanetti [44], may contribute
to the order parameter for the phase transition into the paramagnetic state with short-
range antiferromagnetic order. All the structures would leave the ferromagnetic alignment
within the Zener polaron intact and none of the structures results in a closing of the band
gap.

The band gap of the E-type order is with 0.63 eV only 0.04 eV smaller than that of
the CE-type order as calculated with the same lattice constants. The conduction band
minimum is dominated by state |w3〉. The recombination into the ground state is dipole
forbidden, lending support to potentially long-lived electronic excitations.

3.8 Experimental verification of the calculations

Before discussing the relevance of our findings to experiment, we review the role of the Fock
admixture in CaMnO3 and PrMnO3 calculations. This parameter replaces a fraction of the
exchange energy EPBE

x of the PBE [59] functional by the explicit Hartree-Fock exchange
energy EHF

x . The main effect of admixing the expression in the hybrid functionals is
the stabilization of filled orbitals respect to unoccupied orbitals. This is due to the self-
interaction correction. We briefly give an introduction to the hybrid factor weight in
theoretical calculations.
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3.8.1 Role of the U-tensor

Description of materials with strong electron correlations is problematic for conventional
functionals. For LDA and GGA many insulating transition metal oxides are predicted as
metals and their electronic spectra differ from the excitation spectra. Hybrid functionals
turns them into antiferromagnetic insulators, which is a dramatic improvement. For ex-
ample, in the PBE [59] density functional the band gap of CaMnO3 is obtained due to a
transition from the t2g to eg states. While in reality the band gap of CaMnO3 is a transition
from the O-2p states to the eg states.

Hybrid functionals contain a fraction of an explicit exchange term which is similar to
the screened exchange of the GW method [23]. The GW method has a theoretical basis to
predict the spectrum of one-particle excitations. Hybrid functionals produce Kohn-Sham
spectra which are closer to excitation spectra.

The main role of the U -tensor, the exact exchange contribution, is downward shift of
occupied orbitals compared to empty orbitals. Thus, this term opens up a band gap for
transition metal oxides. For the manganites this affects mostly the filled Mn-3d orbitals
and the Pr-f orbitals. For this reason, incorporation of a scaled Fock term in the hybrid
functional is vital for the present work.

In order to investigate this effect we analyzed the DoS of CaMnO3 and PrMnO3 which
is shown in Fig. 3.17, with different values of hybrid mixing factor. It should be noted that
the hybrid factors have been kept equal on all atoms.

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
E(eV)

(a)

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
E(eV)

(b)

Fig. 3.17: The total and projected DoS for (a) CaMnO3, and (b) PrMnO3 for hybrid mixing
factors from 0 to 0.25 in steps of 0.05 to bottom. The total density of states is grey. The
hybrid mixing factors are equal on all atoms. The O-p band top for ax = 0.1 is aligned to
the energy zero [63].
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For CaMnO3, the hybrid mixing factor shifts the occupied t2g orbitals downward from
above the O-2p band to its bottom part. Description of the band gap in a standard DFT
functional (ax = 0.0) is incorrect. Without admixture of a Fock term, the band gap is due
to a transition from t2g to eg states. A small contribution of exact exchange, ax = 0.05,
shifts the occupied t2g orbitals into the oxygen valence band. This changes the band gap
description and the material becomes charge-transfer insulator.

In CaMnO3, the t2g states have two main contributions within the O-p valence band.
These two contributions are located in the upper part and the lower part of the oxygen
valence band. In addition to the displacement of the t2g states, a small contribution of
exact exchange changes the weight of the two contributions. For a large amount of the Fock
term, the t2g states separate from the bottom part of the oxygen valence band and form
a peak. The two t2g contributions in the valence band separate bonding and antibonding
states of Mn-t2g with O-p.

Furthermore, the exact exchange admixture in the hybrid functionals changes the
Hund’s-rule coupling between majority-spin and minority-spin orbitals. The higher val-
ues of the Fock term increase the Hund’s-rule coupling. This coupling is indicated by
keeping the eg orbitals of both spin directions apart. The higher Hund’s-rule coupling
shows increasing localization of the t2g orbitals, which increases the local moment.

The Fock admixture has a little influence on the contribution of the O-p valence band.
The O-p orbitals are filled and localized, however its position is little affected.

Passing from CaMnO3 to PrMnO3, the Mn-d states have the same behavior on the Fock
admixture as shown in Fig. 3.17. An important difference is that the occupied eg orbitals
are shifted downward with increasing the Fock admixture as well as the t2g states.

In PrMnO3, the Pr-f states are present which do not exist in CaMnO3. For a GGA func-
tional, the Fermi level is pinned within the Pr-f states. These states are split into majority-
and minority-spin contributions in the GGA calculation, while there is no splitting between
the occupied and unoccupied states. A small contribution of the Fock admixture separates
the filled and empty Pr-f states. This energy separation of one electron shell is typical
for the atoms with strongly interacting electrons. With increasing the Fock admixture,
the occupied Pr-f orbitals shift downward and the empty states shift upward by a similar
amount.

3.8.2 XPS

Now that we have introduced the role of the Fock admixture, the specific admixture for
the Fock term will be obtained by comparison our findings with the experimental XPS
data. This is presented in Fig. 3.18. The resonant Mn-XPS (green line) shows the d-
orbitals within the O-p valence band. It contains a main peaks at -2 eV (B) and a weaker
maximum at -6 eV (A) on our energy scale. These two features are attributed to the two
contributions of the Mn-d orbitals within the oxygen valence band. The presence of a Mn
LVV Auger process broadens the weaker maximum (A) which can be separated from the
resonant Mn 2p →3d peak as shown by Waddati et al. [116]. The non-resonant valence
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band photoemission have been discussed for all features by Kurash et al. [117].
An important feature for the manganites is the shoulder (D) which is located between

the Fermi level and the upper peak. This feature is attributed to the occupied eg orbitals
above the O-p valence band. The weight of the peak grows with increasing number of
electrons in the d-shell. For this reason, we interpret this feature to the eg orbitals. It should
be noted that the experimental data for CaMnO3 are obtained at small Pr concentration
(x = 0.80). Therefore, the small but non-zero filled eg states are appeared and the feature
is not completely vanished.

Presence of the main peak (B) compared to the lower maximum (A), and the existence
of the prepeak (D) above the main peak in the Mn-XPS will be obtained with the small
Fock admixture on the Mn-site. The value of ax = 0.07 for the Mn site has been chosen.

The experimental Pr-XPS (magenta) is located between the main peak of the Mn-XPS
(B) and the prepeak (D). The filled Pr-f states is observed with a single peak (C) which
has a same shape to the Pr-projected DoS. The value of ax = 0.15 for the Pr site has been
chosen.

The commonly used value for the Fock admixture is ax = 0.25 [61]. It make the
Pr-f contributions physically unstable. As shown in Fig. 3.17, it furthermore predicts
the spectral properties incorrectly. For this reason, the correct factors are determined by
comparison with the experimental XPS data. The comparison with experimental spectra
shows that the suggested value of ax = 0.15 [31, 30] is still very high. Recent studies [118,
31, 30] also have shown the smaller value for the Fock admixture. Our mixing factors are
listed in Tab. 3.3.

Table 3.3: Factors ax for the element specific admixture of the Fock term.

Element Pr Ca Mn O
ax 0.15 0.1 0.07 0.1

3.8.3 ELNES and XANES

Both O-K ELNES and XANES spectra measure the electric dipole transitions from the
1s core-orbital of oxygen to its unoccupied p-states. Therefore, it gives information of
the unoccupied density of states which have some O-p character. In Pr1−xCaxMnO3, the
antibonding eg states lift some O-p weight from the valence band into the spectrum of
empty states. Thus antibonding states of mainly Mn-eg character can be probed. The Mn-
t2g states have a less contribution to the spectrum, because the t2g orbitals form weak π-
antibonds. In addition to Mn-d states, the A-type ions, Pr and Ca, have some contribution
to the spectra. The d-electrons of the A-type ions lift some oxygen weight into the empty
spectrum with the antibonding character. Thus, another contribution to the spectra is
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Fig. 3.18: Calculated ELNES spec-
tra (shaded grey) and spin-resolved
DoS together with Mn-XPS (green),
Pr-XPS (magenta), Xanes (blue),
and ELNES (orange). The re-
sults are shown for CaMnO3 (top)
(x=0.8 for XANES and x=0.95 for
ELNES), Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 (middle)
and PrMnO3 (bottom). Projected
DoS are shown for Mn-eg (yellow),
Mn-t2g (green), Pr-f (magenta), Ca-d
(blue), Pr-d (orange) and O-p (red).
The DoS of the two spin directions
are indicated with opposite sign. Only
the majority-spin direction is shown
for Mn and Pr [63].
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due to the oxygen bridges, which point towards the A-type d-states. However, due to the
selection rule, the spectra is not able to show the full view of DoS.

The calculated ELNES spectra (shaded gray) compared to the experimental ELNES
(orange) and XANES (blue) spectra are shown in Fig. 3.18 alongside with the calculated
DoS.

There are three main peaks in the experimental spectra. The lower peak (E, F, and
G) is located below 6 eV in our energy scale. The middle peak (H) extends from 6 eV to
10 eV. The upper peak (I) lies in the energy range from 15 eV to 18 eV. We assign the
upper peak (I) to a free-electron like feature.

The middle peak (H) is attributed to the Ca-d and Pr-d states. These states overlap
with the lone-pairs of the oxygen bridges and contribute to the spectra. The calculated Ca-
d and Pr-d states are located below the experimental spectra due to a self-energy shift. The
self-energy is not described adequately in our DFT calculations. The electron-correlations
decrease in the high energy excitation. It means the Coulomb repulsion reduces in the
quasi-particle spectrum. But in the DFT calculations the correlations are fully developed.
For this reason the calculated states lie lower than the measured excitation levels.

The lower peak (E, F, and G) relevant for the polaron physics of manganites lies in the
energy range from 1 eV to 6 eV. The shoulder between 4 eV and 5 eV (G), which is present
for all doping levels, is attributed to the minority-spin Mn-eg states. The main shoulder
(F) of the lower peak is attributed to the majority-spin Mn-eg states and the minority-spin
Mn-t2g states. These two states lie in a same energy region. The t2g states contribute
with the smaller intensity because these orbitals form weak π states with the neighboring
oxygen atoms. While the eg states form σ-bonding.

For CaMnO3 the main shoulder (F) of the lower peak has a shoulder (E) in vicinity,
towards lower energy. This is shown in the calculated and experimental spectra. The
calculated DoS for CaMnO3 exhibits the majority-spin Mn-eg states in two different con-
tributions. The sharp feature at the upper band edge which is attributed to the main
shoulder (F) and the broad tail extending towards lower energies which attributes to the
lower shoulder (E).

For PrMnO3, the relative weight of the shoulders (E and F) which are attributed to the
majority-spin Mn-eg states, decreases. The weight is measured relative to the high energy
peaks (H and I). This weight reduction is attributed to the occupied majority-spin Mn-eg
states which are separated from the conduction band. In the ELNES and XANES spectra
only the unoccupied orbitals are visible. In PrMnO3 the number of unoccupied majority-
spin orbitals is reduced compared to CaMnO3, which is consistent with the corresponding
weight reduction.

The experimental ELNES and XANES spectra of PrMnO3 exhibit two shoulders (E
and F) in the energy range from 1 eV to 3 eV, while the calculated spectra exhibits one
broad band in this energy range. In the lower part (E) the majority-spin Mn-eg states are
contributed, while in the upper part (F) the majority-spin Mn-eg states contribute along
with the small intensity of the minority-spin Mn-t2g states. Therefore, the double shoulder
(E and F) of lower peak is attributed to these two features.
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3.9 Pr1−xCaxMnO3 overview

The electronic, structural and magnetic properties of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 compounds, for
x = 0, x = 1

2
and x = 1 are investigated. All three compounds are insulating at low

temperature. Adding electrons to these compounds, forms the localized state which is
influenced by cooperative Jahn-Teller distortions. This is in contradiction with the rigid-
band picture of semiconductor physics. For example adding electrons to silicon, has only
a negligible effect on the band structure and electrons in the conduction band are highly
conducting.

The hybrid mixing factor is determined by comparing the calculated spectra with the
experimental XPS data. This factor is smaller than the value of ax = 0.25 which is
suggested on the basis of perturbation theory [59]. The calculated results are consistent
well with the experimental XPS, ELNES, and XANES spectra. Thus, they provide insight
into the spectral features.

In Pr1−xCaxMnO3, additional electrons tend to form polarons. The electrons fill states
in the conduction band and by the lattice distortion shift them from the conduction band
into the valence band. Thus, a band gap opens in the electronic structure. The weight of
the filled band increases with increasing the number of electrons. Consequently, the filled
band separates from the conduction band and locates about 1 eV to 2 eV above the O-p
valence band.

In these compounds there is no metallic phase at low temperatures. This is usually
rationalized by a small tolerance factor which makes the Mn-O-Mn angle smaller than 180◦.
This causes a small hopping amplitude. The present study demonstrates the reliability of
the local hybrid functional [63] for strongly correlated systems, such as the Pr1−xCaxMnO3

manganite series.
Now that we have developed a deep understanding for the manganites, further inves-

tigations provide a useful insight into the effect of a tilting distortion on the structural,
magnetic, and electronic properties. For this purpose, we present La1−xSrxMnO3 calcula-
tions to describe the relevant effects.

3.10 Electronic structure of La1−xSrxMnO3

Another very important manganite compound is La1−xSrxMnO3, a material that is widely
considered as large band-width Mn oxides. In this compound there is a stable FM metallic
phase at low temperature. This is usually rationalized as being caused by a tolerance
factor, which is about one [3]. For this reason, Mn-O-Mn angle becomes 180◦. The hopping
amplitude for carriers to move from Mn to Mn increases as the angle gets close to 180◦.
This compound also has a large Curie temperature, as high as 370 K at intermediate hole
doping [3].

In this system, the Mn oxidation state can be controlled from 3+ to 4+, and therefore
the system can be seen either as hole-doped LaMnO3 or an electron-doped SrMnO3. The
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LaMnO3 and SrMnO3 compounds are antiferromagnetic insulators, while the system be-
comes a ferromagnetic metal in the intermediate composition range 0.17 < x < 0.5. The
earliest study of this system was done by Jonker and van Santen [78].

The experimental phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.19. Although the phase diagram
is somewhat schematic and there is still much discussion about the true character of the
different states, nevertheless, it is sufficient to show main properties of this compound. In
the range of 0.17 < x < 0.5, there is a ferromagnetic metallic phase at low temperature.
Above the Curie temperature the system is metallic for x > 0.26, and it turns insulating for
x < 0.26. Metallic phase at low temperature is the interesting magnetotransport properties
that we are going to discuss it here.

Fig. 3.19: Phase diagram of La1−xSrxMnO3 prepared with Hemberger [119]. PM, PI, FM,
FI and CI denote paramagnetic metal, paramagnetic insulator, FM metal, FM insulator,
and spin canted insulator states respectively.

At large hole density an antiferromagnetic insulating regime is identified. In the range
of 0.7 < x < 0.9, the system at low temperature is C-type spin order, but at higher doping
level, 0.9 < x < 1.0, it is actually G-type. In the other limit of small hole density, 0.0 <
x < 0.1, an antiferromagnetic insulating regime is stabilized which is actually ferromagnetic
within planes and antiferromagnetic between planes (A-type). There is a ferromagnetic
insulating regime in the range of 0.1 < x < 0.17, which is identified in other manganites
as well.

In this section, we will illustrate some aspects of magnetism in manganite using three
compounds, cubic SrMnO3, orthorhombic LaMnO3 and the ferromagnetic metal phase of
La 2

3
Sr 1

3
MnO3 in the cubic structure.
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3.10.1 Stoichiometric SrMnO3

SrMnO3 has both hexagonal and cubic polymorphs [120], however, in this study the cubic
polytype was considered. It is an antiferromagnetic insulating phase with G-type (nearest
neighbor anti-ferromagnetism) spin order and Néel temperature of TN=240 K [120]. The
related compound, CaMnO3 has an orthorhombic structure, by tilts of the MnO6 octahedra,
and the ground state of G-type antiferromagnet with a Néel temperature of TN=124 K.

The ions are in the formal oxidation states Sr2+Mn4+O2−
3 . The Calculated DoS of

SrMnO3 for A-, B-, C-, and G-type magnetic order is shown in Fig. 3.20. The filled
valence band is predominantly O-2p character with some contribution of Mn-d orbitals.
The Sr-d states are located 8-10 eV above the valence band. The Mn-d states for the
complex properties of manganites lie mostly in between these two features.

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
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Fig. 3.20: Electronic density of states of cubic perovskite SrMnO3 as obtained with PBE0r.
G-type, C-type, A-type, and B-type from top to bottom respectively. The total density of
state is black. The area filled in the red is the oxygen contribution, green is the Mn-t2g,
yellow area is the Mn-eg and orange area is Sr-d contribution. The empty states are filled
with the corresponding lighter color

The Mn-ions have a large magnetic moments, which leads to a Hund’s rule splitting
between Mn-d levels in the majority and minority spin direction. At the bottom part
of oxygen valence band, the bonding states of Mn-d and O-2p are located. The three
antibonding t2g states of the majority spin direction are located in the upper part of the
oxygen valence band.Crystal field splitting divides the Mn-d states into t2g and eg states.

As presented in the Tab. 3.4, our local-hybrid DFT calculations yield an insulator for
SrMnO3 with G-type AFM order and band gap about 1.0 eV. In contrast to CaMnO3,
if ferromagnetic order is imposed, SrMnO3 is predicted to be a metal. This can be seen
in Fig. 3.20. Cubic structure of SrMnO3, yields magnetic moments of 2.771 µB for the
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ferromagnetic (corresponding to 3µB per formula unit for the whole cell), and a similar
value of 2.766 µB for the ground state antiferromagnetic structure. This weak dependence
of the moment on the ordering means that even at the level of standard band calculations,
SrMnO3 behaves like a local moment magnet.

Table 3.4: Magnetic moment µ, number of electrons in the Mn-d-shell, calculated relative
energies, and fundamental band gaps for different magnetic orders and doping.

Compound Magnetic
order

µ[µB] Nd Energy(eV) Band gap (eV)

SrMnO3 G 2.760 4.801 -10353.53180041 1.23
C 2.750 4.804 -10353.41836590 0.62
A 2.781 4.782 -10353.23436782 0.05
B 2.770 4.807 -10353.00264436 0.05

La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 B 3.370/3.762 4.885/4.961 -7824.10410494 -
LaMnO3 G 3.648 4.910 -10477.96404283 1.23

C 3.694 4.911 -10477.97931637 0.61
A 3.771 4.912 -10478.24312432 1.12
B 3.819 4.910 -10478.19781528 -

From an experimental point of view SrMnO3 is clearly insulating both above and be-
low TN [121]. Our calculations yield an AF insulating state, which is more stable than
ferromagnetic one. Also band picture implies that the conductivity should increase when
the AF order is destroyed above TN since it relates to the specific magnetic order. Essen-
tially, the description of the electronic structure and the true nature of the gap is slightly
different. This is because there is not a good description of band gap and neither a clear
experiment showing the magnitude of the gap in the paramagnetic phase for this material.
Importantly very tiny dopings produce metallic conduction near TN suggesting that the
material is almost metallic [3].

Let’s compare these results to our previous calculations. CaMnO3 is a much more clear
case. The principal difference between the two materials is structural, i.e. that in CaMnO3

the MnO6 octahedra are rotated yielding an orthorhombic structure. Such a structural
distortion will generally narrow the bands (especially the eg band) in a perovskite, favoring
a correlated state. Interestingly, in FM CaMnO3 we have band gap about 1.3 eV which is
large enough to be an insulating while here in SrMnO3 we don’t have any band gap and it
behaves as a metallic phase. This property is somewhat puzzling since we have the same
story for G-type AFM in the description of band structure.

In the SrMnO3 (Fig. 3.20), from electron counting, there are three d-electrons in Mn
4+ , and so this should normally lead to a fully occupied majority spin t2g manifold. The
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main O-2p bands occur in the energy range from -6 eV to ∼ 0 eV. Focusing on the G-type
SrMnO3 (top figure), the minority spin shows a crystal field splitting of ∼ 2 eV between
well defined t2g and eg manifolds. In the majority spin the occupied t2g manifold overlaps
the top of the O-2p bands due to the exchange splitting, and Mn eg character at the
bottom of the valence bands. The hybridization in SrMnO3 is very spin dependent, with
clearly stronger hybridization for the majority spin eg than for the minority spin. This is
important for the metallicity of the ferromagnetic ordering.

3.10.2 Stoichiometric LaMnO3

LaMnO3 and PrMnO3 are similar in structure. The crystal structure of LaMnO3 can be
described as a perovskite with tilting that Mn-O-Mn angles become less than 180◦, and
Jahn-Teller distortion of the octahedra, with one long Mn-O bond and two short bonds,
types of distortion from a cubic structure. This compound shows similar properties as
PrMnO3. The main difference is due to the larger ionic radius of La ion compared with Pr.
The larger ionic radius of La causes less amount of the tilting of the oxygen octahedra in
orthorhombic Pbnm crystal structure. This effect induces the larger effective eg-eg hopping
between Mn atoms and smaller band width.

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
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Fig. 3.21: Electronic density of states of orthorombic perovskite LaMnO3 as obtained
with PBE0r. G-type, C-type, A-type, and B-type from top to bottom respectively. The
total density of state is black. The area filled in the red is the oxygen contribution, green
is the Mn-t2g, yellow area is the Mn-eg, magenta area is La-f and orange area is La-d
contribution. The empty states are filled with the corresponding lighter color.

The density of states for the ground state magnetic structure as obtained within the
PBE0r is shown in Fig. 3.21. A small band gap insulator is predicted (band gap about
1.12 eV). However, the electronic density of states is qualitatively different from SrMnO3.
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Calculations were carried out for the G-, C-, A-type AF and B-type FM using the or-
thorhombic structure (Pbnm space group), taken from earlier experimental report [122].

Here, the Mn-O bond and the degree of covalency are certainly less strong than SrMnO3.
It is worth mentioning that the Mn-3d and the O-2p hybridization is evaluated spin depen-
dent. The magnetic moment of Mn atom in LaMnO3 compound is obtained 3.86 µB. This
shows a strong moment of Mn in LaMnO3 and weak hybridization compared to SrMnO3

because magnetic moment depend on the degrees of overlapping of electronic shells.

3.10.3 Stoichiometric La0.66Sr0.33MnO3

Half-metallic ferromagnets are systems where up spins have a partially occupied band,
while the down spins have filled bands by a gap. Among the manganites, La1−xSrxMnO3

at low temperature may have half-metallic character (is still under debates). In case
of half doped system, we simulated the structure by a 15-atoms unit cell which can be
schematically represented as a [001]-ordered (SrMnO3)1/(LaMnO3)2 superlattice. MnO6

octahedral tilting also neglected.
In our calculations, the three Mn atoms in the unit cell were aligned ferromagnetically.

The calculated DoS is shown in Fig. 3.22. It is presented that a gap exists in the spin-down
spectrum with p-d orbital character, while the spin-up band has metallic behavior. This
DoS shows that the main part of the majority Mn-t2g states are at the bottom part of the
O-p band. The empty states of La-f are significantly in the conduction band and does not
participate in the valence band. Additionally, the majority eg states broadens about 6 eV
in the spin up band. This picture of band structure is in the agreement with experimental
photoemission techniques [3]. They have shown that the conduction electrons at the Fermi
level are 90% polarized at low temperature in thin films of La0.66Sr0.33MnO3. They have
claimed also at low temperature a gap exists in the spin-down spectrum, while the spin-up
band has metallic behavior.

3.10.4 La1−xSrxMnO3 Overview

All two compounds investigated, with x = 0 and x = 1, are insulating at low temperature
but half-doped system is a metallic phase. They all have a perovskite-based crystal struc-
ture, but for x = 0 orthorhombic one is more favorable and for Sr-doped systems, cubic
perovskite is appeared. La1−xSrxMnO3 has a rich electronic phase diagram, including a
doping-dependent metal-insulator transition, paramagnetism and ferromagnetism.

In our calculations, La1−xSrxMnO3 is one of the perovskite manganites that shows an
observed half-metal for compositions around x =0.33. It displays a colossal magnetoresis-
tance effect. Above its Curie temperature (about 350K) Jahn-Teller polarons are formed;
the material’s ability to conduct electricity is dependent on the presence of the polarons [3].
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Fig. 3.22: Electronic density of states of cubic perovskite La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 as obtained
with PBE0r. The total density of state is black. The area filled in the red is the oxygen
contribution, green is the Mn-t2g, yellow area is the Mn-eg, magenta area is La-f contribu-
tion and orange area is the Sr-d. The empty states are filled with the corresponding lighter
color.

3.11 Summary

First-principles calculations using local hybrid functionals for Pr1−xCaxMnO3 have been
performed for the dopings x = 0, 1/2, 1. In contrast to typical hybrid-functional calcu-
lations, the additional computational cost for local hybrid functional calculations over
conventional density functional calculations is negligible, and in particular so for large
systems.

The hybrid mixing factor has been determined by comparing with experimental XPS
data. We find this factor to be substantially smaller than the value of 0.25 suggested on
the basis of perturbation theory [61]. Furthermore a careful analysis of the experimental
spectra indicates that, that methods with adjustable Fock term may need to reduce its
contribution further.

The first-principle results compare well with experimental spectra such as XPS, photo-
conductivity measurements ELNES and XANES. Thus they provide insight into the nature
of the spectral features. We find that the NIR absorption feature has a different origin for
the the undoped and half-doped material. The calculated EELS spectra allow to assign
the features in the ELNES and XANES spectra. Nevertheless, our calculations seem to
overestimate band gaps still by about 0.2 eV.

Furthermore, local hybrid calculations for La1−xSrxMnO3 have been performed for the
dopings x = 0, 1/3, 1. The effects of magnetic ordering and tilting angle reveal that the
larger ionic radius of La ion compared with Pr causes larger effective hopping between Mn
atoms.
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Chapter 4
Water splitting

Perovskite oxides are nominated as catalysts for the electrolysis of water in the production
of efficient and sustainable fuel. However, understanding of the mechanism for water elec-
trolysis on perovskite surfaces, play a dominant role for design process of active catalysts.
In previous chapter, we presented a series of manganites where constructed by Ca2+ substi-
tution into PrMnO3. Here, we attempt to rationalize the high activities of Pr1−xCaxMnO3

in the contact with water through the electronic structure using density functional theory
(DFT). We show DFT descriptors of oxygen evolution reaction. The reaction between two
water molecules in the presence of a hole will be discussed in details and later on, this
mechanism will be applied on the surface to find out an oxygen evolution reaction path
way.

4.1 Catalysis for sustainable energy

Using a sustainable energy source such as solar energy is getting more attention for the
production of useful fuels. The first step for solar energy conversion technologies is the
absorption of photon [123]. However, electronic excitations are short-lived. To solve this
challenge, a mechanism for longer-term energy storage is required. The most efficient and
popular way is to store the solar energy in chemical bonds [124, 125]. Then, this technique
can be used to split water and finally, produce oxygen and hydrogen gas as a fuel. This
reaction is considered as shown in a following equation,

2H2O → O2 + 2H2 E0 = 1.23V (4.1)

where E0 is the required energy respect to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). At
first glance, two molecules of water come close and split into four proton and a molecule
of O2. Then four electrons release at a potential of 1.23 V per electron with reference to
the SHE. On the other hand, two protons and two electrons combine to form a molecule of

71
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H2. Nevertheless, the full catalytic cycle, involves several intermediates that dictate overall
catalytic activity.

The mechanism of O-O bond formation and releasing of O2, is one of the factors to
determine the catalyst’s efficiency. The acid-base mechanism [126] proposed that O-O
bond formation is based on the nucleophilic attack on an electrophilic metal oxo species.
By contrast, the direct coupling mechanism [126] proposed that two high-valent metal
oxo species on the surface come together to form O2. The transition-metal system is
responsible for proton coupled electron-transfer (PCET) events. Additionally, the aqueous
environment play a dominant role in providing the proper electrostatic environment and
also as a reactant itself. Ultimately, releasing of O2 from catalyst is done by water.

Artificial water splitting has received a wide attention because it directly governs
rechargeability of batteries [127] and regenerate fuel cells [128]. Effective catalysts are
made from transition-metal complexes [129], cobalt oxides [130], and perovskite materi-
als [17] under several different mechanisms.

Recently, complex oxide with perovskite structure have shown high oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) activities compared to precious metal based catalysts such as RuO2 and
IrO2 [129, 131]. However, a fundamental understanding of the OER mechanism for different
perovskites is unknown. Experimental results [132] on highly active perovskites such as
La1−xSrxCoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ have shown that the lattice oxygen from the perovskites
involved during OER. In addition, DFT studies [129, 131, 133, 134] have shown that
the conventional acid-base mechanism (∗OH → ∗O → ∗OOH → O2(g)) is favorable for
strongly binding perovskites such as LaCoO3, while the lattice oxygen mechanism (LOM),
in which the surface lattice oxygen (Osurf ) participates in the reaction, is favorable for
weakly binding perovskites such as LaCuO3.

DFT calculations can be used to make useful prediction about the mechanism of water
splitting and also about the thermodynamic stability of intermediate reactions. In the
following section, computational details is described. Next, a theoretical study is carried
out to investigate the molecular and electronic structures of the water dimer radical cations.
The purpose of this study is to characterize the structures of the stationary points on
the electronic doublet potential energy surface (PES) and to examine the dissociation
pathways of ionized water dimers. These results are essential to analyze and understand
the mechanism of proton transfer into the dimeric water and finally water splitting process.

4.2 Computational details

All calculations for molecules were performed using the PBE0r local hybrid functional.
In the PBE0r functional, the parameter ax controlling the Fock admixture of the hybrid
functional can be chosen individually. we used ax = 0.1 for O and H. The plane wave
cutoff for the auxiliary wave function is 40 Ry and 80 Ry for the density. we specified a
face-centered cubic unit cell with a lattice constant of 10.36 Å. In order to avoid an overlap
of the wave functions with those from a periodic images, keeping a large distance between
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periodic images is not sufficient. The electrostatic interaction is long ranged. Here we use a
technique of removing the electrostatic interaction of periodic images [135]. This technique
calculates the electrostatic interaction between the periodic images and subtracts its energy
from the Hamiltonian.

A k-point grid of 2×2×2 points is chosen. There are 8 k-points in total. We used spin
polarized calculations for ionized system. For the augmentation, a s1p1d1 set of projec-
tor functions was used for O atom and a s1p1 set for H atom. The superscripts denote
the number of projector functions angular momentum channels. All atomic positions are
optimized without symmetry constraints.

4.3 Water dimer radical cation

Water can be decomposed when it brings into the contact with surfaces. The products may
contain hydrogen atom (H), hydroxide radical (OH), oxygen anions (O−), and water cations
(H2O+). These reactions lead to the formation of ionized water living in about several tens
femtoseconds and hydrated electron, followed by the generation of hydronium (H3O+) and
OH radicals through proton transfer process. Chemical dynamics of water splitting can be
understood through the smallest system such as water dimer radical cation (H2O)+

2 . Here
we start with the water molecule and we try to analyze the particular reaction for the O-O
bond formation.

4.3.1 Molecular orbitals for water molecule

The calculated molecular orbitals of the isolated water molecule is shown in Fig. 4.1. The
lowest energy orbital (2a1)2 is contributed from the 1s orbitals of the hydrogen atoms and
the 2s orbital of the oxygen atom. On top of that, (1b2)2 orbital is contributed from O-2px
and H-1s. After that, (3a1)2 has a contribution of O-2py and H-1s. The highest energy
occupied orbital, (1b1)2 is predominantly O-pz with no contribution of H-1s orbital. The
highest occupied orbital is non-bonding and highly localized on the oxygen atom without
sp3 hybridization characteristic. The three orbitals 2a1, 1b2 and 3a1 are O-H bonding
orbitals. The two lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals 4a1 (LUMO) and 2b2 contribute to
the O-H antibonds.

The bond length of 0.987 Å and the bond angle of 104.8◦ for water molecule extracted
from our PBE0r calculations. The experimental values for gaseous water molecule are
0.95718 Å for O-H bond length, and 104.474◦ for H-O-H bond angle [136]. Our calculated
O-H bond-length is about 3 % larger than the actual value and, the bond angle is in a
good agreement with the experimental value. The calculated band gap is about 5.61 eV.

Santra et al. [137] investigated the deformation energies calculatedd with PBE, BLYP,
and PBE0 functionals. They have shown that the symmetric stretching of the O-H bonds
of a water monomer is understimated by PBE and BLYP while it is accurate given by
PBE0. Leung and Rempe [138] have considered systematic series of simulations for the
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2py2pz2px
HOMO

LUMO

Fig. 4.1: The four occupied and the lowest two unoccupied molecular orbitals of the
isolated water molecule (2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2(1b1)2(4a1)0(2b2)0. The orbital representations
consider the respective sign of wave function as indicated with the blue (−) and red (+)
color.

length of the O-H bonds.
Now, we turn our attention to the water dimer by adding a water molecule next to the

previous one.

4.3.2 Plausible structure for water dimer

The optimized structures of the neutral water dimer are shown in Fig. 4.2. The three
configurations are classified in the following three structures: linear water dimer with a CS
symmetry, cyclic dimer water with a C2h symmetry, and bifurcated water dimer with a C2v

symmetry molecular geometry. The water dimer has CS symmetry molecular geometry
in the equilibrium. At short distance between O atoms (< 2.66 ), the cyclic water dimer
with a doubly-hydrogen bonded structure has been found to be more stable than the
CS dimer [136, 139]. The C2v dimer is normally about 31 meV less stable than the CS
dimer [140, 141]. It is a transition structure for the interchange between the molecules
being the hydrogen donor or acceptor.

The related total energies for the different structures are listed in Tab. 4.1. Our PBE0r
calculations show that the linear water dimer has the lowest total energy. The linear water
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.2: Three possible structures of water dimer: (a) linear, (b) bifurcated, and (c) cyclic
water dimer. The red spheres represent the formal O ions and the gray spheres show the
formal H ions. Dashed lines stand for hydrogen bond.

dimer energetically is so close to the cyclic one. The highest energy is calculated for the
bifurcated water dimer. The calculated band gap for the linear water dimer is smaller than
two other structures.

The neutral and non-spin-polarized water dimer has a hydrogen bond between H and
O. The equilibrium structure is linear water dimer. The bond length between H and O
that forms a hydrogen bond, is 1.984 Å. The next step is to find out where the molecular
orbitals are responsible for the hydrogen bond. The orbital interaction diagram for the
linear water dimer is shown in Fig. 4.3. The two orbitals show overlap across the hydrogen
bond, supporting the partial covalent nature of the hydrogen bond. In the higher energies,
the corresponding antibondings interaction are presented.

The HOMO of the system is the pz orbital perpendicular to the molecular plane at O
site. The HOMO is located at the water molecule which oxygen atom does not receive a
hydrogen bond. Creating a hole can be assumed that the hole is at the former HOMO.
The HOMO-LUMO gap is 5.1458 eV.

4.3.3 Adding a hole: proton transfer and hemibonded structure

By removing an electron from the water dimer, the radical cation is formed. The geometry
of an ionized system may be different from the neutral one. The ionization energy can refer
to the vertical ionization energy or to the adiabatic ionization energy. In the case of the
same geometry as the neutral system, vertical ionization energy is defined, while adiabatic

Table 4.1: Calculated total energies of the three water dimer structures and the related
band gaps.

Linear Bifurcated Cyclic
Binding energy (eV) -1.7977 -1.7694 -1.7976

Gap (eV) 5.1458 5.4024 5.9562
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Fig. 4.3: The orbital interaction diagram of (H2O)2. The orbital representations consider
the respective sign of wave function as indicated with the blue (−) and red (+) color.

ionization is refer to the ion in its lowest energy. For the linear water dimer the vertical
ionization energy is 12.85 eV. The band gap decreases to 0.54 eV. It should be noted that
the radical cation system has a total spin of 0.5 ~.

After relaxation, two minimum structures of the water dimer radical cation have been
identified: the proton transferred and the hemibonded structure. These two structures
are shown in Fig. 4.4. The previous DFT calculations have shown that many exchange-
correlation functionals fail to predict the presence of hemibonding interaction [139]. The
hemibonding interaction highlights the serious self-interaction errors in the density func-
tional approximations. Hybrid functionals with larger fraction of the exact Hartree-Fock
exchange are suggested for more accurate results in this structure [139]. In the present
work, local hybrid functionals are performed to ensure the self-interaction cancellation.

Movement of the atoms into the new equilibrium situations are calculated. The pre-
viously formed hydrogen bond is broken. In the hemibonded structure, the oxygen atoms
now point directly to each other while in the proton transferred structure a hydronium
points to a hydroxide by a new hydrogen bond. The O-O bond length are about 2.1 Å
and 2.5 Å for hemibonded and proton-transfer structure respectively. Before going into the
details about how these two ground states are related to each other, we review the orbital
representation of these two structures.

The orbital interaction diagram of hemibonded structure is shown in Fig. 4.5. The
rotation of the water molecule has made it possible to overlap the pz orbitals of both water
molecules. The O-O distance is decreased. The stabilization energy by the rotation is 0.89
eV. The effect of the rotation on the highest occupied orbital will be discussed.

The highest occupied state is the O-O antibonding of the pz orbitals. It should be
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Fig. 4.4: The equilibrium structures of (H4O2) and (H4O2)+. The water dimer radical
cation has two structures: proton transferred (right) and hemibonded structure (left). The
red spheres represent the formal O ions and the gray spheres show the formal H ions.
Adding a hole is represented by ⊕.
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Fig. 4.5: The orbital interaction diagram of hemibonded structure for (H2O)+
2 .

noted that the corresponding O-O bonding effects are stabilized. Due to the rotation, the
pz orbitals now point directly to each other. The pz orbitals in the HOMO have a same
contribution. The HOMO band is the highest occupied orbital with spin up. The band
gap is 2.36 eV which is increased compared to the non-relaxed system.
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In addition to the band gap formation, the rotation provides balanced atomic charges.
Before the rotation, the hole was mostly located at one of the oxygen atoms. After rotation
this charge is localized between the two oxygen atoms. This contributes to the stabilization
of the rotated state.

The rotation changes the quality of the bonding. The hole is placed in the highest occu-
pied level, supporting the antibonding O-O bond. Although our calculations apply strictly
only to isolated water dimer in the gas phase, they may nevertheless provide information
that will be helpful in the interpretation of solution and solid phase experiment.

The orbital interaction diagram of the proton transferred structure is shown in Fig. 4.6.
The hole is located on the H2O and attract proton to make a hydronium H3O+.
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Fig. 4.6: The orbital interaction diagram of PT structure for (H2O)+
2 .

Two molecular orbitals cross the region between the two water monomers. These two
crossing molecular orbitals are mainly composed of the O-2p orbital and H-1s orbital.
The highest occupied state is the O-O antibonding of the pz orbitals. The pz orbitals in
the HOMO do not have a same contribution. The pz orbital of the hydroxide is more
pronounced in the HOMO band compared to the hydronium pz orbital. The HOMO band
is the highest occupied orbital with spin up. The band gap is 2.75 eV which is increased
compared to the non-relaxed system.

Based on the PBE0r-DFT calculations, two minima have been characterized. The
total energies and band gaps for these two minima are listed in Tab. 4.2. The energy
difference between these two structures is about 0.3 eV. The ground state of the water
dimer radical cation has been calculated to be a hemibonded structure. The O-O distance
in the hemibonded structure decreases compare to the proton transferred structure by
0.34 Å.
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Table 4.2: Calculated total energies and band gaps for the two different structures of
(H4O2)+ structure.

Hemibonded structure Proton transferred structure
Energy (eV) 0.000 0.289
Gap (eV) 2.7548 2.3613

O-O distance (Å) 2.164 2.508

4.3.4 Adding second hole: proton transfer vs hemibonded struc-
ture

By removing an electron from the previous structures we can get some insight to the O-O
bond formation. The two structures of the water dimer radical cation are investigated by
adding two holes into the systems. In the proton transferred structure the hydrogen bond
between the hydroxide and H3O+ breaks down and the O-O distance is found to be 7 Å.
In the hemibonded structure second hole is located between the two oxygen atoms and
make O-O bond distance about 1.5 Å. The hemibonded structure with two holes is shown
In Fig. 4.7.

Fig. 4.7: Structure of (H4O2)2+. The O-O bond formation is represented by a solid red
line.

The orbital interaction diagram of the (H4O2)2+ structure is shown in Fig. 4.8. The sec-
ond hole is located on the singly occupied HOMO band and makes it empty. By comparing
the orbital interactions in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.8, it can be seen that the antibonding state
between the two oxygen atoms is empty and located in the LUMO band. The band gap is
5.9 eV. When the pz antibonding combination is pushed up to the Fermi level, interactions
is attractive.

4.3.5 Transition state for water dimer radical cation

For the water dimer radical cation (H4O2)+, there are fourteen minima [139] which three of
them available in Tab. 4.3. The proton transferred structures (1) with a bridging hydrogen
which is so-called group A and they are shown as H2O-H+ · · · OH. Group B (H3O+ · · ·
OH) proton transferred structures without the hydrogen bridging. And finally, group C
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Fig. 4.8: The orbital interaction diagram of hemibonded structure for (H2O)2+
2 .

([H2O · · · OH2]+) which is called hemibonded structures (7,10). It should be noted that,
for the proton transferred complex the positive charge lies mainly on the H3O+ fragment,
while for the hemibonded structure, the positive charge is delocalized between the two
monomers.

Table 4.3: Optimized geometrical parameter of (H2O)2 and the three stationary points of
(H4O2)+. Bond lengths are in angstrom and bond angles are in degrees.

Structure Symmetry rOO rOH θ OHO

(H2O)2 Cs 2.910 1.951 171.6
1 C1 2.508 1.112 171.8
7 C2 2.164 2.394 61.9
10 C1 2.445 1.498 157.7

The two minima of the water dimer radical cation (1 and 7) is connected to each other
with the the isomerization transition state (10). Geometries of the water dimer radical
cation structures 1, 7 and 10 are shown in Fig. 4.9. The transition from 1 to 7 primarily
involves the transfer of hydrogen from one O atom to another one.

To trace the reaction path for the two minimums of the water dimer radical cation, the
calculations are performed with changes of the O-O bond length. This is shown in Fig. 4.10.
The graph shows two minimums for hemibonded and proton transferred structure. Our
calculation have shown that the hemibonded structure is more stable compare to the proton
transferred structure. In addition, the system remain to the same structure if the O-
O bond length changes. The approach coordinate translates into electron interaction.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.9: Geometries of water dimer radical cation structures (a) proton transferred (1) (b)
transition state (10) and, (c) hemibonded structure (7).

Far away (stabilizing hole), there is just repulsion, which reduces by having a hole in
between. Repulsion grows again as the molecules approaches together more than the
minimum structures.
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Fig. 4.10: Total energies versus O-O bond distances for the hemibonded and the PT
structure of (H4O2)+.

According to the simulations, the two observed minima are in agreement with other
calculations [139]. The interesting point is that when two molecules (PT or hemibonded
structure) approach together, there is no crossing point. To get the transition state, changes
of the bond angle is included into the considerations. This includes selected geometries
from Tab. 4.3 which is responsible for the transition state. This is shown in Fig. 4.11. The
reaction path shows that the hydrogen donor water rotates its hydrogen atom toward the
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hydrogen acceptor water. This connects to the transition state. Then the rotated hydrogen
moves toward the oxygen of the hydrogen acceptor water. An energy barrier of 0.43 eV is
calculated for the PT transfer process involving hemibonded structure.

Reaction Path
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E
 (

e
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Fig. 4.11: Energy profile along the reaction path coordinate for the proton transfer process
involving water dimer radical cation structures.

4.3.6 Potential energy surfaces of (H2O)+2
The potential energy surface (PES) is a relationship - mathematical or graphical - between
the energy of a molecule and its geometry. Many important concepts such as global min-
imum or local minimum and their reaction path can be grasped with the PES. For the
water dimer radical cation, the PES is shown in Fig. 4.12a. In this case the three internal
coordinates, the O-O distance, O-H distances and O-H-O angle determine the geometri-
cal changes. The relaxation to the equilibrium structure involves mostly to O-O and OH
distances. The distance of the share proton from the oxygen atom increases from 0.96 Å
to 1.46 Å. The O-O distance decreases from 2.9 Å to 2.0 Å. The three dimensional PES
which is shown, is the energy relative to the O-O and O-H distances.

Mathematically, a stationary point is one at which the first derivative of the potential
energy with respect to each geometric parameter is zero. At both the transition state
and the minimum ∂E/∂R = 0 for all geometric coordinates R. At the transition state
∂2E/∂R2 < 0 for R is equal to the reaction coordinate and > 0 for all other R (along all
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Fig. 4.12: (a) The 3D and also 2D slice of the PES for water dimer radical cation structure.
(b) The lowest energy pathway linking the two minima. Transition state starting from a
point in the reactant valley and another in the product valley attracted to each other and
move toward a transition state in a PES for water dimer radical cation structure.

other directions). At a minimum ∂2E/∂R2 > 0 for all R (along all directions).
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Inspection of Fig. 4.12a shows that the transition state linking the two minima repre-
sents a maximum along the direction of the pathway, while along all other directions it is
a minimum. This is a characteristic of a saddle-shaped surface, and the transition state is
called a saddle point. The saddle point lies at the "center" of the saddle-shaped region and
is, like a minimum, a stationary point. Mathematically, minima and saddle points differ in
that although both are stationary points (they have zero first derivatives). A minimum is a
minimum in all directions, but a saddle point is a maximum along the reaction coordinate
and a minimum in all other directions. It should be noted that minimum and maximum
can be distinguished by their second derivatives.

The 2D PES scanning along O-H and O-O distances is shown in Fig. 4.12b. The dashed
line represents possible pathway on the potential energy surface for linking the two minima.
This kind of calculations helped us single out the leading reaction coordinates during the
ionization process. In the case of ionization into the PT state, we observed a very fast
proton transfer process. This indicates a direct barrierless process. The most probable
mechanism would be an elongation of the O-H bond until the hydrogen gets trapped by
the other oxygen atom. Such a direct process without any adjustment of the oxygen
atom positions is, however, accompanied by a small, yet noticeable barrier (0.35 eV). Our
calculations suggest that the process starts with a change in the O-O distance. The two-
dimensional scan confirms the suggested mechanism. First the O-O distance gets smaller,
and only once a heavy atom cage is conveniently arranged the proton is transferred.

4.4 Surface calculations

So far we have only done spin-polarized calculations for molecules to get more insight into
the reaction mechanism. In the following we try to apply this mechanism on the surface.
In order to study a surface, our ideal model would be a slice of material that is finite
along the normal vector of surface, but infinite in two other directions. In this model,
the atoms in the x and y directions fill the entire supercell, but in the top portion of the
supercell empty space has been applied. This empty space which separates periodic images
of the slab along the z direction is so-called the vacuum space. This model defines as a
slab model. It should be noted that the vacuum space must be large enough to make the
interaction between the top of one slab on the bottom of the next. Thus, the supercell
really defines two surfaces, an upper and lower surface.

To get the important characteristics of a real surface, atleast five layers of the material
are necessary. Typically, more that five layers are better, but using more layers means
using more computational time. Furthermore, number of layers depend on the nature
of the material studied and the property of interest. For our purpose, water oxidation,
this amount of layers are enough to compromise between computational cost and physical
accuracy.

To understand how DFT calculations can be used to examine surface reactions, (001)
surface of CaMnO3 and aqueous interfaces have been chosen. Our slab contains five layers
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of CaMnO3 that is three MnO2 layers and two CaO layers. In the top and bottom layer,
MnO2 layer is placed. Many chemical reactions on surface can be happened involving the
adsorption of individual H atoms. So, knowing the characteristics of these H-atoms on
CaMnO3 (001) surface would be a necessary step toward describing any of reactions. If we
look at the (001) surface, and try to find out several possibilities for water decomposition
on surface, the most favorable structure is to have a OH group on one Mn-site, OH2 to the
nearest neighbor Mn-site. The cleaved proton migrates to an adjacent oxygen ion on the
surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.13.

Fig. 4.13: Illustration of binding sites of H2O on CaMnO3(001). Coordinates used for this
illustration come from a fully relaxed PBE0r calculation. The red spheres represent the O
ions and the gray spheres show the H atoms. The Green (white) spheres represent Ca (Pr)
ions and the purple spheres show Mn cations. Dashed lines stand for the hydrogen bond.

Using water layers above and below the slab prevents the occurrence of a large dipole
moment, which would distort the results. The water layers are designed in such a way
that the oxygen atoms sit on the Mn atomic positions of the MnO2 layer. The orientation
of the protons occurs in such a way that the most realistic hydrogen bonding network is
possible, in which each oxygen ion receives two hydrogen bonds, and each hydrogen atom
forms a bridge. The final relaxation of the slab is carried out by PBE0r functional.

4.4.1 Computational details

All calculations were performed using the PBE0r local hybrid functional. The plane wave
cutoff for the auxiliary wave function is 40 Ry and 80 Ry for the density. The CaMnO3
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(001) surface was modeled as a periodically repeated slab of three MnO2 layers and two
CaO layers, with a rectangular surface cell of dimensions 5.27 × 5.27 Å2, corresponding
to 6 CaMnO3 formula units. A k-point grid of 4×4×1 points is chosen. This means that
along the first and second reciprocal lattice vector there are four k-points and along the
third reciprocal lattice vector one k-point. There are 16 k-points in total, however due to
the symmetry, the number of k points is reduced to 10. It should be noted that, If the
vacuum region is large enough, the electron density tails off to zero at a short distance from
the edge of the slab. This means that accurate results are possible using just one k point
in the normal surface direction. To simulate the CaMnO3/water interface, fully solvated
slab in liquid water (shown in Fig. 4.13) were utilized. The large z-component of the third
lattice vector ensures that the distance between two water molecules from different slaps
is greater than 12 Å, so that the system can be understood as a surface.

To keep the symmetry and get rid of the dipole interaction, on the top and bottom of
the slab, we have equivalent surfaces. Both surfaces are covered by 8 water-molecules. To
investigate the kinetics of proton/electron transfer, we sequentially add holes with integer
charge into the system. First we tried to localize the hole between the O-O bond by
changing the distance then, to avoid the errors associated with charged systems under
periodic boundary conditions, we neutralize the charge associated with a hole by removing
a proton from an adsorbed H2O molecule. This results in an adsorbed OH− on the surface
of the slab.

The optimized xyz coordinates of the calculated adsorbates on CaMnO3 (001) are given
in Appendix. B.

4.4.2 Surface relaxation and reconstruction

We placed atoms in our slab model in order to create a five layers slab. The position of
the atoms were the ideal, bulk positions of material. Since the coordination of atoms in
the surface is reduced compared with those in the bulk, it is natural to expect that the
spacings between layers near the surface might be somewhat different from those in the
bulk. this phenomena is called surface relaxation.

It is important to recognize that DFT calculations may not yield accurate information
about a surface merely by allowing surface to relax. Most of the surfaces undergo recon-
structions in which surface atoms form new bonds. A very clear example of this phenomena
is given by the Si(100) surface. In our case for CaMnO3, (001) plane doesn’t have any kind
of reconstruction while (110) surface has.

4.5 Oxygen evolution reaction

One of the most widely used mechanisms for the OER [142, 143] is based on the following
four sequential proton-electron transfer (PET) steps:
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∗OH2 + h+ →∗ OH +H+ (4.2)
∗OH + h+ →∗ O +H+ (4.3)
H2O +∗ O + h+ →∗ OOH +H+ (4.4)
∗OOH + h+ → O2 +∗ +H+ (4.5)

where ∗X denotes an adsorbed X species, H2O is a water molecule, and H+ is a solvated
proton. In this scenario, O2 evolves from an adsorbed ∗OOH species which is created from
the association of two deprotonated water molecules. In This work, the mechanism is based
on a hydroxide species (∗OH) which is obtained from adsorption of water on the MnO2

surface. We will consider the following reaction mechanism:

∗OH + h+ +H2O(l)→∗ HOOH− +H+ (4.6)
∗H2O

−
2 + h+ →∗ −−O2H2 (4.7)

∗ −−O2H2 + h+ →∗ OOH +H+ (4.8)
∗OOH + h+ →∗ O−2 +H+ (4.9)
∗O−2 →∗ −−O2 (4.10)

where −− denotes a physical adsorption. In order to ensure the charge neutrality,
the charge of the metal cation also changes during the reaction steps. We studied this
mechanism in more detail at the aqueous CaMnO3 (001) interface.

It should be noted that, no universal consensus on a detailed mechanism of oxygen
evolution reaction on CaMnO3 has yet emerged [144, 145, 146, 147, 148]. An important
question is whether the atomic pathways are the same or different on CaMnO3 compared
to other perovskite. And, how do the structural differences between CaMnO3 and PrMnO3

affect the OER pathways? Recent studies [144, 146] have shown that PrMnO3 is generally
a better catalyst than CaMnO3, which has been attributed to reasons such as band gap,
charge-carrier lifetime, polaronic excitation, and higher charge-carrier mobility. There is
evidence that PrMnO3 has a higher activity and stability against corrosion than CaMnO3.
The mechanism of catalytic water oxidation on the manganite surfaces has been the subject
of several recent studies. To obtain more insights, in this work we focus on CaMnO3 (001)
to determine the complete pathway and kinetics of oxygen evolution using local hybrid
DFT-based electronic structure calculations.

4.5.1 The initial situation: water-covered CaMnO3 surface

The calculated DoS of aqueous CaMnO3 (001) interface is shown in Fig. 4.14. The filled
states below the Fermi level are O-p states from -7 eV to 0.5 eV, and the empty states
above the Fermi level are Mn-d orbitals from 2 eV to 7 eV. There is no contribution of
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water molecules near the Fermi level. The band gap is about 1.43 eV, has close to the
calculated band gap of bulk CaMnO3. The Ca contributions are far from Fermi level and
overlaps with neither O-2p nor Mn-3d states. The filled t2g states in the O-band can be
divided into bonding states, in the lower half of the valence band and antibonding states in
the upper half. The bonding states of t2g character are accompanied by the bonding states
of eg character. The conduction band is formed by the overlapping contributions of the
majority-spin eg states in the lower part and the minority-spin t2g states. The conduction
band is separated from a nearly isolated band of minority spin eg states at high energies.
The oxygen atoms are all spin non-polarized (O magnetic moment is zero) because in
density of states, O-2p is totally symmetric for all oxygen atoms.

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

E(eV)

Fig. 4.14: DoS of the non-ionized initial structure. The three graphs indicate different
DoS. The top figure shows the total DoS (black envelope) with the projected DoS for O-p
(red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), and Ca-d (blue). Projected DoS are stacked on
top of each other. The two spin densities are shown with opposite sign. For the Mn ion,
the projected DoS is consider with one majority spin direction. The graph in the middle
shows the oxygen contribution in the bulk CaMnO3.The bottom graph shows the oxygen
contribution in the water molecules.

Based on the electronic structure, the most likely scenarios for oxygen evolution re-
actions are thus bond formation between the hydroxide group and water molecule, the
hydroxide group and surface O-atom, or the water molecule and surface O-atom. Of these
possibilities, the bond formations between the hydroxide group and water molecule and
also between the hydroxide group and surface O-atom were calculated in great details to
understand the reaction pathway.

It should be noted that the light generates hole which migrates in to bonds. The orbitals
of states just below the valence band edge (HOMO) have their largest contributions from
free e-h pairs of surface O-atoms. So, OH group which is attached to the surface and
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Surface O-atoms are of our interest in this study.
The main focus is on the three oxygen atoms in vicinity of the surface (Fig. 4.15). O2 is

present as a MnOH species. O3 belongs to the middle water molecule. These two oxygen
atoms are connected to each other with a bridging hydrogen and a hydrogen bond. The
hole can breaks down the hydrogen bond and rotates O3 to form a hemibonded structure
between O2 and O3. Then, the overlap of the pz orbitals at the oxygen atoms arises. The
bond lengths of the Mn-O2 and O2-O3 are 1.957 Å and 2.657 Å, respectively.

Fig. 4.15: Illustration of the important surface oxygen atoms. Water interface and two
different species of ∗OH and ∗OH2. Labels are shown the oxygen atoms which participate
to make O-O bond. O2 and O3 come close to form a hemibonded structure.

4.5.2 First Proton-Electron Transfer

Ionized system

In the ionized system, the created hole shows a tendency to localize at the bulk. However,
since a radical OH is formed on the surface, the hole migrates through the bulk to the
solid-water interface. It should be noted that the two holes (one for each side) are inserted
into the system. In the case of hole localization at O3, a rotation of the molecule must
take place to make hemibonding interaction.

The effect of the hole doping has been investigated by performing simulations on the
initial structure and removing one electron per surface. Basically, nothing has changed in
the structure. O2 and O3 have the same orientation to each other as in the unoxidized
system. The O2-O3 bond lengths is 2.726 Å. The change in the O2-O3 is about 2.5%.
The rotation of the water molecule is not visible. The hydrogen bonding network has not
changed significantly due to ionization.

The calculated DoS for the ionized system is shown in Fig. 4.16a. The states near the
HOMO are now no longer dominated by the oxygen p orbitals from the bulk oxide layers,
but the water layer also has contribution in the highest occupied orbitals. In addition,
unoccupied states lie directly at the valence band edge. The highest occupied states as
well as the lowest unoccupied states sit in the inner oxide layers as well as the outer water
layer. The generated holes thus partially migrate to the top water molecules. Within the
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hydrogen bridge network, however, no bond formations or relevant geometry changes can
be recognized.
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Fig. 4.16: (a) DoS of the ionized initial structure. The three graphs indicate different
DoS. The top figure shows the total DoS (black envelope) with the projected DoS for O-p
(red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), and Ca-d (blue). Projected DoS are stacked on
top of each other. The two spin densities are shown with opposite sign. For the Mn ion,
the projected DoS is consider with one majority spin direction. The graph in the middle
shows the oxygen contribution in the bulk CaMnO3.The bottom graph shows the oxygen
contribution in the water molecules. (b) Orbital representation of the state in the valence
band top which is created by hole doping.
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The molecular wave function of the hole state is shown in Fig. 4.16b. The generated hole
is localized on the top layer of water. While the bulk orbitals are strongly stabilized, the
water molecules are influenced energetically by hole doping. Water molecule contributions
come close to the Fermi level and they are involved in the HOMOs / LUMOs.

OH radical interaction with water

In the first proton-electron transfer, Eq. 4.2, a surface-trapped hole (h+) reacts with an
adsorbed H2O molecule to release a proton and creates a ∗OH radical. But on CaMnO3

(001), water adsorbs at the 5-fold Mn surface site (see Fig. 4.13) and we have two ∗OH
radical and ∗OH2 species on surface. So, the localization site for a hole would be a different
story. The hole breaks down a hydrogen bond between ∗OH radical and H2O molecule to
create a O-O bond like what we discussed earlier for dimeric water. Then the hole localized
between the two oxygen as shown in Fig. 4.17.

(a)
=⇒

(b)

Fig. 4.17: Molecular representation of the unit cell with labels for the important surface
atoms. (a) Water interface and two different species of ∗OH and ∗OH2, and (b) breaking
down a hydrogen bond and removing proton from water molecule and making O-O bond.

One of 2-fold coordinated bridging oxygen (Obr) makes a bond with H. Thus, surface is
covered partially by H atoms. To identify the most favorable site(s), we carried out several
separate simulations. These calculations showed that a hole located between the ∗OH and
H2O remains stable during a simulations and after relaxation a H+ releases from H2O and
transfers to the top layer of water to make H3O+. We thus focused on a hole initially
localized at O-O bond. In all cases, we obtained a barrier for PT of 0.5 eV and found
the hole to remain localized on the water during the PT. This activation energy is similar
to the dimeric water studies. For comparison, we also examined the general mechanism
proposed by Norskov et al. for CaMnO3 using one of the configurations with the hole at
∗OH2. We found this mechanism to be energetically unfavorable on CaMnO3 (001) and to
have a barrier of 0.8 eV. This is higher than the barrier (0.5 eV) of the PET step 4.6.

Electronically, states below the Fermi level are kept the same, but states above the
Fermi level are changed. Mn-d orbitals as shown in Fig. 4.18 have the same contributions
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but there is a contribution from water molecules near the Fermi level. The water O-p
state near the Fermi level, is an antibonding orbital of two oxygens which come close
together. So, it makes the band gap smaller and about 1.0 eV. The Ca contributions are
far from Fermi level without any changes. Thus, based on the electronic structure, the
bond formation between the hydroxide group and water molecule is applicable. This bond
formations thermodynamically is more favorable than having a bare oxygen on surface
however, it creates a peroxide which has influences on the stability of catalyst.
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Fig. 4.18: DoS of the (a) ionized initial structure and (b) deporotonated structure. The
three graphs indicate different DoS. The top figure shows the total DoS (black envelope)
with the projected DoS for O-p (red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), and Ca-d (blue).
Projected DoS are stacked on top of each other. The two spin densities are shown with op-
posite sign. For the Mn ion, the projected DoS is consider with one majority spin direction.
The graph in the middle shows the oxygen contribution in the bulk CaMnO3.The bottom
graph shows the oxygen contribution in the water molecules. (c) Orbital representation of
the state in the bottom part of the conduction band which is created by hole doping.
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Deprotonated water molecule

The observation of a primary ionized effect suggests that the loss of a hydrogen bridge
bond from the OH interaction with the water molecule involves proton migration. The
proton at O3 migrates to the overlying water molecule and then points towards O3. The
proton makes H3O+ ion on the upper layer of water. It was therefore obvious to remove
exactly this proton. Without constraints, this state is stable and proton migrates to the
top water layer. The O2-O3 bond length is 1.98 Å.

The DoS for deporotonated water molecule is shown in Fig. 4.18b. Mn-d orbitals and
O-p orbitals of CaMnO3 have the same contributions but there is a different contribution
from the water molecules near the Fermi level. The state in the band gap moves toward
the conduction band and makes band gap larger. The band gap is 1.2 eV. This state
is an antibonding orbital of two oxygens which come close together. The main effect of
deporotonated structure for the O-p states of the water molecules, is a upward shift of
occupied orbitals. These states come close to the Fermi level.

OH radical interaction with Surface O-atom

Recently, experiments [149, 131] have shown that OER on highly active perovskites such
as La1−xSrxCoO3−δ contains the lattice oxygen Osurf . In addition, computational studies
using DFT showed that the conventional adsorbate evolution mechanism is more favor-
able [129]. For CaMnO3, it was found that by introducing constraints, the hole can not be
localized between the O2 and Osurf . However, no statements have yet been made about
the stability of these states. In other words, removing the constraints moves atoms away
from each other. Therefore, this pathway is not likely.

4.5.3 Second Proton-Electron Transfer

For the second PET, the following reaction mechanism is suggested:

∗H2O
−
2 + h+ →∗ −−O2H2 (4.11)

Another photoexcited hole is needed to initiate the second PET. This hole migrates in
proximity of ∗OH. The second hole localizes between O2 and O3 and make a new hydrogen
peroxide compound. The O2-O3 bond length is 1.46 Å. The oxygen atoms in the hydrogen
peroxide ion have an oxidation state of -1. The Mn-O2 distance was 1.96 Å in the initial
structure and became 1.95 Å in the first PET. Then it grows to 2.5 Å in this reaction
step. It seems to be a physically adsorbed hydrogen peroxide. A possible reason for the
transition from chemisorption to physisorption is the further ionization. Without cleavage
of the Mn-O bond, O2 would not have the required electrons for this reaction.

The calculated DoS of the second hole doping is shown in Fig. 4.19a. The filled valence
band for CaMnO3 is quite the same. While the the filled valence band for the water
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molecules form a contribution near the Fermi level and the main contribution are shifted
downward. In the conduction band, CaMnO3 has a same contributions, but for the water
molecules the σ bond between the O2 and O3 is shifted upward with two spin directions.
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Fig. 4.19: DoS of the (a) second hole doped structure and (b) second deprotonated struc-
ture. The three graphs indicate different DoS. The top figure shows the total DoS (black
envelope) with the projected DoS for O-p (red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), and Ca-d
(blue). Projected DoS are stacked on top of each other. The two spin densities are shown
with opposite sign. For the Mn ion, the projected DoS is consider with one majority spin
direction. The graph in the middle shows the oxygen contribution in the bulk CaMnO3.The
bottom graph shows the oxygen contribution in the water molecules. (c) Orbital represen-
tation of the valence band top states in the second deprotonated structure.

Deprotonated hydrogen peroxide

The next step of the mechanism is to deprotonate the previous hydrogen peroxide species.
In principle, two sites are available for deprotonation. The proton from O2 or the proton
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from O3 and make a hydronium ion on the overlying water molecule. Both variants are
calculated. Comparing the energies shows that the proton transfer from O2 is more stable
by 0.3 eV. Structurally, Mn-O2 bond length becomes smaller for both reactions by 0.5 Å.

The calculated DoS is given in Fig. 4.19b.
The σ bond between O2 and O3 is located in the higher energy range of the conduction

band. The π bond between O2 and O3 is located in the higher occupied orbitals. The π
orbital is in the HOMO and next hole will place in this orbital. The optimized geometry
from this pathway is shown in Fig. 4.20. Our calculations revealed that the OH radical at
the surface turns to the hydrogen peroxide H2O2 and then formation of the ∗OOH species.

(a)
=⇒

(b)

Fig. 4.20: Molecular representation of the unit cell. (a) Water interface and two different
species of ∗O2H2 and ∗OH2, and (b) removing proton from hydrogen peroxide ion and
making ∗OOH species.

4.5.4 Third Proton-Electron Transfer

In the third PET, the following reaction mechanism is suggested:

∗OOH + h+ →∗ O−2 +H+ (4.12)

It forms a Mn-O-O species and an H3O+ ion. The O2-O3 distance is 1.331 Å and thus
lies relatively midway between the distances of molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide.
The band gap of the system is 1.1 eV. This means that the hole migrates to the the ∗OOH
species, where it leads to the formation of the superoxide ∗O2. The optimized geometry is
shown in Fig 4.21.

The calculated DoS is shown in Fig. 4.22. The HOMO of the system are again the
oxygen p orbitals in the bulk CaMnO3 and small contribution from the water molecules.
The LUMO is located at O2 and O3. It is a π-bond in the spin-down direction. The
σ-bond, which was previously in focus, lies energetically above the conduction band. The
π-bond is located in the bottom part of the conduction band with spin down direction. It
makes band gap smaller.
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(a)
=⇒

(b)

Fig. 4.21: Molecular representation of the unit cell. (a) Water interface and two different
species of ∗OOH and ∗OH2, and (b) removing proton from ∗OOH and making O-O bond.

Deprotonated hydroperoxyl

The next step in the mechanism is the deprotonation of the hydroperoxyl radical. The
most obvious candidate for deprotonation is the H3O+ ion.

The calculated DoS of third proton transfer is shown in Fig. 4.23. The filled O-p states
ate located in the upper part of the valence band which is related to the π-bond between
Mn-d and O-p on the surface. The empty O-p states overlap energetically with the empty
Mn-d stares which is corresponding antibonding of Mn-d and O-p on the surface. These
two orbitals are shown in Fig. 4.23. To proceed further, we need to add a forth hole in
proximity of adsorbed O2.

4.5.5 Fourth Proton-Electron Transfer

In the fourth PET, we have the following reaction mechanism:

∗O−2 →∗ −−O2 (4.13)

In the fourth PET, a surface-trapped hole (h+) reacts with an adsorbed superoxo species
to break a hydrogen bond and create a O2 molecule. On CaMnO3 surface, next to the
superoxo species, water adsorbs at the 5-fold Mn surface site. Two possible sites exist for
a deprotonation: i.e., one hydrogen which is lost its hydrogen bond and a water molecule
which wants to replace by O2 molecule. In the both cases, we will reach to the same
atomic structure. We thus focused on a hole localized at superoxo species and, assuming
the proton to be transferred from the adsorbed water next to the O2 molecule. In the end,
a radical OH and an adsorbed water are formed on the CaMnO3 surface.
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Fig. 4.22: (a) DoS of the third hole doped structure. The three graphs indicate different
DoS. The top figure shows the total DoS (black envelope) with the projected DoS for O-p
(red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), and Ca-d (blue). Projected DoS are stacked on
top of each other. The two spin densities are shown with opposite sign. For the Mn ion,
the projected DoS is consider with one majority spin direction. The graph in the middle
shows the oxygen contribution in the bulk CaMnO3.The bottom graph shows the oxygen
contribution in the water molecules. (b) Orbital representation of the state in the bottom
part of the conduction band which is created by hole doping.

The ground state of oxygen is the triplet oxygen 3O2 with a total spin of S = 1~. For
the present study only the triplet state are investigated. The main effect of the singlet
states is that one of the π-bond is fully occupied while the other is vacant in both spin
directions. The triplet oxygen is about 0.99 eV more stable than the singlet state. The
oxidation reactions were carried out with the equilibrium structures of the previous section.
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Fig. 4.23: (a) DoS of the third deprotonated structure. The three graphs indicate different
DoS. The top figure shows the total DoS (black envelope) with the projected DoS for O-p
(red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), and Ca-d (blue). Projected DoS are stacked on
top of each other. The two spin densities are shown with opposite sign. For the Mn ion,
the projected DoS is consider with one majority spin direction. The graph in the middle
shows the oxygen contribution in the bulk CaMnO3.The bottom graph shows the oxygen
contribution in the water molecules. (b) Orbital representation of the state in the top of
the valence band which is created by deprotonation. (c) Orbital representation of the state
in the bottom part of the conduction band which is created by deprotonation.

The two right water molecules in the upper layer are rotated. In addition, the relative
distances change greatly. Neither O1 nor O2 or O3 get hydrogen bonds. The water
molecule just above O3 is only 2.52 Å away and could, if it rotates, form a hydrogen bond
to O3. It seems, however, as if it was energetically more favorable not to include the
adsorbed oxygen in the hydrogen-bonding network. One possible reason is the low polarity
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of molecular oxygen. The Mn-O distance is 2.27 Å, the O-O distance is 1.23 Å. It should
be noted that the moved network does not mean that the right side of the slab has no
contact with the water. It is a periodic system so that the part of the water layer that
projects beyond the slab to the left is actually over the right side of the adjacent slab.

The LUMO of the system describes four (two in the layer above two in the layer below
the slab) degenerate π-bond in the spin-down direction. This actually identifies the oxygen
species as 3O2.

(a)
=⇒

(b)

Fig. 4.24: Schematic representation of the unit cell with labels for the important surface
atoms. (a) Water interface and two different species of ∗OH2 and ∗O2, and (b) breaking
down a hydrogen bond and removing proton from water molecule and making OH group.

The calculated DoS is shown in Fig. 4.25. The HOMO of the system are again the
oxygen p orbitals in the bulk CaMnO3 and small contribution from the water molecules.
The LUMO is located at O2 and O3. It is a π-bond in the spin-down direction. The
σ-bond, which was previously in focus, lies energetically above the conduction band. The
π-bond is located in the bottom part of the conduction band with spin down direction. It
makes band gap smaller.

Deprotonated water molecule

For completeness, the last deprotonation is needed. The most obvious candidate is the
nearest neighbor H2O to the O2. The O-O bond is formed and it can be released from
the surface. There was a hydrogen bond between superoxo species on the surface and the
hydrogen atom from the absorbed water molecule. When the fourth hole introduced into
the system, this hydrogen bond was broken. The best candidate for deprotonarion is the
hydrogen ion which is lost its hydrogen bond. Another possibility is to remove a proton
from the water molecule which will be replaced instead of O2 molecule on the surface. In
both cases, we reach to the same atomic position. Ultimately, the O2 molecule will be
replaced by the water molecule and the surface is covered by a water molecule and one
hydroxide group.

The calculated DoS of forth proton transfer is shown in Fig. 4.25. The filled O-p states
are located in the upper part of the valence band which is related to the π-bond between
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Fig. 4.25: DoS of the (a) fourth hole doped structure and (b) fourth deprotonated struc-
ture. The three graphs indicate different DoS. The top figure shows the total DoS (black
envelope) with the projected DoS for O-p (red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), and Ca-d
(blue). Projected DoS are stacked on top of each other. The two spin densities are shown
with opposite sign. For the Mn ion, the projected DoS is consider with one majority spin
direction. The graph in the middle shows the oxygen contribution in the bulk CaMnO3.The
bottom graph shows the oxygen contribution in the water molecules. (c), (d) Orbital rep-
resentation of the states in the bottom part of the conduction band which are created by
fourth deprotonation.

Mn-d and O-p on the surface. The empty O-p states overlap energetically with the empty
Mn-d stares which is corresponding antibonding of Mn-d and O-p on the surface. These
two orbitals are shown in Fig. 4.23.
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4.5.6 Calculation of the OER energy profile

To calculate the energy profile of photo-/electro-chemical water oxidation, the reaction
energies are calculated as follows:

∆EA = E(∗O2H2)− E(system) +
1

2
EH2 (4.14)

∆EB = E(∗OOH)− E(∗O2H2) +
1

2
EH2 (4.15)

∆EC = E(∗OO)− E(∗OOH) +
1

2
EH2 (4.16)

∆ED = E(−O2)− E(∗OO) +
1

2
EH2 (4.17)

We adopt the first and simplest model, which has no temperature, pressure and zero
point energy (ZPE) contributions to the reaction energy. Temperature increasing from 0
to 298 K has little impact on the enthalpy and the changes are normally neglected. We
are only considering reaction steps involving charge transfer. We consider a process where
oxygen molecule are formed by an associative mechanism on the catalyst.

On the aqueous CaMnO3 (001) interface the intermediate structures along with the
calculated energies are shown in Fig. 4.26. Starting with an initial structure of water-
covered surface, water is dissociated at the surface hydroxide forming a peroxide group.
Next, the proton is removed, resulting in ∗OOH on the Mn-ion surface site. Finally upon
the one more deprotonation, O2 desorbs at the surface.
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Fig. 4.26: The energies of the intermediates on water covered CaMnO3 surface. The
reaction steps are uphill in energy. The black line shows the hemibonding structure while
the blue line represents the bare oxygen on the surface.
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The largest energy difference is found for the first step, which is splitting the water
molecule. This means that the first step requires more energy. The higher energy of bare
oxygen shows that hydrogen bonds between the water molecules tend to stabilize ∗OH and
∗OOH slightly compared to the situation with ∗O.

Note that this approach only accounts the elementary reaction steps and no barriers
are included. This means that the method presented here is necessary but not sufficient.

4.6 Summary

Overall, the elementary processes of photolytic water splitting are investigated. On the one
hand, the analysis of the water dimer provided an understanding of the molecular orbitals
of a hydrogen bond, and, on the other hand, the ionization rotation could be applied in
the formation of stable σ bonds between the oxygen atoms.

Our results show that the hydroxide groups and water molecules are involved in the
OER on CaMnO3 (001). The hole is localized between the hydroxide and water molecule
and broken the hydrogen bond to form a hemibonding structure. Water molecule releases a
proton on the outer layers of water. While this species is qualitatively similar to the surface
peroxide intermediate, it needs one more hole to make peroxide species. ∗OOH can readily
form from peroxide via the electron proton transfer. Once ∗OOH is formed, generation of
∗OO via nucleophilic attack of a water molecule is favorable. Our results thus suggest that
the O source for the O2 molecule is determined by the ∗OH species. The OER pathway
on the CaMnO3 surface is more favorable through the hemibonding structure compared to
the bare oxygen which is proposed in the earlier studies.

Simultaneously, we have been explored the surface oxygen participation in the OER
pathway. Hole localization between the ∗OH and Osurf is not favorable. Corrosion, which
is chemically similar to the water splitting reaction, is not likely for CaMnO3 (001) surface.



Chapter 5
Role of defects in titanium dioxide

This chapter is devoted to the theoretical description of the quasiparticle defect states in
rutile titanium dioxide (TiO2). Rutile is considerably simpler than the manganites due to
the empty d-orbitals. In order to gain insight into the corrosion reactions, defects related
to oxygen vacancies and hydrogen have been investigated in rutile for different Fermi-
levels. The defect concentration in rutile next to a buried interface with Pd interface
can be controlled by loading it with hydrogen. This has been done experimentally using
energy-loss near edge structure (ELNES). Within 2 nm from the interface hydrogen-induced
changes of the spectra when the hydrogen partial pressure reaches 10 Pa. In order to
rationalize the observations, we compared defects related calculations with experimental
measured ELNES. The nature of the electronic structure of the defects have been explored
in detail. The calculated defect concentrations and the defect electronic structure explain
experimental EEL spectra measured under hydrogen loading. We find that oxygen vacancy
defect considered have charging levels in a narrow energy window, which is the expected
Fermi-level pinning range. Negative defects are not produced for both PBE and PBE0r
density functionals. In the following, the historical perspective and experimental data will
be reviewed at the beginning of this chapter. Next, we try to analysis the electronic and
structural properties of defect related systems. We provide a mechanistic picture of the
underlying chemical processes.

5.1 Importance of TiO2

In the recent years, TiO2 has been attracted lots of interest due to the numerous appli-
cations in the science and technology [150, 151]. These applications are in pigment, gas
sensors, catalysts, and electrolytes which are mainly connected with its optical and pho-
tocatalytic properties [152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162]. Among all
these items, TiO2 has been studied extensively from 1970s because of the discovery of pho-
tocatalytic activity [163]. This material also can be used as a support for metal catalysts
and acts as an electrode coating in photoelectrolysis cells [164] to enhance the efficiency of

103
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electrolytic splitting of water. This material is chemically stable, nontoxic and compatible
with the environment. The band gap of TiO2 is in the ultraviolet region of solar spectrum
of 3.1 eV in rutile and 3.2 eV in anatase. The main component of the conduction band
is the Ti-3d orbital and the electronic structure has the character of a strongly correlated
system.

Titanium dioxide (TiO2), has been popular and promising materials in the photocat-
alytic applications for decades due to its strong oxidizing power, non-toxicity, and high
reactivity [163, 165, 166, 157]. However, TiO2 only absorbs the ultraviolet portion of sun-
light because of the large band gap (more than 3.0 eV) which is almost 5% of the solar
radiation. In order to produce more efficient absorption, different methods for reducing
the band gap of TiO2 have been proposed [167, 168]. These strategies include introducing
metallic/non-metallic ion impurities [169, 170, 171] into the system, self-doping [172], and
introducing disorders [173] with simultaneous dopant incorporation. In a recent approach,
Chen et al. [168] have realized the effect of hydrogenation of TiO2 nano-crystals. They have
engineered the disorder of TiO2 nano-crystals by exposing them to hydrogen (H) in a wide
range of pressures and they reported the improvement of photocatalytic activity. Recent
studies [174, 175, 176, 177] have discussed defects in hydrogenated TiO2 and showed that
the favourable absorption sites for H atoms are oxygen (O) vacancies and, in absence of
vacancies, H interstitially makes a weak O-H bond, and becomes positive.

Although great efforts have been made to understand the hydrogen treatment, but
atomic and electronic structure in hydrogenated TiO2 has remained elusive. Many of local
density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) calculations
are available for the defects states of TiO2 [178, 179, 180, 181]. However, because of the
lack of self-interaction cancellation, LDA and GGA are not able to estimate band gaps and
localization of defect states [182, 183]. To correct these problems several methods including
LDA+U [184, 185], B3LYP [186], HSE [187], and sX [188] functionals have been considered.
LDA+U method works better for open shell systems and B3LYP overestimates the band
gap. HSE and sX functionals used to study the influence of O-vacancy and dopants but they
did not treat the interstitial H atoms. It should be noted that hybrid density functionals
are a better method for this case, because they combine a much improved description
of the exchange energy and, as generalized Kohn-Sham functionals, they can be used for
total energy minimization and structure relaxation. This is because of this fact: the defect
localization in TiO2 comes not only from the electronic state, but also the interaction of
electronic states with lattice distortions (a polaronic effect) are involved.

Here we investigate the H-doped, O-vacancy, and hydrogen complex with the oxygen
vacancy in bulk rutile TiO2 using the PBE and the local hybrid (PBE0r) functional, which
is derived from the PBE0 [64] functional by mapping the Kohn-Sham wave functions onto
localized tight-binding orbitals. In this case, only the onsite exchange terms of the exchange
correction are included. This method improves the band gap of TiO2 by 0.3 eV and also
stabilizes the defect states in the band gap. We studied the different defects to explore
the competition between the various ordering phenomena. Interstitial H and H with O-
vacancy have shown more stability comparison to other defects in TiO2 and interstitial H
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is of interest in the absence of vacancies. By combination of the experiment and Theory for
bulk TiO2, experimental EELS data are interpreted. We have extended our calculations
to clarify the physics behind the H-doped system and therefore it can open up new chance
in clean energy techniques. The comparison of the PBE and PBE0r functional is included.

5.2 Rutile titanium dioxide

Titanium dioxide has three natural polymorphs as the well-known minerals rutile, anatase
and brookite which is shown in Fig. 5.1. Rutile is the most abundant and contains around
98% titanium dioxide. The metastable anatase and brookite phases convert irreversibly to
the equilibrium rutile phase upon heating above temperatures in the range 600-800 ◦C.

Ru#le AnataseBrookite

Fig. 5.1: Three natural polymorphs of TiO2. The red spheres represent the formal O2−

and the gray spheres shows the formal Ti4+ ions.

TiO2 in rutile phase has a tetragonal unit cell which is represented by the P42/mnm
space group as shown in Fig. 5.1. Each Ti ion surrounded by six oxygens in the octahedral
environment. The TiO6 octahedron possesses a formal valence state of 4+ for Ti ion. The
lattice parameters of the unit cell are a = b = 4.5937 Å and c = 2.9581 Å [189]. In the
ideal octahedron Ti-O distances are equal, while in rutile structure one of the O-Ti-O axis
is elongated. Orthogonal to this elongated axis the Ti-O distances are the same but four
O ions in this TiO4-plane have two different distances which make a rectangular shape
instead of a squared one. Thus, the octahedron has an orthorhombic distortion [190] with
the corresponding point group of D2h [190, 191].

5.2.1 Shape of the Ti L edge

The Ti L edge spectroscopy is an experimental technique to study the electronic structure
of Ti atoms. This method measures x-ray absorption originated from an excitation of
Ti-2p state electrons into the unoccupied d-states in the conduction band which creates a
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peak called the L edge. According to the selection rules, this transition is electric-dipole
allowed. Since the Ti-2p states are split by spin orbit coupling (2p3/2 and 2p1/2 state)
the two related L3 and L2 edges exist [191] as indicated in Fig. 5.2. The Ti ion has an
octahedral environment resulting in transitions to the t2g and eg sets. Therefore, the energy
splitting in t2g and eg is present in the Ti L ELNES. The L3 edge shows the a (t2g) and b/b′
(eg) peaks while the L2 edge shows the c (t2g ) and d (eg) peaks. The splitting of the b/b′
in b and b′ is typically explained by the picture of the orthorhombic distortion D2h of the
octahedron in rutile TiO2 [190]. However, in the present study it is sufficient to distinguish
the features in the Ti ELNES and DoS in Oh symmetry relative to the t2g and eg states.

Fig. 5.2: Ti L3,2 ELNES of rutile TiO2. Indicated are the four white lines (a, b/b′, c, d) as
well as the fine-structure splitting dE(b′ − a) as an example for an evaluation parameter.
With kind approval of M. Bongers and A. Pundt [192].

A change in the shape of the Ti L ELNES represents changes in the electronic struc-
ture of the conduction band [191]. This is reported by Stoyanov et al. [191] for different
stoichiometric phases of Titanium oxides. They have shown that the L2/L3 ratio depends
on the oxidation state and it decreases with decreasing the oxidation state. Moballegh
and Dickey [193] have presented a decrease of the Ti L edge onset (chemical shift) with
decreasing oxygen content.

The symmetry labels associated with the Ti L peaks will be discussed next.

5.2.2 Octahedral symmetry

In the ideal octahedral symmetry (Oh), the d-orbitals split into two sets namely the triply
degenerate t2g and the doubly degenerate eg states. This is so-called crystal-field split-
ting [190]. Due to the orthorhombic distorted octahedron in TiO2, the symmetry lowered
and it makes a further energy splitting that is discussed next.

The orthorhombic distorted octahedron with the corresponding D2h point group yields
to an additional energy splitting as summarized in Tab. 5.1. The degenerated t2g-states
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of the octahedral point group further into a b2g, an ag and a b3g state in the setting of
D2h [190]. Also the eg states of the octahedral point group are split into two, namely the
ag and b1g states [190].

Table 5.1: d-orbitals and their symmetry label in the setting of the ideal octahedral (Oh)
and the orthorhombic distorted octahedral (D2h) symmetry group of rutile. The orbitals
refer to the local coordinate system with the z-axis aligned with the elongated O-Ti-O axis
of the octahedron and the x- and y-axis are aligned with the two shorter octahedral axes,
respectively. The white lines in the Ti L3,2 edge are given that are associated with the
energy states resulting from the two octahedral symmetries.

d-orbital symmetry symmetry L3 white L2 white
label in Oh label in D2h line line

dxz t2g b2g a c

dyz t2g ag a c

dxy t2g b3g a c

d3z2−r2 eg ag b d

dx2−y2 eg b1g b′ d

5.2.3 Electronic structure of rutile

The density of states (DoS) for rutile TiO2 calculated from the PBE functionals is shown in
Fig. 5.3. The t2g-like and eg-like states (referring to the octahedral symmetry as discussed
in Tab. 5.1 ) are clearly separated. The eg states are the d-orbitals with lobes pointing
towards the oxygen neighbors. While forming Ti-O antibonds, the eg-like states are lifted
up by approximately 3 eV relative to the t2g-like states. This is the crystal-field splitting.
The corresponding Ti-O bonding states are located in the lower part of the oxygen valence
band. The t2g-like orbitals form much weaker π-bonds and antibonds and their crystal-field
splitting is therefore smaller.

As seen in Tab. 5.2, the calculated band gap is with 2.203 eV smaller than the exper-
imental value of 3.05 eV[194]. Conventional functionals such as PBE underestimate the
band gap by approximately 1 eV. The PBE0r functional with the correct parameters open
up this band-gap by 0.3 eV. For these calculations, the width of the bandgap is crucial
for stabilizing the electron-rich charge state of defects. In standard DFT calculations only
the most positive charge state is stable, while the charging levels shift from the conduction
band into the band gap when hybrid functionals are used. This effect is essential for the
description of the band bending on hydrogen loading. If the band gap is too small, the
corresponding electron levels become resonances in the conduction band and thus donate
their electron.

The calculated structure parameters and heats of formation given in Tab. 5.2. The
PBE and PBE0r functional with our choice of parameters are considered.
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Fig. 5.3: Density of states (DoS) for rutile TiO2. The total DoS is given in black and
gray, respectively. The projected DoS are shown in red for oxygen, in green for t2g-like
and yellow for eg-like Ti-d orbitals. Unoccupied states are drawn in a lighter color than
the filled states. The energy zero is set to the top of the valence band. The bottom graph
treats the perfect oxygen site as a defect with symmetry adapted orbitals. Hence, the A′1
(orange), E ′ (magenta), δ-eg (yellow) and t2g-delta (green) orbitals are shown as the sum of
the corresponding three Ti neighbors of the oxygen site. These symmetry adapted orbitals
are defined in Fig. 5.5.

Table 5.2: Lattice parameters a and c, internal parameter u [195] and band gaps of rutile
from the PBE method, the PBE0r method and experiments [195, 196, 189].

Quantity PBE PBE0r Experiment
a (Å) 4.562 4.504 4.593
c/a 0.644 0.644 0.644
u/a 0.302 0.303 0.305
band gap (eV) 1.905 2.203 3.05
heat of formation (eV) -8.58 -8.90 -9.74

5.3 EELS experiments on Pd/TiO2 upon H-exposure

Palladium (Pd) is often used as metal partners at the metal/TiO2 interface, because they
are highly active in hydrogenation reactions [197], and they allow for dissociative chemisorp-
tion of H2 molecules at their surfaces. Pd is a well-studied catalyst but also a system for
hydrogen ad- and absorption [198, 199, 200]. Hydrogen solves on interstitial sites in the
Pd lattice in the Pd-H α-phase and in the Pd-H hydride phase [201, 202]. The solubility
of H depends on the hydrogen chemical potential [203]. It is, for thin films, also affected
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by the film’s microstructure [204, 205, 206, 207] and the mechanical stress state [208]. For
low chemical potentials, the hydrogen related mechanical stress is small [209]. For high
chemical potentials of H, the mechanical stress can be in the GPa-range[205].

The room-temperature kinetics of H in Pd is fast [210]. This allows for fast equilibration
and, further, to fast transport of atomic hydrogen to the Pd/TiO2 interface. H affects the
electrical behavior of the Schottky contact [211, 164, 212]. The established picture is that
the atomic hydrogen diffuses through the Pd to the interface where it spills over into the
TiO2 [164]. In the TiO2 it acts like a dopant and thus changes the Schottky barrier thickness
and/or height. Irreversible changes of the conductivity of hydrogen loaded Pd/TiO2 hint
on the presence of stable hydrogen-oxygen vacancy complexes [212].

Here experimentally, we investigated hydrogen related changes in the electronical den-
sity of states (DoS) of TiO2 in the nanometer vicinity to the Pd/TiO2 interface [192]. To
experimentally investigate these changes in the DoS of TiO2, in-situ scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) in combination with electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) is applied in an environmental TEM (ETEM). Changes of the Ti L edge spectrum
are observed at a hydrogen gas pressure of 10 Pa, in the vicinity of the interface. The
energy splitting is shown in Fig. 5.4. This effect sets in below 2 nm from the interface. The
presence of this effect was confirmed on different positions close to the Pd/TiO2 interface.

Fig. 5.4: Ti L3 ELNES shown for different distances to the interface, at a hydrogen partial
pressures of 10 Pa. The 1.5 nm spectrum is shown with red color and the 4.5 nm (bulk-like)
spectrum is plotted in black. With kind approval of M. Bongers and A. Pundt [192].

We conduct local hybrid first-principles calculations based on density functional theory
(DFT) on TiO2 containing differently charged defects to examine the changes in the corre-
sponding DoS. These simulations offer detailed information about the nature of each defect.
The combination of experiment and theory allows determining the relevant charged defects
in the presence of hydrogen and the interface. Further, it provides the concentrations depth
profile of the dominant charged defect.
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5.4 Simulations

In order to shed light on the experimental findings we performed calculations on hydrogen
and oxygen-vacancy related defects. The nature of the defects is investigated using the
projected density of states, wave function plots and the formation energies for different
charge states.

5.4.1 Triangle symmetry

An incorporation of a defect into the TiO2 lattice results in local changes of the lattice
structure, and in the local DoS. This will change the local symmetry of the lattice.

After inspecting the defect states, we find that some states are best characterized in
terms of the point group of the defect center. Other states are best characterized according
to the octahedral point group (Oh) of the Ti-atoms neighboring the related defect center.

The electronic structure of the defects, in other words the partial DoS, can be un-
derstood by investigating the atoms involved and their three nearest Ti-neighbors. The
Ti-neighbors form approximately an equilateral triangle, cf. Fig. 5.5. The D3h symmetry of
this triangle will allow us to classify and rationalize the defect states. Specified d-orbitals
of Ti, namely the d3z2−r2 orbitals pointing into the center of the triangle, will be distin-
guished as A′1 and E ′, because this character dominates the corresponding wave functions.
These Ti d-states states are the indicated orbitals in Fig. 5.5. For the other Ti d-states, we
still refer to the octahedral point group and denote them as t2g character and as eg orbital
for the d-orbitals having δ-bond character towards the triangle center. These states are
denoted as δ-eg for the eg orbital with δ-type rotational symmetry about the axis towards
the defect center, and as t2g orbitals.

Fig. 5.5: Corresponding Ti-d orbitals representing the local symmetry at an O-site (defect
center), in the (110) plane. The Ti d states pointing towards the defect center are domi-
nated by the approximate D3h symmetry of the defect. They are classified as A′1 and E ′.
E ′ appears in two degenerated modifications. For the other d-orbitals on the Ti-neighbors
of the defect, we refer to the approximate octahedral symmetry.

In order to quantify the defect structure we will refer to the triangle center. Because
the actual symmetry of the defect is lower than D3h we need an unambiguous definition
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of the defect center. We define the defect center as the point in the plane that has equal
distance from all three adjacent Ti ions.

5.4.2 Method

The augmentation has been constructed as using the systematic projector construction [67].
For the augmentation, a s2p2d1 set of projector functions was used for the Ti atom, and a
s2p1d1 set for O atom The superscripts denote the number of projector functions angular
momentum channel. For the Ti atom, the 3p core electrons were treated like the valence
electrons, while the 3s electrons were treated as core states.

A plane wave cutoff of 40 Ry has been chosen for the wave functions and 80 Ry for
the charge density. The Brillouin-zone integration has been performed with the linear
tetrahedron method [213, 214] and the so-called Blöchl corrections [215]. A 5×5×8 k-point
mesh has been used for the unit cell containing two formula units. Defect calculations were
simulated by 2×2×3 supercells with 72 atoms plus the defect. All atomic positions are
optimized without symmetry constraints. The theoretical lattice constant of the bulk has
been obtained with the experimental[216] c/a ratio of 0.644. This lattice constant has been
used for the supercells. Collinear spin polarization was allowed in all calculations.

Three different defect types are calculated: the oxygen vacancy VO, the interstital
hydrogen Hi and the oxygen vacancy filled with hydrogen HO. The interstital titanium Tii
was not considered as the concentration was found experimentally not to depend on the
hydrogen partial pressure (Appendix. C). For every defect, the relevant charge states are
considered, namely V2+

O , V+
O, V

0
O, H

+
i ,H0

i , H
−
i , H

+
O, H

0
O, and H−O.

The defect formation energy

∆Ef [X] = E[TiO2 : X]− E[TiO2]−
∑

y∈{e,H,O}

µyηy,X (5.1)

allows to compare the thermodynamic stability of defects. For a defect X, the defect for-
mation energy is calculated as difference of the supercell energy E[TiO2 : X] containing the
defect X and the supercell energy E[TiO2] of the perfect crystal. Each energy is calculated
with a relaxed atomic structure. The number of particles added during the formation of
defectX is denoted as ηe,X for electrons, ηO,X for oxygen and ηH,X for hydrogen. These par-
ticles are taken from the respective particle reservoirs characterized by the corresponding
chemical potentials, µe for electrons, µO for oxygen atoms and µH for hydrogen atoms.

We use the term chemical potential in the thermodynamic sense as the conjugate vari-
able of the particle number respectively its density. The chemical potential of a particle
type is therefore spatially constant for a system in thermal equilibrium. The chemical
potential is often referred to as the electrochemical potential.

The thermodynamic charge state level

ε(q1/q2) =
E[Xq2 ]− E[Xq1 ]

q2 − q1

(5.2)
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is the position of the electron chemical potential for which two charge states (q1 and q2)
coexist. For lower Fermi levels, the more positive charge state is thermodynamically stable
and the more negative charge state for higher Fermi levels.

5.4.3 Interstitial hydrogen

The positive interstitial hydrogen binds to an oxygen site as shown in Fig. 5.6a. The
structural parameters are summarized in Tab. 5.3. The formation of an OH bond for the
hydrogen interstitial has been reported also for anatase [174, 175, 177]. The OH bond is
approximately perpendicular to the plane of the three O-Ti bonds. The OH bond length
is 1.003 Å, about 0.1 % smaller than an OH bond in water [217]. The three O-Ti bond
length increase by about 7.2 % to 7.7 %, resulting in a trigonal pyramidal distortion of the
oxygen coordination sphere shown in Fig. 5.6a. The OH group forms a hydrogen bond with
one of the oxygen ions on the opposite side of the cage. Compared to water, the hydrogen
bond of the hydrogen interstitial is about 1.3 % larger [217]. The off-axis orientation of the
hydrogen bond tilts the OH bond by 9 ◦ away from the plane normal of the O-Ti bonds.

TiO

H

[110]

[110]

[001]

(a)

Ti O

H

(b)

Fig. 5.6: (Color online) Structure of the (a) positive H+
i and (b) negative H−i interstitial

hydrogen in rutile TiO2. The neutral interstitial hydrogen is qualitatively similar to the
positive one.

The neutral hydrogen interstitial assumes an atomic structure very similar to that
of the positive hydrogen interstitial. Bond lengths change by less than 1.5 %. A small
symmetry-lowering distortion can be traced to the electronic structure as discussed below.

Going to from the neutral to the negative charge state radically changes the bond-
network. As shown in Fig. 5.6b, the negative hydrogen interstitial, binds to a cation,
namely a Ti neighbor. The bond length is 1.84 Å. The Ti-H bond points towards one of
the octahedral faces. As a result the adjacent TiO bonds bend away from the Ti-H bond.
The resulting H-Ti-O bond angle is 67 ◦.

In the positive charge state of the interstitial hydrogen, we find an outward breathing
of the three Ti-atoms by about 5.8 % compared to the bulk, which shrinks with increasing
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Table 5.3: Structure parameters and energy level position of the defects. With q we denote
the net charge. The bond distances from the defect atoms O and H and the defect center
CD to the neighboring Ti ions are given in Å. The labelling of the Ti ions refers to that in
fig. 5.9. The breathing distortion is expressed as distance of the neighboring Ti-ions from
the defect center CD defined in computational details. The position of the defect levels
in the optical band gap are expressed as their energetic separation ∆E in eV from the
conduction-band edge.

Compound
Kröger-
Vink
symbol

qj (e) O-H Ti1-
O

Ti2-
O

Ti3-
O

Ti1-
H

Ti2-
H

Ti3-H Ti-CD
∆E
(eV)

Undoped bulk - - 0 1.947 1.947 1.948 - - - 1.961 -
Interstitial H H+

i +1 1.003 2.098 2.109 2.110 - - - 2.074 -
H0

i 0 1.004 2.099 2.110 2.110 - - - 2.073 -
H−i −1 - 1.935 1.977 1.977 - 1.842 - 1.957 1.62

O vacancy V2+
O +2 - - - - - - - 2.206 -

V+
O +1 - - - - - - - 2.210 -

V0
O 0 - - - - - - - 1.923 0.05

O vacancy containing H H+
O +1 - - - - 1.998 1.999 2.034 2.012 -

H0
O 0 - - - - 1.984 1.984 2.028 2.001 -

H−O −1 - - - - 1.976 1.976 2.021 1.994 -

negative charge to about 5.7 % for the neutral charge state to about −0.2 % inward
breathing in the negative charge state. As shown in Tab. 5.3, the trend that the breathing
increases when the defect becomes more positively charged, is common to all defect types
considered. We define the breathing as the percentage increase of the distances of the
Ti-neighbors from the triangle center defined earlier relative to the bulk.

The density of states for the hydrogen interstitial in the three charge states H+
i , H0

i and
H−i is shown in Fig. 5.7. For each charge state, the total density of states of the supercell
is shown in gray. The projected density of states onto the relevant orbitals are shown in
the proximity of the defect. In particular, we distinguish the d-orbitals pointing towards
the defect in A′1 and E ′ type as shown in Fig. 5.5.

For the positive and the neutral hydrogen interstitial the OH σ-bond orbital splits
off below the oxygen 2p valence band. An iso-surface plot of the corresponding state is
depicted in Fig. 5.7a and Fig. 5.7b. Clearly visible is also that the state extends along
the hydrogen bond to the opposing O ion. There is no analogous state in the negatively
charged hydrogen interstitial, because the OH-bond has been replaced by a Ti-H bond.

There are no gap states for the positive and neutral hydrogen interstitial. For the
neutral hydrogen interstitial the Fermi level lays at the bottom part of the conduction
band. As shown in the inset of Fig. 5.7b, the state is delocalized in the t2g-state on the Ti
atom adjacent to the OH group as shown in the orbital representation. The defect state
has π∗ (antibonding) character with respect to the TiO bonds. The antibonding character
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Fig. 5.7: DoS for the hydrogen interstitial in rutile TiO2. (a) H+
i , (b) H0

i and (c) H−i for the
positively, neutrally and negatively charged states, respectively, from top to bottom. Total
density of state of bulk is represented with grey and hydrogen distribution with blue. The
orbital representation of selected states are included, considering the respective sign of the
wave function as indicated with the green (+) and yellow (-) color. The graphs for (a),
(b), and (c) show the DoS for the A′1 (orange), E ′ (magenta), δ-eg (yellow) and t2g-delta
(green) orbitals on the three Ti neighbors of the defect.
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explains the expansion of the corresponding TiO-bonds by about 3.4-8.9 % (see. Tab. 5.3).
The neutral hydrogen interstitial may be considered as a pair of a positive hydrogen

interstitial with an electron polaron on a Ti-site. The electron polaron requires the stabi-
lization of the nearby positive defect: Without this stabilization the local ionic relaxation
vanishes and defect level merges with the conduction band.

The negative hydrogen interstitial introduces a spin degenerate deep donor level in an
approximate midgap position, that is 1.62 eV below the conduction band edge. This state
is a bond orbital between the hydrogen s-orbital and the d-orbital oriented along the Ti-H
bond axis. There is an antibonding interaction with the adjacent oxygen ions consistent
with their outward relaxation.

Of particular interest in relation to the measured EEL spectra are the defect induced
changes of the Ti-d states forming the conduction band.

For the positive hydrogen interstitial we observe that the d-density of states accumu-
lates at the lower edge of the t2g and the eg bands respectively. We attribute this to the
electrostatic attraction of the electrons in the Ti-levels and the nearby positive defect. The
opposite effect is seen in the density of states for the negative hydrogen interstitial where
the t2g states accumulate on the upper band edge and even form a split of state overlapping
the continuum of eg states.

The Ti-H antibond appears in the quasi-gap between the t2g and eg states at about
6 eV as seen from the inset of fig 5.7.c. Also this antibond lifts some t2g character above
the t2g continuum.

One common mechanism for the accumulation spectral weight between the t2g and eg
states is the Coulomb shift of the Ti-d energy levels due to a nearby charged defect. If,
on the one hand, the electrons on a Ti site experiences repulsive electric potential from
a negative defect, the t2g states of that site will accumulate at the upper edge of the t2g
band. If, on the other hand, the electrons on a Ti site experience an attractive electric
potential from a positive defect, the eg states of that site will accumulate at the lower edge
of the eg band. In both cases, additional spectral weight appears in the quasi gap between
t2g and eg states.

Interstitial hydrogen is thermodynamically stable only in the positive charge state as
shown in Fig. 5.8. The neutral and negative charge states are unstable. The thermody-
namic charge state level ε(+/0) lies 1.19 eV above the conduction band minimum (εC): for
whole range of Fermi level below the hydrogen interstitial is positive. The charge state
levels are summarized for the different defect species in Tab. 5.4.

In summary, the hydrogen in H+
i and H0

i , forms a bond with the oxygen atom, while
H−i forms a bond with the Ti ion. No gap states are formed for the positive and neutral
interstitial, while deep donor level in an approximate mid-gap position is present for the
negative charge state. In the case of H−i , two electrons shared between a Ti-d orbital
and hydrogen. In the context of the EELS, we observed two mechanism for accumulating
spectral weight in between the t2g and eg states. One is electrostatic in nature and the other
one is related to a Ti-H antibond. Thermodynamically H+

i is the stable defect species.
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Fig. 5.8: Defect formation energies ∆Ef as function of the Fermi level EF, for the three
different defects a) Hi, b) VO and c) HO with respect to the different charge states (as
marked in the graphs). All energies are given with respect to the valence band top (εV)
which is set to 0 eV.

Table 5.4: Charge state level ε for different defect species. ε is given relative to the
conduction band minimum (εC).

Defect Charge states ε (eV)
Hi (+/0) εC + 0.191 eV
Hi (0/−) εC + 1.827 eV
Hi (+/−) εC + 1.009 eV
VO (2+/+) εC − 0.013 eV
VO (+/0) εC + 0.334 eV
VO (2+/0) εC + 0.160 eV
HO (+/0) εC + 0.032 eV
HO (0/−) εC + 0.131 eV
HO (+/−) εC + 0.081 eV

5.4.4 Oxygen vacancy

In TiO2, each O atom has an approximate trigonal coordination of three Ti atoms in a
{110} plane. The formation of an oxygen vacancy leaves three Ti ions undercoordinated
as shown in Fig. 5.9. The relevant structural parameters are given in Tab. 5.3.

For the double positively charged oxygen vacancy V2+
O , the adjacent Ti atoms relax

outward by about 12.5 % relative to the center as compared with the bulk. The outward
relaxation shrinks to about −1.9 % for the singly positive oxygen vacancy. The neutral
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Fig. 5.9: (Color online) Structure of the oxygen-vacancy (VO) in rutile TiO2.

oxygen vacancy exhibits a inward breathing of −3 %. The breathing seems to follow a
simple electrostatic argument: The positive Ti-ions repel, and this repulsion is compensated
by adding electrons to the defect. As electrons are added this outward relaxation is reduced
and turned into a inward relaxation.

The DoS for the supercell with the oxygen vacancy in the three charge states V2+
O , V+

O
and V0

O is shown in Fig. 5.10.
As shown in Fig. 5.10a, the double positive oxygen vacancy V2+

O produces no deep levels
in the band gap.

The Ti-d states pointing into the vacancy with A′1 character are located at the bottom
of or slightly below the conduction band. The corresponding two states with E ′ character
are nearly degenerate and form two sharp peaks in the quasi gap between the Ti t2g and
eg states.

The Ti-d states pointing into the vacancy, the A′1 and E ′ states, loose an antibond with
the former oxygen neighbor. This antibond was responsible for the crystal field splitting
that shifted these orbitals up, above the t2g orbitals. In the absence of the oxygen ion, the
A′1 and E ′ states are shifted down in energy, so that their energy average lies in the range
of t2g bands.

As we form the singly positive oxygen vacancy (V+
O), the additional electron enters the

t2g. As shown in Fig. 5.10b this state lays in the conduction band edge in the the bottom
part. The A′1 and E ′ states experiences a spin splitting.

In the neutral oxygen vacancy (V0
O) the defect level is filled with two electrons. As

shown in Fig. 5.10c, it is located about 0.05 eV below the conduction band edge.
The d-states with E ′ symmetry remain in the quasi gap between eg and t2g states for

all charge states and form sharp peaks in the DoS.
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Fig. 5.10: DoS for an O-vacancy containing rutile, for the (a) V2+
O , (b) V+

O, and (c) V0
O

denoting the doubly, the singly, and the neutrally charged states, respectively. Colors are
represented based on Fig. 5.3 and 5.7.
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For the oxygen vacancy the doubly positive and the neutral charge state are thermody-
namically stable as shown in Fig. 5.8. But considerable amount of the singly positive charge
state are present as well. The corresponding charge state level ε(2 + /0) lies 0.013 eV below
the conduction band minimum (see Tab. 5.4). Thus, if the oxygen vacancy is the dominant
defect, the Fermi level will be pinned few tenths below the conduction band edge. This is
sufficient to ionize about one in thousand of the oxygen vacancies at room temperature,
which explains the color transition to deep blue of oxygen deficient rutile [218].

In summary, the oxygen vacancy exhibits sharp peaks in the DoS in the quasi gap be-
tween the eg and t2g bands of rutile. They originate from d-states of the three Ti neighbors
pointing into the oxygen vacancy with E ′ character with respect to the approximate D3h

symmetry of the oxygen vacancy. The corresponding orbital with A′1 character is located
at or below the conduction band edge and contribute a deep donor levels about 0.05 eV
below the conduction band edge for the neutral charge state. The charging level is located
0.013 eV above the conduction band minimum. The oxygen vacancy exhibits an outward
breathing relaxation which shrinks and even turns into an inward breathing with increasing
number of electrons.

5.4.5 Hydrogen oxygen-vacancy complex

After describing the isolated defects, the interstitial hydrogen Hi and the oxygen vacancy
VO, we investigate here the pair of these two defects, namely the substitutional hydrogen
on an oxygen site, HO. As shown in Fig. 5.11, the hydrogen atom of HO is located almost
at the defect center, respectively the position of the missing oxygen ion. The relevant
distances for the charge states H+

O, H
0
O and H−O are summarized in Tab. 5.3.

  

Ti

O

H
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[001]

[110]

Fig. 5.11: (Color online) Structure of the hydrogen-complex HO with an oxygen vacancy.

Like the other defects the outward breathing shrinks as electrons are added to the defect
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leading to a small inward relaxation for the most negative defect. The distances of the Ti
ions from the defect center are +2.6 % for the positive, +2.1 % for the neutral and +1.7 %
for the negative charge state compared to the bulk.

The neutral defect does not break the mirror symmetry, which relates two adjacent
Ti ions (1 and 2 in Fig.5.11) to each other. Below we will attribute this effect to a
delocalization of an electron. The symmetry is also again stored in the negative defect.

The corresponding DoS for the different charge states is shown in Fig. 5.12.
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-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
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Fig. 5.12: DoS for the O-vacancy and hydrogen containing TiO2, (a) H+
O, (b) H0

O, and
(c) H−O for the singly, neutrally and negatively charged states, respectively. Colors are
represented based on Fig. 5.3 and 5.7.

The positive substitutional hydrogen H+
O is obtained by inserting a proton into the
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neutral oxygen vacancy V0
O. In comparison to the neutral vacancy, the dominant effect

of the proton is to shift the defect level of A′1 character of the oxygen vacancy from the
band gap downward into the continuum of the valence band. Therefore, the positive
substitutional H+

O does not have states in the band gap.
The Ti-d-states with E ′ symmetry with respect to the D3h symmetry group remain in

the same position as in the oxygen vacancy, that is in the quasi gap between t2g and eg
states.

Addition of an electron to H+
O leads to the neutral substitutional hydrogen H0

O. The
additional electron produces no deep level below the conduction band edge and delocalized
in the conduction band. The occupied state has a t2g nature and involves two of the three
Ti neighbors of the substitutional hydrogen. Thus the symmetry is not broken, which
favors two Ti ions. We attribute this to the electron delocalization due to the exchange
term. The orbital is of π character along the Ti-H bond and has therefore no contribution
from the central hydrogen atom. The deep level of the neutral substitutional hydrogen is
at a similar energetic position as the one in the positive oxygen vacancy. However, it is of
completely different nature. Rather it has similarity to the neutral interstitial hydrogen,
where the deep level is due to a t2g orbital. The deep level of the neutral interstitial
hydrogen is due to an electron in a t2g orbital localized in one of the three Ti neighbors
of the central OH− group. The electron is electrostatically stabilized by the more positive
charge of the OH− ion as compared to the O2− ion in the bulk oxide. In H0

O, the OH− ion
is replaced by a H− ion. The additional electron enters into a t2g orbital of the conduction
band and experiences a similar electrostatic stabilization as the interstitial hydrogen.

Adding a further electron to form the negative charge state of the substitutional hy-
drogen H−O creates no deep level in the band gap of rutile. The electron is, however, spin
paired, but the two electrons are delocalized on different Ti ions. This restores the original
mirror symmetry of the defect. While our calculation allows for spin polarization, the total
spin of this defect is set to zero. We anticipate that the triplet state is nearly degenerate
to the singlet state.

Hydrogen in an oxygen vacancy HO is thermodynamically stable in positive charge state
as shown in Fig. 5.8. Other charge-state levels are above the conduction band minimum.

While the oxygen vacancy tends to shift the Fermi level close to the conduction band,
hydrogen tends to remove thin pinning of the Fermi level. Thus, hydrogen loading is
expected to reduce the conductivity of oxygen deficient rutile.

In summary, the nature of the substitutional hydrogen can be described as a H− ion
which replaces the O2− ion of bulk rutile or the OH− ion of interstitial hydrogen. The
electric and thermodynamic properties of substitutional and interstitial hydrogen are sur-
prisingly similar. The electron state responsible for the charging process is in both cases a
d-state on two Ti ions. Unlike interstitial hydrogen, the substitutional hydrogen does not
change its site. It stays at the oxygen site for all three charge states.
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5.5 Corrosion

So far the calculations provide an explanation for the interfacial EELS profile. It is due to
the band bending, which increases the concentration of hydrogenated oxygen vacancies at
the interface. The hydrogenated oxygen vacancy, in turn, shifts two eg orbitals from the eg
band into the quasi-gap between t2g and eg orbitals, which appears like a downward shift.

However, so far there is no explanation for the sensitivity of the EELS on the hydrogen
partial pressure. Here, we consider an explanation due to a hydrogen-induced corrosion
of the oxide at the interface. The corrosion reaction envisaged is the formation of water
and the simultaneous creation of (hydrogenated) oxygen vacancies due to the reaction with
hydrogen.

3

2
H2↔ H+

O + H2O + e− (5.3)

Let me estimate the reaction energy (see Appendix. D), using µe = εc + ve(~rI)− ΦBn,
where ΦBn is Schottky barrier, ve(~rI) shows the potential at the interface and εc denotes
conduction-band minimum.

∆G = G[H2O]− 3

2
G[H2] + E[H+

O]− ve(~rI) + µe

= G[H2O]− 3

2
G[H2] + E[H+

O] + εc − ΦBn

=
(
E[H2O] + kBT ln

(
λ3
Tp[H2O]

kBT

)
+ . . .

)

− 3

2

(
E[H2] + kBT ln

(
λ3
Tp[H2]

kBT

)
+ . . .

)

+ E[H+
O] + εc − ΦBn

= E[H2O]− E[H2]− 1

2
E[O2]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
−2.55 eV

−3

2

(
E[H2]− E[H2]︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

)

+ E[H+
O] +

1

2
E[O2]− 1

2
E[H2] + εv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1.906 eV

+ εc − εv︸ ︷︷ ︸
1.905 eV

− ΦBn︸︷︷︸
0.788 eV

︸ ︷︷ ︸
3.023 eV

+
(
kBT ln

(
λ3
T [H2O]Pa
kBT

)
− 3

2
kBT ln

(
λ3
T [H2]Pa
kBT

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
+0.212 eV

+ kBT ln

(
p[H2O]/Pa

(p[H2]/Pa)3/2

)

+ ∆Evib + Erot (5.4)

Based on this equation and using a hydrogen partial pressure of 10 Pa, the reaction
energy becomes negative, when the water partial pressure is below ∼7 · 10−8 Pa. Knowing
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that with our setup for the PBE functional reaction energies can be underestimated up to
∼0.3 eV (see Tab. D.2), this pressure decreases to ∼6 · 10−13 Pa.

In the used ETEM, the background pressure is typically ∼10−4 Pa. About 90 % of that
is water vapor. Using a cool finger can decrease the water partial pressure by roughly one
order of magnitude. Hence, even with ∼10−5 Pa of water partial pressure the calculated
lies a long way away to drive the corrosion reaction.

Hence, based on our calculated reaction energies and the needed corresponding water
partial pressure, the corrosion reaction seems unlikely in our experiment conditions.

5.6 Summary

The Ti L3,2 EEL spectra in the vicinity of the Pd/r-TiO2 interface show changes in the
eg states (b/b′ white line) in the hydrogen exposure of 10 Pa. These observations are due
to the point defects occurrence and their correlations. The calculated DoS show that all
hydrogen induced defects (Hi, VO and HO) in all their charge states reveal a shift in the
eg states. The calculated DoS of the defects can qualitatively explain the defect induced
changes in rutile in the 2 nm vicinity of the Pd/r-TiO2 interface.

The thermodynamics calculations of the different defects show that only positive charge
states ((H+

i , H
+
O, V

2+
O , V+

O)) are stable in the bulk rutile.
The multistate model [192] and the chosen experimental conditions of the system,

suggests H+
O and H+

i to be the dominant defects in the vicinity of interface. Increasing the
hydrogen partial pressure to 10 Pa, only increases the interstitial hydrogen defect since
no oxygen deficiency can occur. This is suggested by the multistate model. To create
additional hydrogenated oxygen vacancies, a corrosion process is needed to form water.
However, with the partial water pressure within the experimental condition, this process
seems unlikely. Thus, the increasing of the interstitial hydrogen is more favorable and it is
responsible for the state shifts observed in the EEL spectra.
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Chapter 6
Discussion

Properties of manganites and water splitting on manganite surface have been studied. Our
attention has focused mainly on the proper electronic description of the bulk, interface
and oxygen evolution reactions. The partially filled d-orbital underlies the behavior of
manganites. The octahedral environment of oxygen ions splits the d-orbitals of the Mn
ions into a lower t2g shell and a upper eg shell, the classic three-below-two crystal field
splitting. Mn d-orbitals that point more toward the oxygen neighbors are higher in energy.
In other words, the eg orbitals point directly towards the oxygen neighbors, while the
t2g orbitals point towards the octahedron faces. The eg orbitals form σ antibonds with
the oxygen neighbors, which lifts them energetically up relative to the t2g orbitals which
contribute only to weaker π bonding. The corresponding bonding orbitals are located in
the lower part of the oxygen valence band and are formally treated as oxygen orbitals.

At T = 0 all states are filled up to the Fermi energy EF . The filled states are known
as "electron states" and the empty states are known as "hole states". As a consequence
of Hund’s rule, the electron states split into spin-states with orientation parallel (spin-up)
and antiparallel (spin-down). The spin states with the larger (smaller) electron population
are called the majority (minority) states.

In Pr1−xCaxMnO3, the three t2g orbitals with majority state character are always oc-
cupied and they are energetically located deep in the oxygen valence band. The eg states
with majority states character are located above the oxygen valence band. They are either
empty, namely when Mn is in a 4+ oxidation state such as CaMnO3, or filled with one
electron in the 3+ oxidation state such as PrMnO3.

The filling of the empty orbitals with electrons affect the local structure around the
Mn ion. This is known as a Jahn-Teller effect. A Jahn-Teller ion is Mn3+. In the undoped
system, such as PrMnO3, the Mn ion contains a single electron in the upper eg state. The
eg-orbitals are split into a lower filled and an upper unoccupied Jahn-Teller state. This
splitting is caused by the octahedral distortion. In the case of a bond lengthening along
the certain axis the antibonds of the orbital pointing to those oxygen neighbors weaken
and thus drop in energy below the empty orbital. In contrast, for Mn4+ such as CaMnO3,
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the eg state with majority character is empty and no Jahn-Teller distortion occurs.
Hole doping of PrMnO3 introduces Zener polarons into the polaron crystal of cooper-

atively ordered Jahn-Teller polarons. A Jahn-Teller polaron is a Mn3+-site with one eg
electron. Structurally, a Jahn-Teller polaron is characterized by a large Jahn-Teller dis-
tortion with

√
Q2

2 +Q2
3. The Jahn-Teller splitting causes a band gap of 1.05 eV. Doping

PrMnO3 with Ca introduces holes into the valence band of PrMnO3. In a rigid band
structure picture, these holes result in a metallic behavior. However, such a state is en-
ergetically unfavorable. Instead, the system forms Zener polarons, where an electron is
shared between two ferromagnetically aligned Mn-sites.

Characteristic for a prototypical Zener polaron is a Jahn-Teller distortion of two neigh-
boring octahedra with an expansion towards the common bridging oxygen ion. The orbital
picture is that of a lower, filled state formed by a symmetric combination of the lower Jahn-
Teller orbital, i.e. a d3z2−r2 orbital pointing to the bridging oxygen. Due to symmetry, this
orbital does not contain a contribution from the common bridging oxygen ion. Besides this
"non-bonding" orbital, there is a empty antibonding orbital with opposite amplitudes for
the two participating d3z2−r2 orbital. The bridging oxygen orbital mixes into this orbital
and its antibonds are responsible for lifting this state above the "non-bonding" orbital.
The admixture of an oxygen p-contribution to this unoccupied state is the reason attribut-
ing this state to an oxygen hole. The charge deficiency on the bridging oxygen p-orbital
favors a larger bond angle of the oxygen bridge.

The Zener polaron opens up a band gap between filled and empty states of a half
occupied pair of Mn sites. Our calculations indicate that the antibondig orbital is lifted
above the energy of the Jahn-Teller partners, that is the corresponding dx2−y2 orbitals.

This has important consequences on the optical absorption and the subsequent relax-
ation process. An optical absorption from one eg orbital to another on the same Mn site
is strongly suppressed due to the dipole selection rule. The transition from the symmetric
to the antisymmetric combination of the d3z2−r2 orbitals, however, is optically active. The
oscillating dipole corresponds to the transfer of an electron from one Mn-site to the other.
Below the excited state, however, there are unoccupied states with dx2−y2 orbitals. The
excited electron will relax into those orbitals. A recombination of the resulting electron-
hole pair via optical emission from these energy levels is strongly suppressed due to the
different symmetry of the electron and hole states: In terms of an idealized straight oxygen
bridge, the hole is in an axially symmetric-state, while the electron occupies the state with
two mirror axes through the bond axis.

Thus, while the excitation of an electron-hole pair on a Zener polaron is highly efficient,
the recombination process is strongly suppressed. This is one possible explanation of the
long lifetimes of the excited electrons in manganites near the half doped regime.

In the CE structure, we find a magnetically collinear structure with ferromagnetically
aligned zig-zag chains. The resulting electronic structure can be described as a ferromag-
netic chain of Zener polarons. In our calculations, the dimerization into individual Zener
polarons is lifted in favor of a symmetric state in between two alternative, energetically
degenerate dimerization patterns. Despite of this, we will name this structure a ferromag-
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netic chain of Zener polatons, because the form the conceptual basis also for the symmetric
structure.

The ferromagnetic chain of Zener polarons has two distinct Mn sites, one in the center
and one at the corner of a zig-zag chain. This is noteworthy, because the atoms at the corner
exhibit only a very weak Jahn-teller distortion, an observation that has been attributed to
a charge order along the chain. The Jahn-Teller distortion disappears, however, not due
to charge order, but because both eg states of the corner atoms are equally occupied.

Passing from Pr1−xCaxMnO3 to La1−xSrxMnO3, in the half doped system the or-
thorhombic structure is replaced by cubic structure. Instead of the Zener polarons and
insulating behavior, the half metallic behavior is obtained. This is because of the larger
hopping amplitude from Mn-site to the nearest Mn ions. In the orthorhombic structure
Mn-O-Mn angle is less than 180◦ which causes less amount of hopping, while in the cubic
structure this angle is close to 180◦.

The gross feature of the electronic structure of manganites have been discussed earlier.
Now, we will focus on oxygen evolution reactions on the manganite surfaces.

We have demonstrated that hemibonding interactions are a crucial parameter in the
electro- or photo-catalysis of oxygen on manganite surfaces. The energy diagram ratio-
nalizes the presence of OH radical, H2O2, and O2 evolution. It shows that manganites
are known to produce first H2O2, and then form O2 molecule. This proposed mechanism
offers insight into the OER catalysts, and allows for the rationalization of the Fermi energy
through transition metal 3d and oxygen 2p partial density of states at the surface. The
role of oxygen vacancy defects cannot be ignored. It should be a critical component in the
benchmarking of metal oxide oxygen electro- or photo-catalysts.

The acid-base mechanism was considered that shows the O-O bond is formed via a
nucleophilic attack on the hydroxide species. By contrast, the direct-coupling mechanism
which shows two metal oxo species coming close together, is not likely. The first hole local-
izes between hydroxide group and water molecule. It causes a rotation of water molecule to
make hemibonding interaction. Then a proton releases from water and makes a hydronium
on the top layer of water molecules. The second hole makes the O-O bond stronger and
forms a peroxide species on the manganite surface. By releasing the next proton, perox-
ide species turn to the hydroperoxide species. Ultimately, the third and fourth holes are
responsible for the O-O bond formation and the displacement of O2 from the catalyst.

Our results predict that lattice oxygen atoms are not likely to involve in the OER
on CaMnO3 (001). The precursor of molecular O2 is a surface hydroxide and the water
molecule. Our result further suggest that O2 evolution pathway differs from the sequential
pathway including metal oxo species. To understand the reason for this difference, we
notice that on the CaMnO3 (001) surface ∗O adatoms at cations Mn sites are found to
have instability and ∗OH can readily form via the nucleophilic attack of a water molecule.
Our results thus suggest that the O source for the O2 molecule is largely determined by
the geometry of ∗OH species, highlighting the important dependence of the OER pathway
on the surface structure.

To gain more insight into the oxygen vacancy and presence of hydrogen inside the
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oxygen vacancy, hydrogen related defects in the rutile TiO2 was studied.
Our simulations give insights in the interaction of hydrogen with rutile in the vicinity

of a palladium interface. With EELS we revealed a shift of Ti d states in a 2 nm vicinity of
the interface of about 1 eV to 2 eV. Our simulations reveal that hydrogen related defects
show shifts of states in a similar energy range. Therefore we explain the EELS findings
with the presence of hydrogen related defects in the vicinity of the interface. Simulation
of the defects thermodynamics reveal the presence of doubly charged and single positively
charged oxygen vacancies, positively interstitial hydrogen and positively charge hydrogen
in oxygen vacancies.

The Pd-related MIGS in the local vicinity of about 3 Å to the interface are likely to
result in high local oxygen vacancies densities. These vacancies easily trap hydrogen and
relate to a Fermi level pinning at 0.01 eV below the conduction band. Further hydrogen is
solved in interstitial sites, giving rise to a Fermi level position being below the conduction
band. This Fermi level only accounts for the bulk. At the interface, the Fermi level is
pinned differently, maybe affected by the HO defects. The related band bending shifts
the Hi defects state above the Fermi level thereby creating a positively charge region.
The extension of this region can be in the order of 3 nm, especially when the mobility
of hydrogen is considered. The positive charge state of the interstitial hydrogen possesses
different DoS compared to vacancy DoS. The observed shift of about 100 meV can be
explained, for high defect densities in the depletion layer.



Chapter 7
Summary

The electronic, magnetic and atomic structure of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 have been investigated
using combination of first-principles calculations, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and electron-energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). With
the compositions x = 0, 1/2, and x = 1 and variety magnetic orders, we cover the entire
doping range. Jahn-Teller as well as Zener polaron orders are considered. The comparison
of experimental data with calculated spectra opened up new insight far beyond of the
individual techniques.

We use local hybrid functionals in our calculations to account for the Coulomb inter-
action on the Mn-sites and to obtain the physically correct description of the electronic
structure. With the local hybrid functional we avoid the well known deficiencies of density-
functional calculations, which do not account explicitly for the strong Coulomb interaction
in the Mn-d shell. The free parameters of the local hybrid functionals have been determined
by comparison with measured XPS spectra. The obtained admixture of the Fock-term is
substantially smaller than the value suggested on the basis of perturbation theory [61]. For
Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 we have explored two distinct magnetic orders, CE and E-type, with low
energy, which exhibit a similar band gap. Together with a phase suggested by Giovanetti
et al. [44], they indicate a pathway for the thermalization of the magnetic order.

With obtained hybrid factors, we investigated the electronic structure of La1−xSrxMnO3

with first-principles calculations. With the compositions x = 0, 1/3, and x = 1 the entire
doping range have been covered. Jahn-Teller polaron as well as half-metallic system are
considered. The comparison of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 and La1−xSrxMnO3 provides a detailed and
deep understanding of manganites.

Passing from bulk to surface, a number of competing mechanisms for water splitting
reactions are discussed. The role of correlated processes and fluctuations of the catalyst
surface in contact with water are explored. Based on the dimeric water, we suggested a
mechanism for oxygen evolution reaction on CaMnO3 (001) surface. The calculated DoS
and orbital representations shed lights on the reactions steps. The energetic shows more
stability for hemibonding interaction compared to the proton transfer. We demonstrated
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that lattice oxygen participation is unlikely for CaMnO3 (001).
To shed light on defects that play roles in the physical and chemical properties of metal

oxides, a common native point defect, oxygen vacancy, and its combination with hydrogen
in the well-known metal oxide TiO2 are studied. We demonstrate that in contact with
palladium (Pd) under exposure of hydrogen, the interstitial hydrogen and the hydrogen-
oxygen vacancy complex are actually positively charged and more stable. With these
simulations, changes in EEL spectra collected experimentally in the vicinity of Pd/TiO2

interface are explained.



Appendix A
DFT

A.1 Derivation and formalism

In this section I am following the lecture notes of P. Blöchl [219].
In order to obtain the ground state energy, E, 2N integrations in 3N dimensions must

be done, i.e.

E = 〈φ|H |φ〉 =

∫
d4x1· · ·

∫
d4xNφ

?(x1, . . . ,xN)Hφ(x1, . . . ,xN). (A.1)

All N -electron wave functions φ(x1, . . . ,xN) obey the Pauli principle, that means when
two particles are exchanged, the sign of the wave function will change. In this notation,
x ≡ (r, s) which is combination of the electron position and the spin index. Similarly, the
notation of a four-dimensional integral

∫
d4x :=

∑
s

∫
d3r is used for the sum over spin

indices and the integral over the position as well as, δ(x−x′) := δs,s′δ(r−r′), which denotes
the product of Kronecker delta of the spin coordinates and Dirac’s delta function for the
positions.

However, only two types of integrals appear in the expression of ground-state energy.
To get more insight, number of definitions related to density matrices [220] are given here.

N-particle density matrix

Any density corresponding to an interacting N -electron density can be written as the
matrix elements of the density operator. Thus

ρ̂(N) = |φ〉 〈φ| (A.2)
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which is the same density operator that has been used in statistical mechanics. The
density matrix element can be described as

ρ(N)(x1, . . . ,xN ; x′1, . . . ,x
′
N) = 〈x1, . . . ,xN | ρ̂(N) |x′1, . . . ,x′N〉

The N -particle density matrix contains all the information of the wavefunction because
the expectation value of any operator can be determined from that. This can be obtained
by writing,

〈φ| Â |φ〉 =

∫
d4x1· · ·

∫
d4xN

∫
d4x′1· · ·

∫
d4x′N (A.3)

ρ(N)(x1, . . . ,xN ; x′1, . . . ,x
′
N) 〈x′1, . . . ,x′N | Â |x1, . . . ,xN〉

A stationary electronic state is then described by the expectation value of the Hamil-
tonian operator which can be calculated from the N -particle density matrix. However,
special form of the Hamiltonian allows to use the simplest forms of density matrix that is
called reduced density matrices. We define those in the following.

One-particle and two-particle reduced density matrix

A Hamiltonian of N -electron system can be described by three terms, as shown in Eq. 2.10.
With those quantities the total energy is

E = 〈φ|H |φ〉 =

∫
d4x′

∫
d4xδ(x′ − x)

(
− ~2

2m
∇2 + vext(r)

)
ρ(1)(x,x′) (A.4)

+
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n(2)(r, r′)

4πε0|r− r′|

where m denotes the electron mass, ε0 shows the vacuum permittivity, e is the ele-
mentary charge and ~ is the Planck constant divided by 2π. The Coulomb potentials of
the nuclei have been combined into an external potential vext(r). ρ(1)(x,x′) and n(2)(r, r′)
are the one-particle and two-particle reduced density matrix respectively. They can be
calculated as

ρ(1)(x,x′) := N

∫
d4x2· · ·

∫
d4xNφ(x,x2, . . . ,xN)φ∗(x′,x2, . . . ,xN) (A.5)

and
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n(2)(r, r′) := N(N − 1)
∑

s,s′

∫
d4x3· · ·

∫
d4xN |φ(x,x′,x3, . . . ,xN)|2. (A.6)

It should be noted that evaluations of all expectation values of one-particle operators
such as the kinetic energy and the external potential energy can be calculated by one-
particle reduced density matrix, while the interaction between electrons can be determined
by two-particle reduced density matrix.

Electron density and exchange-correlation hole

The electron density operator at a position r is

n̂(r) =
∑

s

|r, s〉 〈r, s| (A.7)

thus, the electron density can be expressed by one particle density matrix as

n(r0) =
∑

s

ρ̂(1)(r0, s; r0, s) =
∑

s

ρ(1)(x,x) =
∑

s

∑

n

f̄nϕ
∗
n(x)ϕn(x). (A.8)

The eigenstates ϕn(x) are called natural orbitals and the eigenvalues f̄n are their occu-
pations. The index n labeling the natural orbitals may stand for a set of quantum numbers.
With the natural orbitals the total energy obtains the form

E =
∑

n

f̄n

∫
d4xϕ∗n(x)

−~2

2m
∇2ϕn(x) +

∫
d3rvext(r)n(1)(r) (A.9)

+
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n(2)(r, r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
.

In a classical description, which has uncorrelated electrons, the probability of finding
the pair of electrons at the positions r and r′ is simply given by n(2)(r, r′) = n(1)(r)n(1)(r′).
It shows the classical Coulomb repulsion, or Hartree energy. But in reality, electrons
are correlated and they obey Fermi statistics. Moreover, electrons kept apart by the
Pauli-exclusion principle. Therefore, these exchange and correlation interactions affects
the electron density. The electron density at position r reduces compare to the classical
value, because of the instantaneous position of the second electron located at r′. Hence,
each electron creates a depletion, or let say hole, of electron density around itself. This is
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a direct consequence of exchange-correlation effects. The two-particle density can now be
written by the density and the exchange-correlation hole function as,

n(2)(r, r′) = n(1)(r)n(1)(r′) + n(1)(r)h(r, r′) (A.10)

where the quantum effects are in the exchange-correlation hole density, h(r, r′). It also
affects the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons, by the attraction of the electron to its
exchange-correlation hole. Coulomb repulsion is reduced relative to the Hartree energy by
this effect. The exchange-correlation hole satisfies an important normalization condition
known as a sum rule,

∫
dr′h(r, r′) = −1 (A.11)

This implies that an electron in an N -electron system, always sees N−1 other electrons.
In other word, the exchange-correlation hole has a deficit of exactly one electron.

Exact definition of exchange and correlation

Now, the interaction energy can be described by the two-particle density. According to
Eq. 2.30, the Coulomb interaction between electrons can be written by two terms. The
first part is the so-called Hartree energy

EH =
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n(1)(r)n(1)(r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
(A.12)

and the second part is the potential energy of exchange and correlation

Uxc =

∫
d3rn(1)(r)

1

2

∫
d3r′

e2h(r, r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
. (A.13)

Note that Uxc is not the exchange-correlation energy (Exc). The difference between these
two quantities is a kinetic energy correction. In order to facilitate the calculation of the
kinetic energy, the interacting electron system maps onto a non-interacting electrons with
the same density as a true system (Ts(n(1))). The difference relative to the real system is
added to the potential energy of exchange and correlation. Thus, the exchange-correlation
energy can be expressed as
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Exc = Uxc +
∑

n

f̄n

∫
d4xϕ∗n(x)

−~2

2m
∇2ϕn(x)− Ts(n(1)) (A.14)

In fact, this is shown that the exchange-correlation functional can be written as a
functional of the electron density which is available to the seminal paper by Levy [52].
Note that the ϕn(x) and the f̄n are natural orbitals and occupation of the interacting
electron gas, respectively. They are completely different from the Kohn-Sham orbitals
φn(x) and occupations fn.

Total energy and self-consistent equations

Finally by putting all together, the ground state total energy has the form

E = min
n(1)

min
ϕn,f̄n

stat
veff ,Λ

{∑

n

f̄n

∫
d4xϕ∗n(x)

−~2

2m
∇2ϕn(x) (A.15)

+

∫
d3rveff (r)

([∑

n

f̄n
∑

s

ϕ∗n(x)ϕn(x)
]
− n(1)(r)

)
+

∫
d3rvext(r)n(1)(r)

+
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

e2n(1)(r)n(1)(r′)

4πε0|r− r′|
+ Exc[n

(1)]−
∑

n,m

Λn,m

(
〈ϕn|ϕm〉 − δn,m

)}

where, the Lagrange multiplier, Λn,m, is added for the orthonormality. Diagonalization
of this parameter yields a diagonal matrix with the one-particle energies on the diagonal.
The effective potential, veff , is used as a Lagrange multiplier for the density constraint.
The minimization of total energy equation leads to Eq. 2.26 which is so-called Kohn-Sham
equation. Now, form a set of coupled equations, one can determine the electron density
(Eq. A.8), effective potential (Eq. 2.27), and finally total energy (Eq. A.15). These equa-
tions can be solved in the so-called self-consistency cycles. Once the set of self-consistent
equations has been solved, the electron density and consequently the total energy can be
calculated. This strategy has been shown below:
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Fig. A.1: Self-consistency cycle.



Appendix B
The optimized xyz coordinates

The optimized xyz coordinates of the calculated adsorbates on CaMnO3 (001) are listed
below. The length unit of our system namely ’LUNIT[AA]’ is specified to the 3.72633 Å.
The variable ’T’ in the block ’LATTICE’ stands for the lattice vectors ~t1,~t2,~t3 in the format
of (t1,x, t1,y, t1,z, t2,x, t2,y, t2,z, t3,x, t3,y, t3,z). First line is corresponding to the first lattice
vector, second line to the second lattice vector, and third line to the third lattice vector.
It should be noted that each branch ends with ’!END’. Then, the coordinates are given
in units of lattice constants Å. For each atom, there is a branch ’!ATOM’ which contains
’!NAME=’ with the first two letters of the element symbol, namely atom types. Next to
it, ’R=’ indicates the atomic positions in Cartesian coordinates in the units specified by
’LUNIT’.

B.1 Water-covered CaMnO3(001) surface

In the following the optimized atomic positions which are used in Fig. 4.14 are provided
in cartesian coordinates.

!LATTICE T= 1.00000 -1.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 10.00000
1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 !END

!ATOM NAME= 'H_011' R= 0.04166 1.21566 -1.66600 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_012' R= -0.06126 0.80686 -1.70035 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_01' R= -0.11907 1.02976 -1.54238 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_021' R= 0.02202 0.28819 -1.82384 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_022' R= 0.18770 -0.30548 -1.82007 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_02' R= -0.01631 -0.02104 -1.54284 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_031' R= 0.58645 1.47133 -1.07574 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_032' R= 0.11058 0.48790 -2.22080 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'O_03' R= -0.03299 0.50494 -1.98741 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_041' R= -0.26769 -0.10699 -1.58345 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_042' R= -0.47773 0.48498 -2.00088 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_04' R= -0.75234 0.48114 -1.98467 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_051' R= 0.06173 1.19324 -2.96522 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_052' R= 0.12945 0.78535 -2.95850 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_05' R= 0.04579 0.97821 -3.13234 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_061' R= 0.14308 -0.28822 -2.80941 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_062' R= 0.11382 -0.47285 -2.40981 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_06' R= 0.00261 -0.46789 -2.66146 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_071' R= 0.55973 0.55311 -2.62163 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_072' R= 0.27815 0.29071 -2.79075 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_07' R= 0.28866 0.50503 -2.62298 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_081' R= -0.36961 0.95886 -3.15024 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_082' R= -0.75350 0.99877 -3.36406 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_08' R= -0.65124 0.97122 -3.12036 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA1' R= -0.47364 0.41146 0.52686 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA2' R= 0.42147 0.52364 -0.50227 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA3' R= -0.57444 0.55073 -0.46836 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA4' R= 0.53625 0.44052 0.55054 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN1' R= -0.02066 0.98213 0.02323 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN2' R= -0.02137 -0.01676 0.02551 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN3' R= -0.02870 0.99515 1.05100 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN4' R= -0.00744 -0.03216 1.05822 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN5' R= -0.01680 1.00917 -1.01337 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN6' R= -0.03449 -0.04563 -1.01967 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)1' R= 0.04254 0.09179 0.54018 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)2' R= 0.08975 1.03549 -0.49419 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)3' R= -1.08742 0.88091 -0.48864 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)4' R= 0.86741 -0.08477 0.54154 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)1' R= -0.52137 -0.10810 0.13042 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)2' R= -0.10729 0.48229 -0.08479 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)3' R= -0.52956 1.11761 1.13052 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)4' R= 1.07065 0.48673 0.92947 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)5' R= -0.51826 1.07847 -0.07406 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)6' R= 1.07531 0.48234 0.11968 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)7' R= -0.53028 -0.09404 0.95478 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)8' R= -0.15903 0.49303 1.16013 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)9' R= -0.51764 1.05626 -0.90087 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)10' R= 1.16043 0.47184 -1.06467 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)11' R= -0.52470 -0.18738 -1.07842 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)12' R= -0.15467 0.46225 -0.97375 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_611' R= 0.19554 1.21490 1.71435 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'H_612' R= 0.06871 0.80188 1.70646 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_61' R= 0.01887 1.04712 1.58713 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_621' R= 0.04969 0.21475 1.81706 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_622' R= 0.25739 -0.31471 1.85258 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_62' R= -0.05279 -0.13600 1.57107 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_631' R= 0.58393 1.49864 1.23437 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_632' R= 0.19073 0.42464 2.19332 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_63' R= 0.08783 0.45688 1.94141 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_641' R= -0.27485 -0.28325 1.59885 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_642' R= -0.35879 0.51759 1.99854 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_64' R= -0.63160 0.49457 2.01636 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_651' R= 0.09373 1.18097 2.96316 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_652' R= 0.15747 0.77257 2.94974 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_65' R= 0.07436 0.96297 3.12630 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_661' R= 0.17130 -0.29602 2.82578 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_662' R= 0.18721 -0.47977 2.43014 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_66' R= 0.04418 -0.47446 2.66411 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_671' R= 0.59534 0.54078 2.61463 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_672' R= 0.31580 0.28206 2.79179 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_67' R= 0.32517 0.49064 2.61671 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_681' R= -0.34250 0.95134 3.15061 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_682' R= -0.72076 1.00935 3.37041 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_68' R= -0.62424 0.97031 3.12587 !END

B.2 First Proton-Electron Transfer

In the following the optimized atomic positions which are used in Fig. 4.18b are provided
in cartesian coordinates.

!LATTICE T= 1.00000 -1.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 10.00000
1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 !END

!ATOM NAME= 'H_011' R= 0.04493 1.17834 -1.69026 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_012' R= -0.04236 0.75363 -1.66450 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_01' R= -0.10041 0.99690 -1.53663 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_021' R= 0.08559 0.36215 -2.14478 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_022' R= 0.19134 -0.33170 -1.84592 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_02' R= 0.01834 -0.01222 -1.55612 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_031' R= 0.61146 1.48849 -1.07737 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_03' R= -0.06357 0.43022 -1.92622 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_041' R= -0.23977 -0.07113 -1.60345 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'H_042' R= -0.49003 0.41641 -1.98646 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_04' R= -0.76724 0.43851 -1.98894 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_051' R= -0.01712 1.08674 -2.95877 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_052' R= 0.04706 0.67773 -2.94215 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_05' R= -0.03305 0.86847 -3.12052 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_061' R= 0.05551 -0.38744 -2.82365 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_062' R= 0.05672 -0.54864 -2.41839 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_06' R= -0.07742 -0.55649 -2.65628 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_071' R= 0.47680 0.44797 -2.61557 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_072' R= 0.19688 0.17998 -2.77584 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_07' R= 0.20728 0.39441 -2.60961 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_081' R= -0.45097 0.84822 -3.14993 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_082' R= -0.82711 0.90418 -3.37227 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_08' R= -0.73266 0.85799 -3.12827 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA1' R= -0.43783 0.43234 0.52470 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA2' R= 0.44855 0.54234 -0.50436 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA3' R= -0.54768 0.56801 -0.47120 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA4' R= 0.57529 0.46111 0.55170 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN1' R= 0.01010 1.00096 0.02294 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN2' R= 0.01006 0.00142 0.02355 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN3' R= 0.01398 1.01423 1.05649 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN4' R= 0.03141 0.00001 1.06441 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN5' R= 0.00789 1.02408 -1.01674 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN6' R= -0.00792 -0.02543 -1.02665 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)1' R= 0.08295 0.10879 0.53919 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)2' R= 0.11562 1.05418 -0.49487 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)3' R= -1.05978 0.89730 -0.49380 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)4' R= 0.89917 -0.05719 0.54583 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)1' R= -0.49051 -0.09407 0.12419 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)2' R= -0.08222 0.49942 -0.08219 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)3' R= -0.48727 1.14729 1.14291 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)4' R= 1.12284 0.51296 0.96283 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)5' R= -0.48811 1.09556 -0.07637 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)6' R= 1.10733 0.50067 0.12106 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)7' R= -0.48839 -0.06913 0.93530 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)8' R= -0.13323 0.51680 1.13416 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)9' R= -0.49282 1.07233 -0.90105 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)10' R= 1.18293 0.48786 -1.07443 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)11' R= -0.49684 -0.16691 -1.08069 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)12' R= -0.13035 0.47941 -0.97198 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_611' R= 0.13509 1.18999 1.76732 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_612' R= 0.06737 0.74685 1.70381 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_61' R= 0.16884 0.98281 1.58152 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'H_621' R= 0.04424 0.34153 2.13053 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_622' R= 0.11701 -0.29909 1.90100 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_62' R= -0.07259 -0.05402 1.58157 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_631' R= 0.60940 1.52223 1.21129 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_63' R= -0.09714 0.42451 1.91299 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_641' R= -0.34467 -0.06456 1.59451 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_642' R= -0.52058 0.48769 2.02618 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_64' R= -0.79561 0.49529 2.06034 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_651' R= -0.01743 1.07799 2.98962 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_652' R= 0.01661 0.66693 2.92871 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_65' R= -0.04657 0.84453 3.12602 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_661' R= 0.01265 -0.35382 2.89764 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_662' R= 0.04608 -0.50748 2.49315 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_66' R= -0.09350 -0.53547 2.72608 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_671' R= 0.46020 0.45182 2.62546 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_672' R= 0.19237 0.17567 2.78176 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_67' R= 0.19688 0.38024 2.60278 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_681' R= -0.47196 0.87763 3.18120 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_682' R= -0.80407 1.08023 3.38098 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_68' R= -0.75004 0.91459 3.17994 !END

B.3 Second Proton-Electron Transfer

In the following the optimized atomic positions which are used in Fig. 4.19b are provided
in cartesian coordinates.

!LATTICE T= 1.00000 -1.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 10.00000
1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 !END

!ATOM NAME= 'H_011' R= 0.04678 1.16834 -1.68747 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_012' R= -0.02431 0.74689 -1.59606 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_01' R= -0.11373 0.99880 -1.53623 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_021' R= 0.11486 0.29968 -1.99008 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_022' R= 0.20773 -0.33190 -1.80867 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_02' R= 0.03697 -0.00254 -1.56246 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_031' R= 0.59218 1.52023 -1.08094 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_03' R= -0.03593 0.32471 -1.76024 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_042' R= -0.47142 0.38768 -1.89180 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_04' R= -0.73352 0.43895 -1.95045 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_051' R= 0.01974 1.04014 -2.86958 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_052' R= 0.05034 0.63444 -2.79221 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'O_05' R= -0.01025 0.80160 -2.99788 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_061' R= 0.04252 -0.38845 -2.76358 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_062' R= 0.09550 -0.56229 -2.37074 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_06' R= -0.05853 -0.57766 -2.59700 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_071' R= 0.50239 0.42762 -2.46591 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_072' R= 0.22653 0.15124 -2.60407 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_07' R= 0.23765 0.36247 -2.43367 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_081' R= -0.44245 0.84856 -3.03372 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_082' R= -0.77119 1.06932 -3.21541 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_08' R= -0.71712 0.89750 -3.01946 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA1' R= -0.45577 0.46206 0.52285 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA2' R= 0.43549 0.57440 -0.50411 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA3' R= -0.56273 0.60165 -0.47411 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA4' R= 0.55367 0.49367 0.55285 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN1' R= -0.00690 1.03313 0.02167 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN2' R= -0.00691 0.03320 0.02139 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN3' R= -0.00649 1.04375 1.05460 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN4' R= 0.01803 0.03117 1.07133 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN5' R= -0.00674 1.05525 -1.01218 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN6' R= -0.02374 0.00457 -1.03502 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)1' R= 0.05937 0.13793 0.53833 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)2' R= 0.10160 1.08577 -0.49560 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)3' R= -1.07464 0.92968 -0.49707 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)4' R= 0.88268 -0.02272 0.54400 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)1' R= -0.50813 -0.06082 0.12442 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)2' R= -0.09703 0.53158 -0.08619 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)3' R= -0.50400 1.18580 1.13085 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)4' R= 1.11606 0.54433 0.97494 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)5' R= -0.50448 1.12673 -0.07667 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)6' R= 1.08974 0.53271 0.11876 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)7' R= -0.50988 -0.04602 0.95396 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)8' R= -0.15531 0.54419 1.13592 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)9' R= -0.50740 1.10539 -0.89714 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)10' R= 1.16194 0.52042 -1.08636 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)11' R= -0.51620 -0.13119 -1.08073 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)12' R= -0.14797 0.51044 -0.98069 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_611' R= 0.20413 1.20579 1.73938 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_612' R= 0.18659 0.77943 1.63372 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_61' R= 0.06066 1.01531 1.59608 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_621' R= 0.15165 0.22241 2.03154 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_622' R= 0.25210 -0.28847 1.81667 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_62' R= -0.03874 -0.03073 1.59961 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_631' R= 0.57941 1.54651 1.18687 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'O_63' R= 0.03476 0.29934 1.79539 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_642' R= -0.37548 0.49490 1.92298 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_64' R= -0.63974 0.52113 1.98505 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_651' R= 0.04194 1.04364 2.87427 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_652' R= 0.07280 0.63361 2.81004 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_65' R= 0.00617 0.80916 3.00784 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_661' R= 0.07343 -0.38278 2.79530 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_662' R= 0.14903 -0.52519 2.39705 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_66' R= -0.01535 -0.56152 2.61147 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_671' R= 0.53201 0.41864 2.50251 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_672' R= 0.26622 0.15061 2.67875 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_67' R= 0.26878 0.34561 2.48855 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_681' R= -0.41624 0.84888 3.06997 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_682' R= -0.74065 1.05642 3.27761 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_68' R= -0.69306 0.89438 3.07203 !END

B.4 Third Proton-Electron Transfer

In the following the optimized atomic positions which are used in Fig. 4.23 are provided
in cartesian coordinates.

!LATTICE T= 1.00000 -1.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 10.00000
1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 !END

!ATOM NAME= 'H_011' R= 0.05511 1.14542 -1.69502 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_012' R= -0.00273 0.72638 -1.58969 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_01' R= -0.10080 0.97912 -1.53745 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_022' R= 0.22771 -0.34208 -1.85578 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_02' R= 0.05157 0.01553 -1.56864 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_031' R= 0.60360 1.51172 -1.07753 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_03' R= 0.09838 0.31808 -1.74509 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_042' R= -0.49033 0.39742 -2.04046 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_04' R= -0.75239 0.42318 -1.98948 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_051' R= -0.09431 1.13826 -2.95835 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_052' R= -0.02857 0.72827 -2.94400 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_05' R= -0.10374 0.92254 -3.12312 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_061' R= -0.02174 -0.34315 -2.80725 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_062' R= -0.00319 -0.52518 -2.41984 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_06' R= -0.15886 -0.50897 -2.63918 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_071' R= 0.36438 0.48786 -2.58945 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_072' R= 0.10744 0.23032 -2.79155 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'O_07' R= 0.09964 0.43345 -2.61274 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_081' R= -0.52387 0.89126 -3.14950 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_082' R= -0.90202 0.89350 -3.37419 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_08' R= -0.80544 0.89558 -3.12671 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA1' R= -0.45125 0.45831 0.53579 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA2' R= 0.44393 0.56544 -0.50297 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA3' R= -0.55074 0.59533 -0.46867 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA4' R= 0.56178 0.48848 0.55479 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN1' R= 0.00366 1.02791 0.02403 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN2' R= 0.00256 0.02877 0.02749 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN3' R= 0.00187 1.04086 1.05485 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN4' R= 0.02122 0.01769 1.06365 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN5' R= 0.00487 1.04933 -1.01315 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN6' R= -0.01432 -0.00363 -1.02032 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)1' R= 0.06792 0.14110 0.53708 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)2' R= 0.11508 1.08224 -0.49485 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)3' R= -1.06658 0.91736 -0.48668 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)4' R= 0.89065 -0.03654 0.54946 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)1' R= -0.49878 -0.05613 0.13585 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)2' R= -0.07814 0.52786 -0.09215 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)3' R= -0.50101 1.15705 1.13835 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)4' R= 1.09283 0.53363 0.94453 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)5' R= -0.49327 1.11742 -0.07538 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)6' R= 1.09261 0.52860 0.12945 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)7' R= -0.50016 -0.04628 0.95391 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)8' R= -0.12750 0.53595 1.15738 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)9' R= -0.49648 1.09681 -0.89887 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)10' R= 1.17017 0.51272 -1.09069 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)11' R= -0.50235 -0.14093 -1.08326 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)12' R= -0.13868 0.50223 -0.97230 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_611' R= 0.24574 1.22445 1.75230 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_612' R= 0.25438 0.80921 1.63743 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_61' R= 0.11065 1.03432 1.60593 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_622' R= 0.37256 -0.25049 2.03618 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_62' R= -0.02051 -0.08071 1.57534 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_631' R= 0.62921 1.54709 1.26737 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_63' R= 0.15560 0.12945 1.79876 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_642' R= -0.36075 0.46511 2.21999 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_64' R= -0.60488 0.48830 2.10312 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_651' R= -0.16750 1.14663 2.90472 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_652' R= -0.09823 0.73997 2.89675 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_65' R= -0.18408 0.93157 3.07097 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_661' R= -0.10531 -0.34219 2.75501 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'H_662' R= -0.00356 -0.53544 2.39501 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_66' R= -0.20724 -0.51816 2.57342 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_671' R= 0.29997 0.49799 2.50306 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_672' R= 0.04680 0.24662 2.72336 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_67' R= 0.03605 0.45586 2.54947 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_681' R= -0.60880 0.90986 3.08653 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_682' R= -0.98414 0.96859 3.30420 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_68' R= -0.88949 0.92298 3.05986 !END

B.5 Fourth Proton-Electron Transfer

In the following the optimized atomic positions which are used in Fig. 4.25b are provided
in cartesian coordinates.

!LATTICE T= 1.00000 -1.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000 10.00000
1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 !END

!ATOM NAME= 'H_011' R= 0.12597 1.13791 -1.68710 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_01' R= -0.06628 1.02834 -1.53259 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_021' R= -0.02520 0.10877 -2.73071 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_022' R= 0.39215 -0.37223 -1.98772 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_02' R= 0.08965 0.09979 -1.64902 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_031' R= 0.66725 1.55377 -1.11013 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_03' R= 0.19944 0.40009 -1.75532 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_042' R= -0.43498 0.34032 -2.24090 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_04' R= -0.66533 0.39603 -2.10841 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_051' R= -0.26343 1.02089 -2.84869 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_052' R= -0.19877 0.60854 -2.84417 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_05' R= -0.28742 0.80453 -3.01262 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_061' R= -0.19990 -0.44986 -2.75014 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_062' R= -0.08175 -0.60451 -2.37499 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_06' R= -0.28821 -0.61314 -2.55177 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_071' R= 0.22362 0.36048 -2.49572 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_072' R= -0.05733 -0.12330 -3.31541 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_07' R= -0.03792 0.30305 -2.53997 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_081' R= -0.70219 0.78607 -3.07169 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_08' R= -0.98454 0.80091 -3.07134 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA1' R= -0.42466 0.46652 0.50219 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA2' R= 0.42762 0.56953 -0.53196 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA3' R= -0.50844 0.63792 -0.50109 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'CA4' R= 0.62357 0.53314 0.56455 !END
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!ATOM NAME= 'MN1' R= 0.03631 1.05896 0.01423 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN2' R= 0.03648 0.06003 0.00472 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN3' R= 0.01989 1.05884 1.06050 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN4' R= 0.06534 0.05204 1.04117 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN5' R= 0.04988 1.11129 -1.03997 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'MN6' R= -0.03316 -0.01013 -1.02886 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)1' R= 0.11054 0.17916 0.52307 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)2' R= 0.16001 1.11455 -0.50472 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)3' R= -1.05366 0.91070 -0.50982 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(A)4' R= 0.90785 -0.01206 0.52403 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)1' R= -0.48128 -0.05525 0.12815 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)2' R= -0.06960 0.54064 -0.11936 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)3' R= -0.47368 1.21101 1.12904 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)4' R= 1.14362 0.56997 0.94044 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)5' R= -0.46904 1.13187 -0.12705 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)6' R= 1.11372 0.55192 0.12782 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)7' R= -0.47075 -0.01360 0.96075 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)8' R= -0.11753 0.56146 1.14613 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)9' R= -0.45300 1.12266 -0.93213 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)10' R= 1.22422 0.56133 -1.12889 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)11' R= -0.48924 -0.13105 -1.13449 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_(B)12' R= -0.10105 0.49939 -0.97057 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_611' R= 0.33390 1.08126 1.62398 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_61' R= 0.07861 1.13306 1.56200 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_621' R= 0.17891 0.17349 2.79298 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_622' R= 0.55420 -0.31838 2.10514 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_62' R= 0.02263 -0.06177 1.61351 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_631' R= 0.61922 1.55532 1.20070 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_63' R= 0.17393 0.15798 1.82035 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_642' R= -0.24021 0.41643 2.35431 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_64' R= -0.47741 0.44515 2.22524 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_651' R= -0.05593 1.06614 2.97050 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_652' R= 0.00610 0.65800 2.94961 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_65' R= -0.08206 0.84456 3.12776 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_661' R= -0.00293 -0.40467 2.84709 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_662' R= 0.12343 -0.57921 2.48437 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_66' R= -0.08517 -0.58488 2.66095 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_671' R= 0.43338 0.42877 2.57409 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_672' R= 0.13354 -0.03431 3.38018 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_67' R= 0.16913 0.37619 2.61091 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'H_681' R= -0.50635 0.84469 3.16062 !END
!ATOM NAME= 'O_68' R= -0.78634 0.87348 3.14403 !END



Appendix C
Variable energy positron annihilation
spectroscopy (VEPAS)

For characterization of defect depth profile in Pd/rutile-TiO2 samples variable energy
positron annihilation spectroscopy (VEPAS) [221] was applied. The VEPAS measurements
are performed based on a magnetically guided slow positron beam [222]. The energy of
incident positrons is set in the range of 80 eV to 35 keV. Doppler broadening of the annihi-
lation photopeak is characterized with the sharpness parameter S [223] and measured by
a HPGe detector in the energy resolution of 1.09 keV to 511 keV. At low incident energies
(E < 1 keV) positrons annihilate on the sample surface. In the higher energy, positrons
penetrate into the Pd over-layer. In this case, the positrons diffusion back to the surface
reduces. At high energy of the incident positrons (E > 13 keV) penetration of positrons
into the r-TiO2 observed. For E > 30 keV all positrons are annihilated in rutile-TiO2 and
S reaches to the bulk value. No changes were observed for S value at the Pd/TiO2 interface
in a positron energy of E ≈ 13 keV. This means hydrogen loading did not introduce any
defects of positron trapping, neither into the r-TiO2 bulk nor into the Pd/r-TiO2 interface.
It should be noted that the neutral or negative charge defects can trap positron while, the
positive charge defects repel positron and VEPAS is not able to observe it.

The VEPAS results are shown in Fig. C.1. we can conclude that hydrogen loading can
not introduce Ti vacancies, while oxygen vacancies can be made. The S parameter have
been changed in the Pd over-layer in the energy range of E < 13 keV.
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148 C VARIABLE ENERGY POSITRON ANNIHILATION
SPECTROSCOPY (VEPAS)

Fig. C.1: VEPAS on the Pd/rutile-TiO2 system. The S parameter shows sharpness and
the E is the positions incident energy. At the interface, there is no changes of the S
parameter. With kind approval of J. Čížek.



Appendix D
Water formation by a hydrogenated oxygen
vacancy

D.0.1 Introduction

Here we try to derive equations and discuss them in more details.

3

2
H2 ↔ H+

O + H2O + e− (D.1)

Let us go through the Gibbs free energy:

∆G = G[H2O]− 3

2
G[H2] + E[H+

O]− ve(~rl) + µe

= G[H2O]− 3

2
G[H2] + E[H+

O]−ve(~rl) + εc+ve(~rl)− ΦBn

= G[H2O]− 3

2
G[H2] + E[H+

O] + εc − ΦBn

Equ. D.3, D.4
= E[H2O]− 3

2
E[H2] + E[H+

O] + εc − ΦBn

+kBT ln

(
(λT [H2O])3 p[H2O]

kBT

)
− 3

2
kBT ln

(
(λT [H2])3 p[H2]

kBT

)

−kBT ln(g[H2O]) +
3

2
kBT ln(g[H2])

−Evib[H2O] +
3

2
Evib[H2]− Erot[H2O] +

3

2
Erot[H2]
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∆G = E[H2O]− 1

2
E[H2]− E[H2] + E[H+

O] + εv − εv + εc − ΦBn

+
1

2
E[O2]− 1

2
E[O2]

+ kBT ln

(
(λT [H2O])3 p[H2O]

kBT

)
− 3

2
kBT ln

(
(λT [H2])3 p[H2]

kBT

)

+∆Evib + ∆Erot

= E[H2O]− E[H2]− 1

2
E[O2]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
-2.554 eV

+E[H+
O] + εv +

1

2
E[O2]− 1

2
E[H2]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1.906 eV

+ εc − εv︸ ︷︷ ︸
1.905 eV

− ΦBn︸︷︷︸
0.79 eV

+ ∆Evib︸ ︷︷ ︸
-0.170 eV

+ ∆Erot︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈0 eV

+ kBT ln

(
(λT [H2O])3 p[H2O]

kBT

)
−3

2
kBT ln

(
(λT [H2])3 p[H2]

kBT

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.804 eV @ 10 Pa of H2

= 1.101 eV + kBT ln

(
(λT [H2O])3 p[H2O]

kBT

)

For ∆G = 0 (and p[H2] = 10 Pa) the resulting partial water pressure is about 7.342·10−8 Pa.
We know that with PBE we underestimate reaction energies by about 0.3 eV. Adding this
to the 1.101 eV results in 1.401 eV, and, hence, with ∆G = 0, results in a water partial
pressure of about 6.23 · 10−13 Pa.

D.0.2 Limit of the formation enthalpy for water from rutile tita-
nium dioxide

To estimate limit for the energy of the corrosion reaction we consider the next lower stoi-
chiometric titanium oxide phase which has available data for its formation enthalpies ∆Hf .
Based on the NIST database this is Ti3O5 and Ti2O3. Its and other formation enthalpies
are given in tab. D.1. In addition, the formation energy of the molecule X is approximated
by the substration of the translational contribution or the pV term, respectively:

∆Ef [X] ≈ ∆Hf [X] + kBT ln

(
(λT [X])3 · p[X]

kBT

)
(D.2)

We test the energy of the oxygen molecule by calculating the energy difference for the
different titanium oxides:
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Table D.1: Formation enthalpies ∆Hf from experiments are shown. From the enthalpies
the corresponding pV term (translational contribution), see Chap. D.0.3, was added to
obtain a corresponding estimate of the formation energy ∆Ef . Calculated formation en-
ergies ∆EPBE

f obtained with the PBE functional are given for comparison. Experimental
enthalpies were taken from [224].

Species ∆Hf ∆Hf Etrans Evib ∆Ef ∆EPBE
f ∆EPBE

f + Evib ∆EPBE0r
f ∆EPBE0r

f + Evib

/kJ mol−1 /eV /eV /eV /eV /eV /eV /eV /eV
H2O(g) −241.826 −2.506 0.384 0.557 −2.890 −2.554 −1.997 −2.029 −1.472

H2(ref) 0 0 0.299 0.258 −0.299 0 0.258 0 0.258

O2(ref) 0 0 0.406 0.098 −0.406 0 0.098 0 0.098

Ti(ref) 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0

r-TiO2(cr) −944.747 −9.792 0 - −9.792 −8.556 −8.556 −8.646 −8.646

Ti3O5(cr) −2459.146 −25.487 0 - −25.487 −22.709 −22.709

Ti2O3(cr) −1520.844 −15.762 0 - −15.762 −13.922 −13.922

Table D.2: Comparison of the reaction energies between experiment and PBE calculations.

Reaction ∆Eexp ∆EPBE Difference ∆EPBE0r Difference
/eV /eV /eV /eV /eV

2/3Ti2O3 ↔ 4/3Ti + O2 10.103 9.379 0.723 9.471 0.631

4TiO2 ↔ 2Ti2O3 + O2 7.236 6.476 0.760 6.564 0.673

6TiO2 ↔ 2Ti3O5 + O2 7.369 6.013 1.356 6.350 1.020

4Ti3O5 ↔ 6Ti2O3 + O2 6.969 7.401 −0.432 7.857 −0.021

2H2O↔ 2H2 + O2 4.776 4.608 0.168 3.559 1.217

1/2TiO2 + H2 ↔ 1/2Ti + H2O 2.305 2.023 0.282 2.593 −0.288

2TiO2 + H2 ↔ Ti2O3 + H2O 1.230 0.934 0.296 1.502 −0.272

3TiO2 + H2 ↔ Ti3O5 + H2O 1.297 0.703 0.594 1.395 −0.099
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D.0.3 Auxiliary calculations

Derivation of the molecular Gibbs energies

G[H2O] = E[H2O]−kBT ln(g[H2O])

+ kBT ln

(
(λT [H2O])3 p[H2O]

kBT

)

− kBT ln

(
∞∑

n=0

e
− ~ω[H2O]

kBT
(n+ 1

2
)

)

− kBT ln

(∑

`,m

e
− ~2`(`+1)
I[H2O]kBT

)

=: E[H2O]−kBT ln(g[H2O])

+ kBT ln

(
(λT [H2O])3 p[H2O]

kBT

)

− Evib[H2O]− Erot[H2O]

(D.3)

G[H2] = E[H2]−kBT ln(g[H2])

+ kBT ln

(
(λT [H2])3 p[H2]

kBT

)

− kBT ln

(
∞∑

n=0

e
− ~ω[H2]

kBT
(n+ 1

2
)

)

− kBT ln

(∑

`,m

e
− ~2`(`+1)
I[H2]kBT

)

=: E[H2]−kBT ln(g[H2])

+ kBT ln

(
(λT [H2])3 p[H2]

kBT

)

− Evib[H2]− Erot[H2]

(D.4)

Ttranslational energy (pV terms)

The translational energy or pV -term is calculated for the water, hydrogen and oxygen in
the following. It does not exist for solids and therefore for Ti and its oxides.
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The translational contribution for the water molecule at p = 0.1 MPa is:

Etrans[H2O] (T = 298.15 K, p = 0.1 MPa) = −kBT ln

(
λ3
T · p
kBT

)

=−kBT ln

(
(2.382 · 10−11 /m)3 · p

kBT

)

= 0.383567351116381 eV

The translational contribution for the hydrogen molecule at p = 0.1 MPa is:

Etrans[H2] (T = 298.15 K, p = 0.1 MPa) = −kBT ln

(
λ3
T · p
kBT

)

=−kBT ln

(
(7.121 · 10−11 /m)3 · p

kBT

)

= 0.29916087638704 eV

The translational contribution for the oxygen molecule at p = 0.1 MPa is:

Etrans[O2] (T = 298.15 K, p = 0.1 MPa) = −kBT ln

(
λ3
T · p
kBT

)

= −kBT ln

(
(1.787 · 10−11 /m)3 · p

kBT

)

= 0.405707037467427 eV

Vibrational energy

Here we calculate the vibrational energy terms for the H2O, H2 and O2 molecule. We
consider standard conditions which defines the temperature T = 298.15 K.

Using the bending frequencies of water with f1 = c · ν̃ = c · 1588
cm = 47607042330400

s ,
f2 = c · 3650

cm = 109424247170000
s and f3 = c · 3742

cm = 112182337783600
s [225] the vibrational energy

is calculated as

Evib[H2O] = −kBT ln

(
∞∑

n=0

e
−hf1[H2O]

kBT
(n+ 1

2
)

)
− kBT ln

(
∞∑

n=0

e
−hf2[H2O]

kBT
(n+ 1

2
)

)

− kBT ln

(
∞∑

n=0

e
−hf3[H2O]

kBT
(n+ 1

2
)

)

≈ 0.557 eV

Using the bending frequency of hydrogen with f = c · ν̃ = c · 4163
cm = 124803600265400

s [225]
the vibrational energy is calculated as

Evib[H2] = −kBT ln

(
∞∑

n=0

e
−hf [H2]

kBT
(n+ 1

2
)

)

≈ 0.258 eV
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Using the bending frequency of oxygen with f = c · ν̃ = c · 1580
cm = 47367208364000

s [225] the
vibrational energy is calculated as

Evib[O2] = −kBT ln

(
∞∑

n=0

e
−hf [O2]

kBT
(n+ 1

2
)

)

≈ 0.098 eV

For the change in the Gibbs energy of the water formation the following energy is
required

∆Evib = −Evib[H2O] +
3

2
Evib[H2] = −0.169567311667034 eV (D.5)

Rotational energy

Here we calculate the rotational energy terms for the H2O, H2 and O2 molecule. We
therefore follow equation F2 of the main manuscript. We consider standard conditions
which defines the temperature T = 298.15 K.

The moment of inertia is a tensor for the water molecule. Carl W. David [226] diago-
nalized this tensor and calculated its corresponding values:

I =



I11 0 0

0 I22 0

0 0 I33


 =




1.09 · 10−40 0 0

0 1.91 · 10−40 0

0 0 3.00 · 10−40


 g cm2

To estimate the influence of the rotational energy of the water molecule, Erot[H2O] is
calculated from the Iii term which yields the largest contribution, which is the I33 term:

Erot[H2O] = kBT ln

(
∞∑

l,m

e
− ~2l(l+1)
I33[H2O]kBT

)

≈ 0.06262 eV

Using the moment of inertia for hydrogen with I[H2] = 4.607 · 10−48 kg m2.

Erot[H2] = kBT ln

(
∞∑

l,m

e
− ~2l(l+1)
I[H2]kBT

)

≈ 0.019 eV

Using the moment of inertia for oxygen with I[O2] = 1.945 · 10−46 kg m2.

Erot[O2] = kBT ln

(
∞∑

l,m

e
− ~2l(l+1)
I[O2]kBT

)

≈ 0.105 eV
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For the change in the Gibbs energy of the water formation the following energy is
required

∆Erot = −Erot[H2O] +
3

2
Erot[H2] = −0.034 eV (D.6)
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